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Abstract

The dynamic performance of polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs)
is of great interest for mobile applications such as in automobiles. However, the
length scale of a PEM fuel cell’s main components are ranging from the micro over
the meso to the macro level, and the time scales of various transport processes
range from milliseconds up to a few hours. This combination of various spatial and
temporal scales makes it extremely challenging to conduct in-situ measurements
or other observations through experimental means. Thus, numerical simulation
becomes a very important tool to help understand the underlying electrochemical
dynamics and transient transport phenomena within PEM fuel cells.

In this thesis research, a comprehensive 3D model is developed which accounts
for the following transient transport mechanisms: the non-equilibrium phase trans-
fer between the liquid water and water vapor, the non-equilibrium membrane water
sorption/desorption, liquid water transport in the porous backing layer, membrane
hydration/dehydration, gas diffusion in the porous backing layer, the convective gas
flow in the gas channel, and heat transfer. Furthermore, some of the conventionally
used modeling assumptions and approaches have been incorporated into the current
model. Depending on the modeling purposes, the resulting model can be readily
switched between steady and unsteady, isothermal and non-isothermal, single- and
multi- phases, equilibrium and non-equilibrium membrane sorption/desorption, and
three water production assumptions.

The governing equations which mathematically describe these transport pro-
cesses, are discretized and solved using a finite-volume based commercial software,
Fluent, with its user coding ability. To handle the significant non-linearity stem-
ming from the multi-water phase transport, a set of numerical under-relaxation
techniques is developed using the programming language C.

The model is validated with experimental results and good agreements are
achieved. Subsequently, using this validated model numerical studies have been car-
ried out to probe various transient transport phenomena within PEM fuel cells and
the cell dynamic responses with respect to different operating condition changes.
Furthermore, the impact of flow-field design on the cell performance is also inves-
tigated with the three most common flow channel designs.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

With the increasing concerns about sustainable energy and environmental issues,
hydrogen and fuel cell technology is attracting more and more attention from aca-
demic research, industry and governments. One of the most promising fuel cells
is the polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cell, an electro-chemical energy
conversion device which converts hydrogen and oxygen directly to electrical energy
with by-products of pure water and heat only. Compared to the conventional en-
ergy conversion devices, a PEM fuel cell is exceptionally fuel-efficient. It converts
about two to three times more energy from fuel into usable power than the au-
tomobile power system used today. Other advantages of PEM fuel cells include
low operating temperature (< 100 oC), quiet operation, high power density, quick
startup and, of outmost importance, zero emissions, which leads directly to a re-
duction of air pollution and greenhouse gases. All these advantages make it the
prime candidate for automotive applications, as well as portable systems such as
cell phones or laptops.

As an emerging new technology, the development of PEM fuel cells is still fac-
ing many challenges that must be tackled before widespread commercialization, for
example, cost reduction, durability and reliability, system integration, thermal and
water management, to name a few. Cost used to be the most prohibiting factor for
the widespread implementation of PEM fuel cells. However, with the progress of
new materials, improved fabrication processes, and especially the reduction of plat-
inum usage, the cost of a PEM fuel cell system for automotive applications has been
reduced significantly from about $4000/kW at year 1995, to only about $50/kW
at year 2008. It is anticipated that the cost can eventually reach about $30/kW
at 2015 [1], at which it will be comparable to the cost of the combustion engine
which is about $20-30/kW. In order to overcome above challenges and achieve the
ultimate goal, various research activities have been carried out by national labs,
universities, and industrial companies in the past two decades. These studies can
be generally grouped into two categories: experiment and numerical simulation.
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In the laboratory experiment, a fuel cell (or a stack) is assembled and mea-
surements are made regarding its performance. Nevertheless, the length scale of
PEM fuel cells’ main components are ranging from the micro over the meso to the
macro level, and the time scales of various transport processes range from millisec-
onds up to a few hours. This combination of various spatial and temporal scales
makes it extremely challenging to conduct in-situ measurements or other observa-
tions through experimental means. Furthermore, physical prototyping can be very
expensive and time consuming, depending on the system complexity. Thereby,
numerical simulation has become a very important tool to help understand the
underlying electrochemical dynamics and transport phenomena within PEM fuel
cells.

Over the past decades, numerous efforts in terms of numerical modeling have
been made to investigate the operation of PEM fuel cells. Most of these studies
were focused on steady state phenomena and the transient transport processes
have been usually overlooked. Yet, for mobile applications like vehicles or portable
devices, the dynamic characteristics of the fuel cell are of paramount importance.
Therefore, the current thesis research aims at the unsteady modeling of various
transient transport phenomena and dynamic responses of PEM fuel cells. The
details of this thesis research will be presented in later chapters (Chapters 3-6),
while the remaining part of this chapter will discuss the background of PEM fuel
cells and state the objectives and outline of the present thesis research.

1.2 Operating Principal of PEM Fuel Cells

Figure 1.1 illustrates the operational principle of a PEM fuel cell. Pure hydrogen
or reformed hydrogen gas enters the anode channel and diffuses through the porous
anode electrode towards the anode catalyst layer (ACL), where hydrogen molecules
are stripped of their electrons with the help of a platinum catalyst and become pos-
itively charged hydrogen ions (protons), based on the hydrogen oxidation reaction
(HOR):

H2 → 2H+ + 2e− (1.1)

Protons migrate through the ion-selective membrane and the electrons travel
through the external circuit, thereby creating electric current. On the cathode side,
a humidified air stream enters the cathode channel and diffuses towards the cathode-
side catalyst layer (CCL). At the platinum catalyst surface, protons recombine with
electrons and oxygen molecules to produce water and heat, following the oxygen
reduction reaction (ORR):

1

2
O2 + 2H+ + 2e− → H2O (1.2)

Reaction (1.1) is slightly endothermic and reaction (1.2) is strongly exothermic,
so that overall heat is generated. By combining the reactions (1.1) and (1.2), the
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Figure 1.1: Schematic and operation principle of PEM fuel cell.

overall reaction in the PEM fuel cell can be summarized as

H2 +
1

2
O2 → H2O + heat + electrical energy (1.3)

The voltage of a single PEM fuel cell is typically in the range of 0.4 to 0.8 V
and the cell current density is usually less than 1 A/cm2. In practice, the fuel
cell shown in Figure 1.1 would be combined in series with other cells to produce
a fuel cell stack. This fuel cell stack would then be part of a fuel cell system
which would include fuel pumps, fuel processors, heat exchangers, humidifies, and
other equipment. The power of such PEM fuel cell systems can vary from a few
Watts which is suitable for portable applications, up to million Watts such as in
the stationary applications in power plant.

For a more detailed discussion on the PEM fuel cell and its applications, the
reader is referred to [2, 3, 4].

1.3 Fuel Cell Components

1.3.1 Polymer Electrolyte Membrane

The polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) is a critical component of a working
fuel cell. Its function is to conduct protons efficiently while repelling the electrons,
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thus forcing the electrons to travel through the outer circuit to produce electric
work. A desirable membrane in a PEM fuel cell should possess the characteristics
of high proton conductivity, good insulation regarding electronic current, low fuel
crossover properties, and it must also be robust enough to be assembled into a fuel
cell stack and have high chemical and thermal stability. The most commonly used
and investigated membrane material is Nafion, made by Dupont, which will be
considered predominately in this study. The Nafion membrane belongs to a class
of poly-perfluoro-sulfonic acids which consists of a hydrophobic tetrafluoroethylene
backbone with pendant side chains of perfluoronated vinyl-ethers terminated by
sulfonic acid groups. Proton conductivity in Nafion and most other polymer elec-
trolytes increases with the water activity and that is the prime reason to humidify
the incoming gas reactants. Sufficient water must be absorbed into the membrane
to ionize the acid groups, whereas excess water can flood the cathode of the fuel
cell, diminishing fuel cell performance and limiting the power output. Therefore,
water management in the fuel cell is critical for PEM fuel cell operation, and it is
one important task of this modeling study.

1.3.2 Catalyst Layer

Normally, the electrochemical reactions (1.1) and (1.2) would occur very slowly at
the low operating temperature of a PEM fuel cell, especially at the cathode side. In
order to speed up these two reactions, the membrane is coated with a thin catalyst
layer on each electrode side. The catalyst layer usually consists of microscale carbon
particles, each of which can support nanoscale platinum (Pt) catalyst particles,
loosely embedded in a matrix of ionomer. The ionomer microstructure and ionomer-
catalyst layer interface are important factors for the performance of a fuel cell; they
determine the ion exchange across the membrane that allows the fuel cell reaction
to occur. The optimum thickness of the catalyst layer is found to be around 10
µm since almost all of the reactions occur within a 10 µm thick layer. On the
other hand, the electrochemical reaction is not evenly distributed over the catalyst
layer; therefore, the Pt particles must be properly distributed in the catalyst layer
to maximize the reaction efficiency and minimize the cost.

The platinum catalyst has strong affinity for CO. Therefore, a common problem
of the fuel cell is anode catalyst CO poisoning if the hydrogen is derived from an
alcohol or hydrocarbon fuel. Developers are currently exploring platinum/ruthe-
nium catalysts that are more insensitive to CO. This problem does not exist if pure
hydrogen is supplied.

1.3.3 Gas Diffusion Layer

Gas diffusion layers (GDL) consist of porous material resembling carbon cloth or
carbon fiber paper, with typical thicknesses between 200 and 300 µm. They serve
to provide structural support of the catalyst layer and transport the reactant gases
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towards the reaction sites through its hydrophobic pore structure. In addition, they
provide an interface where ionization takes place and transfer electrons through the
solid matrix. A GDL also plays an important role in heat removal from the reacting
site and the water management of the cell. Without a GDL, the membrane would
be dried out by the channel gases.

The GDL and catalyst layer together are usually referred to as the porous
backing layer. Moreover, the polymer electrolyte membrane, electrodes (anode and
cathode), and catalyst together are usually called the membrane electrode assembly
(MEA).

1.3.4 Bipolar Plate

The important role of the bipolar plate is to feed the reactant gases towards the
GDL, and to assemble individual cells into a cell stack. Gas-flow channels are curved
into bipolar plates to provide pathways for reactant gases and, in practice, straight,
serpentine, or interdigitated flow fields are commonly used designs. The ratio be-
tween channel area and land area is important for any flow field. The channel area
should be as large as possible to supply enough reactant gases and to reduce the cell
weight and volume requirements; on the other hand, the greater the land area, the
better the electrical connection between the bipolar plates and the GDL, and the
lower the contact resistance and ohmic losses. A sensible compromise between the
above two factors should be sought to achieve the best possible cell performance.
The most commonly used material in bipolar plate fabrication is graphite; it has
favorable properties such as high electrical conductivity, high thermal conductivity,
low corrosion rate, and light weight. However, it is expensive to machine the flow
pathways into graphite. Apart from graphite, metal alloy and carbon composites
are also materials widely used for manufacturing bipolar plates.

The functions and the physical and chemical phenomena related to each com-
ponent of the PEM fuel cell are summarized in Table 1.1.

1.4 PEM Fuel Cell Performance

The most general indicator of fuel cell performance is the polarization curve. This
curve is a plot of the average current density through the fuel cell, I, along the
abscissa, versus the cell voltage, φcell, on the ordinate (Figure 1.2). For an ideal
fuel cell, this curve would be flat, thus providing a constant, reversible voltage, φrev,
independent of the quantity of current drawn from the device. However for a real
device, irreversible voltage losses, also known as overpotentials, occur for any finite
value of current drawn from the cell. The sum of these overpotentials is known as
the cell overpotential, ηcell. The relationship between the cell voltage, reversible
voltage, and the cell overpotential is given by:

φcell = φrev − ηcell (1.4)
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Table 1.1: Functions and transport phenomena related with each layer of PEM fuel
cells.

Layer Functions & Transport Phenomena

Bipolar plate

• Guiding gas reactants flow
• Provide structural support for stack assembling
• Electron transport
• Liquid water transport
• Heat transfer

Electrode backing layer

• Gas reactant porous media flow
• Water evaporation and condensation
• Liquid water porous media flow
• Electron transport
• Heat transfer

Catalyst layer

• Electrochemical reactions
• Gas reactant porous media flow
• Water evaporation and condensation
• Liquid water porous media flow
• Membrane (dissolved) water transport
• Membrane water sorption/desorption
• Electron transport
• Proton transport
• Heat transfer

Membrane

• Repelling electrons
• Impermeable barrier to gas reactants
• Membrane (dissolved) water transport
• Proton transport
• Heat transfer

A sample polarization curve is shown in Figure 1.2. When examining polariza-
tion curves, it is helpful to divide the curve into three regions. A different mode
of irreversible loss dominates each of these regions, although they coexist simulta-
neously in each region. Thus, the shape of the polarization curve can provide the
viewer with some information regarding the internal dynamics of the fuel cell.

The first region is called the activation polarization region. It is associated with
a steep slope and low current densities. This region occurs due to a sluggishness of
electrocatalysis at low voltage drops across the cell. In order to provide the elec-
trocatalysis, an activation energy is required to drive the reaction, thus providing
the name for this region. In this region, cell voltages (and hence efficiencies) are
high, but current density (and hence power density) is very low. Thus, this is not
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Figure 1.2: Sample polarization curve showing the three overpotential regions

a very useful region in which to operate a practical fuel cell.

The second region is called the ohmic polarization region. It is associated with
a gradual slope that traverses most of the polarization curve. The losses associated
with the activation polarization are relatively constant in this region, hence the
slope is principally due to ohmic losses across the membrane and electrode layers.

The third region is called the concentration polarization region. It is associated
with a steep slope and high current densities. In this region, the transport processes
of this electro-chemical device begin to limit performance. Mass diffusion rates
limit the transport of the reactants, thus preventing an increase in reaction rate.
Decreasing the cell potential in this region results in a negligible increase in current
density, thus simply reducing the power density. The maximum current is reached
at zero cell potential.

1.5 Objectives and Scope of the Thesis

The main objectives of this thesis are to:

� identify the weakness and effectiveness of the previous modeling approaches,
then develop a comprehensive multi-phase transient mathematical model for
PEM fuel cells based on this analysis;

� implement the mathematical model into a commercial software Fluent, with
user coded subroutines;
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� provide insight into the electrochemical kinetics and transient transport phe-
nomena within PEM fuel cells;

� investigate the dynamic performance of PEM fuel cells with respect to various
operating condition changes;

� analyze liquid water removal through various flow channel designs.

To achieve these objectives, a comprehensive 3D PEM fuel cell model will be
developed which accounts for seven main transient processes, namely, the non-
equilibrium phase transfer between the liquid water and water vapor, the non-
equilibrium membrane water sorption/desorption, liquid water transport in the
porous backing layer, membrane hydration/dehydration, gas diffusion in the porous
backing layer, the convective gas ow in the gas channel, and heat transfer. Subse-
quently, numerical simulations of various transient processes will be conducted. The
resulting model will then be used to investigate the change of operation conditions,
such as the output cell voltage, relative humidity of the gas reactants, operating
pressure, etc., on the dynamic performance of the fuel cell. Furthermore, the model
can also be used for flow-field designs. Channel flow is a truly 3-D phenomenon
which has a great impact on reactants supply and liquid water removal. In fact,
a main point of 3-D simulations is to figure out where the liquid water is in the
GDL and channel. This is particularly important when one wants to purge the cell
before shut off due to freezing concerns in wintry conditions.

This thesis is organized as follows: firstly, the steady state and transient models
that currently exist in the published literature are reviewed in Chapter 2. Then
the mathematical formulation of the current model is described in Chapter 3 and
the numerical procedure of implementing this mathematical model is illustrated
in Chapter 4. Next, the results from a single-channel model and several multi-
channel models with different flow channel designs are presented in Chapter 5 and
Chapter 6, respectively. Finally, conclusions and some suggestions for future work
are summarized in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

PEM fuel cells research has achieved considerable progresses in the past two decades,
and it is on track to extensively replace the internal combustion engines which are
currently used in automobiles. When reviewing the efforts and achievements that
have been made, it is undeniable that mathematical modeling has played an in-
dispensable role. Extensive PEM fuel cell modeling has greatly helped to better
understand the functionality of the device and improve the cell performance.

A mathematical PEM fuel cell model can be as simple as an empirical func-
tion which predicts the cell performance solely based on several fitting parameters.
This kind of model is usually referred to as performance model. In contrast, a
mathematical model can be very complicated as well. It may be composed of a
bunch of closely coupled partial differential equations that describe the transport
phenomena which occur within PEM fuel cells. Advanced Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) techniques are usually required to solve such equation systems,
thus providing their name – CFD model.

2.1 Performance Models

Performance models characterize the electrical performance of a cell by using a
single equation, i.e. cell voltage versus current density. A general form of the
performance model is [4]:

φcell = φrev − b ln

(
J + Jin

J0

)
−R(J + Jin) + m ln

(
1− J + Jin

Jl

)
(2.1)

As can be seen, the above equation resembles the Equation (1.4), with the sec-
ond, third and last term on the right hand side representing the activation, ohmic
and concentration overpotential, respectively. Here, b is the Tafel slope related to
the ORR, R is the overall ohmic resistance, m is a constant in the concentration
overpotential, Jin, J0 and Jl are the equivalent internal current density, exchange
current density, and limiting current density, respectively.
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Ticianelli et al. [6] and Srinivasan et al. [7] were one of the first to use the
empirical equation (Equation 2.1) to analyze their experimental polarization results.
They determined the kinetic parameters and general ohmic resistance through a
nonlinear least square fit of the experimental data. The theoretical analysis of
Paganin et al. [8] shows that in some cases the Tafel slope can be categorized into
two different regions depending on the operating cell voltage or current density, and
the limiting current density is affected by the structural parameters of the electrode.
Kim et al. [9] investigated the effects of operating temperature, pressure, and
oxygen compositions on the determination of the fitting parameters. Similar work
was later presented by Beattie and coworkers [10]. They determined the kinetic
and mass transport parameters for the oxygen reduction reaction for two different
membranes (Nafionr 117 and BAMr 407) under various pressure and temperature
conditions. Squadrito et al. [11] proposed an empirical equation similar to Equation
(2.1) in which the exponential term that determines the concentration overpotential
was refined. Furthermore, this new equation appears to be able to separate the
ohmic contribution from the others.

More complicated performance models are also developed using a combination
of numerical and empirical techniques. Amphlett et al. [12], Pisani et al. [13],
Kulikovsky [14], and Ceraolo et al. [15] adopted a semi-empirical approach, where
the analytical form of the limiting current density and concentration overpotential
constant (m) are determined by solving the Stefan-Maxwell equation that governs
the multi-species transport. Baschuk and Li [16] proposed a PEM fuel cell stack
model in which the distributions of the pressure and mass flow rate for the fuel
and oxidant streams in the stack are determined by a hydraulic network analysis.
Using these distributions as operating conditions, the performance of each cell in
the stack is governed by a single cell performance model. They found that the
cell performance depends on the manifold size, number of gas channels and the
uniformity of the reactants distribution. Furthermore, analytical solutions for the
polarization performance are also reported by Standaert et al. [17, 18] and Gurau
et al. [19].

In addition, the performance models have been incorporated into many system-
level models concerning the whole fuel cell system. These system models are built
from discrete elements, representing subcomponents (fuel cell stack, reformers, com-
pressors, etc.) of the system. The models closely follow the physical layout of the
actual system and the performance of each part is represented by empirical formu-
las. Francesco and Arato [20] developed a system model for an automotive PEM
fuel cell system. By varying external conditions, they investigated the effect of
relative humidity and temperature of the incoming air flow on the cell start-up
processes. In the study of Gao et al. [21], a fuel cell model is coupled with non-
linear dynamic models for reactant pressures and manifold flows, and applied for
the control design for a fuel cell stack system where pressurized air and hydrogen
are utilized. Current control and reactant pressure control are implemented and
the simulation is carried out in MATLAB/Simulink. In a separate study, Grasser
and Rufer [22] elaborated a control-oriented PEM fuel cell system model in two
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distinct steps. First, the fuel cell auxiliary systems (i.e. air and hydrogen supply
along with thermal management) are described in a state-space approach which
links user input to fuel cell operating conditions. A performance model then de-
scribes the effect of those operating conditions on the overall system performance.
The model allows implementation of advanced control strategies such as multi vari-
ables control with decoupling, actuator sensitivity analysis or maximum efficiency
tracking algorithms.

In general, the performance models are useful in analyzing the overall perfor-
mance of the PEM fuel cell stack or system. However, they do not provide insight
into the underlying transport and electrochemical phenomena that occur inside the
fuel cells. Thus, CFD models for the detailed inter-cell operating conditions form
the focus of the discussion in the next section.

2.2 CFD Models

It is difficult to categorize all existing PEM fuel cell CFD models, since the re-
searchers have focused on different aspects of the cell. However, a general clas-
sification of those modeling efforts can be identified as: from one-dimensional to
multi-dimensional, from isothermal to non-isothermal, from single-phase to multi-
phases, from single components to the cell unit, and from steady state to transient.
For the purpose of this thesis, the published CFD models are generally categorized
as steady state models and transient models.

2.2.1 Steady State Models

Water and heat management have been widely recognized as some of the most chal-
lenging issues to reach the commercialization of PEM fuel cells. The water transport
within PEM fuel cells entails two competing effects: on one side, the membrane
electrical conductivity increases with the membrane water content; hence the mem-
brane should be as hydrated as possible to facilitate the proton transport. On the
other side, excess water may accumulate in the porous pore of the GDL and cata-
lyst layer and block the pathway for reactants transport, resulting in a significant
concentration overpotential. A similar situation exists for heat management: the
electrochemical reaction is enhanced at high operating temperature. This is es-
pecially true for the sluggish ORR at the cathode side. However, excessive high
temperature tends to dry out the membrane, thus reducing its proton transfer ca-
pability. Therefore, a dynamic water and thermal balance is necessary for a sound
operation of the fuel cell. In the following, the review of the literature will roughly
follow these two threads.
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Macroscopic Water Transport Modeling

Reviewing the literature, it is not hard to see that most of the modeling discrepan-
cies originated from the intricate water transport in different cell regions. Generally,
previous water transport studies can be categorized into two main groups: water
transport through the polymer electrolyte membrane; and two-phase water trans-
port in the backing layer and gas flow channel. Each of these two main groups can
be further divided into several subgroups.

The breadth of membrane water transport submodels proposed to date ranges
from molecular dynamics simulations and statistical mechanics models, to empirical
macroscopic models. The focus in this subsection is on the development of macro-
scopic models required for computational simulations of complete fuel cells. Hence,
only the macroscopic models are reviewed below. In general, three macroscopic
modeling approaches of membrane water transport exist: convective (or hydraulic)
models, diffusive models, and chemical potential models.

The convective models began with the pioneering work of Bernardi and Ver-
brugge. In 1991 and 1992, Bernardi and Verbrugge [23, 24] published a one-
dimensional isothermal model of the gas-diffusion electrodes and a fully humidified
membrane, providing valuable information about the physics of the electrochemi-
cal reactions and the transport phenomena in these regions. Fuller and Newmann,
[25] and Nguyen and White [26] subsequently developed pseudo-two-dimensional
models accounting for compositional changes along the flow path. In their mod-
els, the MEA is greatly simplified by assuming ultra thin gas diffusion electrodes,
and the volume of the liquid phase is assumed to be negligible. Such models are
useful for small cells, while their applicability to large scale fuel cells, particularly
under high fuel utilization and low humidity conditions, is limited. Eikerling et al.
[27] proposed a model in which phenomenological transport equations coupled with
the capillary pressure isotherm are used, involving conductivity, permeability and
electro-osmotic drag coefficients that depend on the local water content. The effects
of membrane parameters on current-voltage performance are investigated. Berning
et al. [28] developed a 3D model which unified the liquid water transport in the
whole cell. The liquid water transport in the porous backing layer is governed by
Darcy’s law and the membrane water transport is governed by the Schlögl equa-
tion, while the back diffusion due to the water concentration difference between the
anode and cathode side is totally neglected.

In the convective model, the flow of liquid water caused by a pressure gradient
is included. However, experimental work [50] has shown that the application of
a pressure difference between the cathode and anode did not have a large effect
upon the drag coefficient, which is contrary to what is suggested by the convective
model. Hence, the diffusive model is more frequently employed in the literature.
Springer et al. [30, 31] were some of the pioneers working with the diffusive mem-
brane hydration mechanisms. They implemented a one-dimensional isothermal
model which accounts for the variation of membrane water content. Empirical cor-
relations between the water activity and membrane water content (water sorption
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isotherm) were developed based on experimental data measured at 30 oC. Other
transport properties such as the water diffusivity and membrane electrical conduc-
tivity were considered as functions of membrane water content. Using the same
diffusive model, Gurau and coworkers [32] developed a two-dimensional steady-
state model of a whole fuel cell, i.e., both flow channels with MEA in between.
The model considers the gas phase and the liquid phase in separate computational
domains, which means that the interaction between both phases is not considered.
In a separate development, Um et al. [33] carried out a two-dimensional simulation
which coupled the electrochemical kinetics and transport processes. The three-
dimensional version of the same model was demonstrated later [34]. Additional
work on generalized, fully three-dimensional models was performed by Dutta et al.
[35, 36], Zhou and Liu [37], Mazumder and Cole [38], Lee et al. [39] and many
others. Recently, Kulikovsky [40] used a new set of correlations regarding the wa-
ter sorption isotherm based on the experimental work of Hinatsu et al. [41] who
conducted measurements at 80 oC, and implemented a model similar to Springer
et al, which differentiates the water transport in the membrane from the water va-
por transport in the GDL and gas channel. In the catalyst layer (CL), two phases
are coupled together through an equilibrium assumption and the membrane water
concentration is converted to the water vapor concentration through mathematical
relations. Using a similar mathematical technique, Um and Wang [34] proposed
a single-domain water transport model which converts the water concentration in
the electrolyte to water vapor concentration both in the catalyst layer and the bulk
membrane layer. The resulting water transport equation is casted into a general
form that is valid across the whole domain. The same approach is also adopted by
[43, 44, 45].

In both the convective and diffusive models, the proton concentration is assumed
constant across the membrane domain and only the water concentration varies spa-
tially in the membrane. Consequently, the electric potential within the membrane
is exclusively determined through Ohm’s law. A more fundamental and general
approach to macroscopic modeling of water transport in membranes requires mi-
croscopic consideration of the dominant interactions between the aqueous system
and the polymer and how they affect the proton transport properties. Models that
consider such interactions based on the fundamentals of multi-component diffusion
have recently been derived and they are generally referred to as chemical potential
models. This kind of model treats the membrane as a mixture of solid matrix, hy-
dronium ions and liquid water. Here, the transport phenomena within the polymer
membrane are solved by means of a generalized Stephen-Maxwell equation. De-
spite different names, the dusty fluid models [46, 47], generalized Stefan-Maxwell
equation models [48, 49], and concentrated solution theory models [50, 51] can
be categorized into this group. Generally speaking, the chemical potential model
can be considered as a superclass of diffusive/convective models; the diffusive/con-
vective models are only valid in certain situations (constant proton concentration),
while the chemical potential model is a more comprehensive approach which applies
to a much larger range. Nevertheless, all above mentioned chemical potential mod-
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els are invariably confined to the membrane region along with many simplifications.
Further, several parameters and correlations related to this model class remain un-
known, such as the diffusion coefficient of hydronium, the interaction properties
of water and hydronium with the solid matrix, etc. Hence, the application of the
chemical potential model in full cell modeling needs to be explored further.

The second main group of modeling efforts, two-phase water transport in the
catalyst and backing layer, can also be divided into three modeling approaches,
including the mixture models, two-fluid models, and the volume of fluid (VOF)
models. Wang and Cheng [52] were one of the first groups to apply multi-phase
mixture theory to PEM fuel cell research. The mixture model is a kind of single-fluid
model. It solves a single set of conservation equations for the phase mixture as-
suming phase equilibrium. Subsequently, the volume fraction of the phases, as well
as the relative velocity among different phases, are obtained in a post-processing
manner. Pasaogullari et al. [53] developed a two-phase model of the PEM fuel
cells with a micro-porous layer (MPL) based on the multiphase mixture model for-
mulation of Wang and Cheng [52]. Subsequently, You et al. [54, 55] published
similar work investigating the effects of several operating parameters on two-phase
transport. Mazumder and Cole [56] also presented a numerical study based on the
multi-phase mixture model. Their model appears to be valid only in the two-phase
regime where there is liquid water. Under low humidity inlet conditions where the
liquid saturation is zero, this model yielded zero electro-osmotic drag through the
polymer membrane.

The two-fluid model, on the other hand, solves individual sets of equations for
each phase while the interaction among different phases is explicitly taken into
account through limited phase transfer terms. In PEM fuel cell modeling, the
two-fluid model is usually simplified by combining the continuity and momentum
equation with the help of Darcy’s law and a capillary pressure function. Com-
pared to the mixture model, the advantage of the two-fluid models is that only
one extra equation for liquid saturation is added, while allowing for the simula-
tion of non-equilibrium phase transfer processes. Here, however, the choice of the
empirical expressions for relative permeability and capillary pressure are crucial
and many different relationships have been proposed in literature. He et al. [57]
developed a 2D, two-fluid model for the cathode side with interdigitated channels.
Considerable simplifications with a constant interfacial drag coefficient and liquid
diffusivity are made which is deemed reasonable only for small saturations. Later,
Natarajan et al. [95] improved He et al.’s model by utilizing a linear function for
relative permeability and an exponential expression for the capillary pressure. This
revised model can be used to study conventional gas distributors where the liquid
saturation is more significant. In the model of Zhang and Wang [59], power law
relations and Leverett J-functions were used for the relative permeability and capil-
lary pressure, respectively. Leverett J-functions are traditionally used in geological
engineering to study water transport behavior in materials that have homogeneous
wetting properties, like soil and rock. However, due to the lack of experimental
data in the early days, it has been extensively used in PEM fuel cell modeling as
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an approximation. This situation is changed with the emergence of several recent
experimental studies [60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65], which will be elucidated in more details
later on. Furthermore, some studies were intended to investigate and analyze the
two-phase transport in a hydrophobic GDL. Nam and Kaviany [66] described a one-
dimensional two-fluid model for liquid water transport through a hydrophobic GDL.
In this model, the gas-phase pressure is assumed to be uniform, thereby render-
ing the liquid-phase transport governed by the gradient in capillary pressure. The
model was used to assess the effects of GDL fiber diameter, porosity, and capillary
pressure on the liquid water distribution. Independently, Pasaogullari and Wang
[67] proposed a systematic theory of liquid water transport through a hydrophobic
GDL. Condensation results in a tree-like liquid water percolation network in the
porous GDL. Liquid water then reaches the interface of the porous GDL with the
gas channel, forming liquid droplets. Inside the GDL, liquid water is driven by
capillary action. In a hydrophobic GDL, the capillary pressure is negative; hence,
the liquid pressure is larger than the gas-phase pressure, whereas in hydrophilic
media, the gas-phase pressure is higher than of the liquid phase.

Recently, the VOF model has attracted increasing attention from the PEM fuel
cell modeling community. The biggest advantage of a VOF model is its ability
to trace the trajectory of the liquid droplet movement. Quan and coworkers [68]
developed a VOF model for the cathode gas channel using the commercial software
FLUENT. Even when no electrochemical reactions were considered and the sim-
ulation has to start from arbitrarily specified liquid droplet locations, it provides
valuable information on liquid water removal, especially the two-phase flow behav-
ior around the channel bend region. Similar VOF simulations were later presented
by the same group for various flow channel designs [69, 70]. Using an in-house VOF
code, Theodorakakos et al. [71] investigated the dynamics of droplet detachment
from a porous surface under the influence of the incoming air flow. Comparison of
their simulation results to experimental CCD images shows successful prediction
of the droplet detachment process. Similar studies regarding liquid droplet emer-
gence and detachment from porous GDL are also presented by Zhu et al. [72], and
Bazylak et al. [73]. In general, due to the nature of the extremely small time-steps
and intensive computing related to VOF methods, its application so far has been
restricted to investigating the physical properties of certain components, such as
the permeability, the gas diffusivity in the backing layer, or the analysis of liquid
behavior in the porous electrode [72, 73] or gas flow channels [68, 69, 70, 71].

Microscopic Water Transport Modeling

Some recent modeling studies have investigated the membrane water transport and
liquid water transport in the backing layer from a microscopic point of view. For ex-
ample, Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations have been conducted to understand
the water filled network within the polymer membrane. The MD simulation models
the fluid flow by studying the trajectory of individual molecules that make up the
fluid. Thus, a knowledge of the average energy of the molecules, the inter-molecular
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interactions, and collision behavior, etc., are required. Based on a structural anal-
ysis of the microphase-separated morphologies of the membrane, Vishnyakov and
Neimark [74] developed a MD model for a Nafion membrane. They found that as
the water content increased, temporary bridges between water clusters formed and
broke apart dynamically on a time scale of 100 ps instead of forming permanent
water channels. It suggests that there is no percolating network of connected water
pathways, but local disconnected water pools which are only transiently linked.
Such findings have important implications for water uptake as well.

The number of molecules considered in classical MD models are very limited,
owing to the challenging requirement of computer resources. Hence, they are not
able to predict the structure-related properties of the membrane at long time (>
10 ns) and length scales (> 10 nm). To bridge the gap, a so-called coarse-grained
approach has recently been developed to study the structure of hydrated ionomers
at varying water content. The coarse grained treatment implies simplification in
inter-molecular interactions, which can be systematically improved with advanced
force-matching procedures, but it allows simulating systems with sufficient size and
sufficient statistical sampling. Khalatur et al. [75] built a predictive model using a
highly coarse-grained representation of the side groups along the backbone. They
found that the water and polar sulfonic acid groups are segregated into a three-layer
structure, and a linear dependency of microscopic swelling on water content. More
examples regarding the classical and coarse-grained MD simulations can be found
in [76, 77].

Utilizing the Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM), microscopic simulations of the
liquid water transport in the porous backing layer, gas channel and PEM have also
been explored by many research groups recently [78, 79, 80]. Compared to the MD
simulation, the LBM approach assumes that the fluid is made of large amounts of
fluid “particles” instead of individual molecules. A fluid particle is a large group
of molecules which, although much larger than a molecule, is still considerably
smaller than the smallest length scale of the simulation. Then by solving the Boltz-
mann equation in conjunction with a lattice gas model, the trajectory of the liquid
droplet movement can be resolved and the macroscopic fluid properties (density,
velocity, energy, etc.) are evaluated from the particle distribution function. Niu et
al. [78] presented a LBM model in which a water-gas flow in the GDL is simulated
and the saturation-dependent transport properties under different conditions are
investigated. In the study of Koido et al. [79], the capillary pressure and rela-
tive permeability within a carbon-fiber paper GDL are predicted using the LBM
approach.

Similar to VOF models, a common disadvantage of MD and LBM models is
that only extremely small time and length scales can be simulated due to their
intensive computational requirements. Therefore, their applications so far have
been restricted to investigating a small region of certain components. Full geometry
PEM fuel cell models that incorporate these approaches (VOF, MD, LBM) have
not been tried to the best of the authors’ knowledge.
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Heat Transfer Modeling

A heat transfer sub-model is also necessary for a rigorous numerical analysis. Com-
pared to water transport, heat transfer in PEM fuel cells is much easier to model
and, hence, there is less discrepancy in the literature. However, almost all physi-
cal parameters and transport processes are related to temperature. To reduce the
computational complexities of the system, heat transfer effects are neglected by
most of the researchers. Nguyen and White [26] developed a two-dimensional PEM
fuel cell model with one-dimensional heat transfer in the flow direction. The model
considered phase change of water in the flow channel as the only heat source, al-
lowing convective heat transfer between the gas and solid phases. Yi and Nguyen
[60] further extended Nguyen and White’s [26] model to include reversible and ir-
reversible reaction heat. However, this model allowed for temperature variation of
the solid phase in the flow direction only, assuming uniform temperature in the
through-membrane direction. Wöhr et al. [81] developed a one-dimensional ther-
mal model for heat and mass transfer in the through-plane direction, particularly
for PEM fuel cell stacks. Accounting for reversible and irreversible reaction heat,
they computed the temperature profile in the through-membrane direction and pre-
dicted the maximum temperature as a function of the number of cells contained in a
stack. In the work of Rowe and Li [82], the heat transfer in the cell is considered as
the combination of the following two mechanisms: conductive heat transfer in the
solid matrix; and convective heat transfer in the pores, with local thermodynamic
equilibrium between the two phases. The heat generation/adsorption effects during
the water phase change are also taken into account in this work.

A number of three-dimensional thermal models have been published in the liter-
ature. In the 3D models developed by Maggio et al. [83] and Shimpalee et al. [84],
the heat source terms were treated globally and not made location specific. While
in the study of Zhou and Liu [37], the entropic reaction heat was totally ignored.
Ju et al. [85] presented a single phase non-isothermal model which coupled the heat
transfer with electrochemical reactions and mass transport. A parametric study on
the GDL thermal conductivity is conducted and the heat release in each part of the
cell is analyzed in detail. The authors conclude that the thermal effects become
more critical at higher current density and/or lower GDL thermal conductivity.
Berning et al. [86] later presented a similar conductive-convective heat transfer
model. In their model, the temperature in solid and fluid phases are solved inde-
pendently, and a rather arbitrary heat transfer coefficient is used to account for the
heat exchange between the two phases.

Large-scale Modeling

Large-scale simulation resolving all three dimensions for industrial-scale fuel cells
featuring tens of flow channels is now being made possible by parallel computing
on PC clusters using millions of computational grid points. Meng and Wang [87]
developed a model with a 5-channel serpentine flow-field using STAR-CD. The re-
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sults reveal that the current distribution is determined by the oxygen concentration
distribution under fully humidified conditions, while determined by the water dis-
tribution under low humidity conditions. They also show that the ohmic losses
due to proton transport in the catalyst layer are comparable to that in the mem-
brane. Wang and Wang [88] presented an ultra large-scale simulation for a 200
cm2 cell. The model was implemented in FLUENT and solved using a 32-node
computer cluster. Two cases which investigate the effect of bipolar plate cooling
on membrane dry out and electrode flooding were studied and compared. Also
using FLUENT, Shimpalee et al. [89] undertook the flow-field optimization of a
practical-scale cell. Both flow-field patterns (serpentine and interdigitated) along
with the variation of channel numbers were investigated in detail.

2.2.2 Transient Models

Reviewing the literature, it is found that the majority of previous studies are focused
on steady state modeling, while the transient phenomena within PEM fuel cells are
usually overlooked.

The main transient transport mechanisms within a PEM fuel cell includes:

� the non-equilibrium phase transfer between the liquid water and water vapor
(condensation/evaporation);

� the non-equilibrium membrane water sorption/desorption;

� capillary diffusion of liquid water in the porous backing layer;

� water transport within the bulk membrane (membrane hydration/dehydra-
tion);

� gas diffusion in the porous backing layer;

� convective flow in the gas channel;

� heat transfer; and

� electrical double layer charge/discharge.

The electrical double layer charge/discharge process occurs almost instantaneously
and has been generally omitted in all previous modeling studies. The transient
processes of membrane hydration/dehydration, gas transport and heat transfer can
be easily resolved even with single-phase models, and they were the primary focus in
several early transient modeling studies. On the other hand, study of the first three
dynamic processes involves intricate water transport and phase transfer modeling.
A robust multi-phase model is thus needed.

Wang and Wang [90] developed a three-dimensional, single-phase, isothermal
model using Star-CD, which studied the evolution of water accumulation in the
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membrane and the corresponding dynamic responses of the cell performance, while
the effect of mass transport of gaseous reactants is not explicitly dictated. In the
studies of Shimpalee et al. [91, 92], a three-dimensional, single-phase, isothermal
model was developed using FLUENT. The magnitude of the current density under-
shoot/overshoot with respect to the changing rate of cell voltage or other operating
conditions are investigated in detail. In their model, the current overshoot/un-
dershoot are mainly caused by oxygen transport. The effect of the slow water
transport process on the cell dynamic performance is not shown though. Yan et
al. [93] demonstrated a half-cell transient model which is capable of predicting gas
transport dynamics with respect to different channel/landing ratios and electrode
porosities. Their results show that the species transport are taking place on the or-
der of 10 seconds, which are almost two orders higher than the experimental values.
However, all above-mentioned transient models are isothermal and none of them
investigated the cell as a water transport and thermally coupled system. Recently,
Wu et al. [44, 94] presented a single-phase non-isothermal model in which both
the gas transport, heat transfer and membrane hydration/dehydration transient
processes are analyzed and investigated in detail. Their results showed that the
membrane hydration process has the most significant effect on the cell dynamic
response. The thermal effect is also non-negligible which causes output current
oscillation and it further delays the cell response. The overshoot/undershoot at the
initial stage is mainly caused by the sluggish oxygen transport. This situation can
be alleviated under lower humidity operation conditions.

A number of research groups have developed multi-phase transient models to
show the temporal liquid water transport within the porous backing layer. Natara-
jan and Nguyen [95] presented a two-dimensional two-phase transient model for the
cathode gas diffusion layer (GDL) and catalyst layer (CL). Both multi-species flow
and capillary diffusion of the liquid water are taken into account in their model.
Berg et al. [96] presented a half-cell transient discharge model for a delicately seg-
mented PEM fuel cell, and used it for parameter tuning and determination of liquid
water in the membrane electrode assembly (MEA). Stumper et al. [97] used a sim-
ilar approach to determine the MEA resistance and oxygen diffusion coefficient in
the cathode GDL. Meng [98] developed a 2D, two-fluid model and studied the tem-
poral variation of the liquid saturation. His results indicate that the inclusion of
liquid water transport only influences the magnitude of the current overshoot/un-
dershoot, but not the overall response time. In the work of Wang and Wang [99],
a 2D mixture model is implemented by assuming that the liquid water is always in
thermodynamic equilibrium with the water vapor. Both anode and cathode flood-
ing have been investigated. It is shown that the anode water is removed faster than
the water at the cathode because the water diffusivity at the anode side is several
times larger than at the cathode side.

It should be noted that the finite-rate membrane sorption/desorption processes
are neglected in the above mentioned models. Recent experimental studies have
shown that the time scale for membrane to reach its sorption equilibrium state in
humid air is on the order of 100-1000 s [100, 101] which means that membrane
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sorption/desorption is one of the most important dynamic processes and, hence,
is essential for transient modeling of PEM fuel cells. One of the earliest transient
models which considered the non-equilibrium membrane sorption/desorption pro-
cesses was developed by Vorobev et al. [102]. A parametric study of the sorption
rate is conducted to identify the effect of the finite-time equilibration on the cell
dynamics. However, the condensation/evaporation processes along with the liquid
water transport in the CL and GDL are entirely neglected in this model. Another
1D transient model which incorporates the non-equilibrium sorption/desorption
process, is derived by Shah et al. [103]. The saturation variations under various
changes in operating conditions are demonstrated and the cell dynamics pertaining
to temperature, pore sizes, contact angles are discussed. The author’s comparison
to experimental results exhibits qualitatively the right trends. In the 3D cathode-
side only model of Gurau et al. [104], the dynamic sorption/desorption process is
mathematically implemented but no related results are shown. Their main con-
cerns were focused on the dynamic transition of the liquid saturation in the three
dimensional GDL. However, there is one figure exhibiting the convergence history
of their solution. It shows that the residuals are on the order of 10−1 to 10−3 for all
variables, which puts their convergence criterion into doubt. Recently, Gerteisen
et al. [105] presented a 1D two-phase transient model that incorporates both the
non-equilibrium membrane sorption/desorption and condensation/evaportion pro-
cesses. The anode side geometry (GDL and catalyst layer) is greatly simplified and
modeled as an interface. The model is validated against their experimental results
and impressive agreements are demonstrated. In the most recent study of Wu et al.
[106, 107, 108], a rigorous 3D transient model has been developed through a com-
prehensive inclusion of various transient transport phenomena and phase transfer
processes. It is found that the finite-rate membrane sorption/desorption process
and water condensation/evaporation process are essential for transient modeling
of PEM fuel cells, yet they have been generally neglected in previous studies. A
sinusoidal impedance approach is employed to identify the time scales for different
dynamic transport processes. The dynamic response to changes in some typical op-
erating conditions have been investigated and the results demonstrate qualitatively
good agreement with experimental results.

2.3 Summary

Overall, up to around the year 2000, most of the fuel cell models were one or two-
dimensional, isothermal, single-phase, with certain simplifications and assumptions.
The main concerns of these studies were focused on the MEA based on several
empirical correlations. Many efforts have been expended over the last ten years
upon development of three-dimensional and two-phase models, using large-scale
simulations under a decreasing number of restrictive assumptions. The effects of
reactant transport and liquid water removal have attracted much of the modeling
interests during this period.
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On the other hand, the study of transient phenomena and dynamic responses of
PEM fuel cells has been largely overlooked in the literature. Most of the dynamic
modeling was carried out at the system level, using a performance model where the
underlying transient phenomena within the PEM fuel cell are of no concern. For
these CFD transient models, the modeling domain is usually simplified by either
reduced dimensions (1D, 2D) or reduced components (e.g., cathode only) due to the
intensive computing requirements related with transient modeling. Furthermore,
the dynamic transition among multi-water phases (dissolved, liquid and vapor)
and non-isothermal effects impacting the cell dynamic performance is still rarely
touched.

In summary, a rigorous three dimensional transient model that has a com-
prehensive inclusion of various transient transport phenomena and phase transfer
processes is highly desirable. It is the main objective of this thesis.
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Chapter 3

Model Formulation

Despite of its relative simplicity in structure, the physical and electrochemical mech-
anisms of a PEM fuel cell are rather complicated. To mathematically describe a
PEM fuel cell, one needs to consider the transport of multi-component gas species,
transport of the multi-water phases, phase change processes, multi-step electro-
chemical reaction kinetics, transport of the electric charges, and also, transport
of the energy which is inherent to all aforementioned processes. Baschuk and Li
[48] have proposed a general macroscopic mathematical model in which the volume-
averaging procedure is applied to the conservation of momentum, species and mass,
and energy for each phase, the interactions between different phases are accounted
for with interfacial source terms, which differ layer-to-layer in the fuel cell. However,
this model is not applicable to a practical simulation, because many parameters and
source terms remain unknown due to the spareness of experimental data and in-
sufficient understanding of the phase interactions and multi-step reaction kinetics.
Therefore, a certain level of simplification of this general model is required, as
Baschuk suggested in [109].

In this chapter, the mathematical model used in this thesis research is pre-
sented, including simplified phase interactions and electrochemical reaction kinet-
ics. Firstly, the assumptions that are necessary for the simplification of the model
are provided, followed by the derivation of the conservation equations that gov-
ern various transport processes. Then, the computational domain along with the
boundary and initial conditions are illustrated and the input parameters of the
model are tabled. Finally, a short summary of the governing equations is given.

3.1 Assumptions

Without losing the generic physical characteristics of a PEM fuel cell, some assump-
tions have been made for the mathematical model to make numerical simulation
more tractable, including:

� gravity effects are ignored;
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� the gas reactants are ideal gases;

� the gas flow in the channel is laminar flow;

� the cell is operated with pure hydrogen, thus no contamination effects are
considered;

� the membrane is impermeable to gas species and, hence, no gas species
crossover;

� the liquid water in the gas flow channel is in a mist state and it can be
instantaneously removed by the gas flow. As such, the liquid saturation in
the gas channel is negligible.

These assumptions are easily justified except the last one. In typical PEM fuel
cell operation, both fuel and air streams are fully humidified so that the product
water is normally removed in the form of liquid water in the flow channels. The two-
phase channel flow is important in the transport and removal process of product
water from the cell. However, such two-phase flow simulation (e.g., droplet adhesion
to the wall surface, droplet distortion/deformation due to the shearing force of the
gas phase flow, multi-droplet interaction, the possibility of thin water film on the
wall surface, droplet detaching from the surface and move with the gas phase in a
suspended state, etc.) is very computationally demanding. In the present thesis
research the focus is on the phenomena inside the PEM fuel cell (GDLs, catalyst
layers and membrane), therefore, a simplified assumption is made for the flow in
the channel: liquid water is assumed in a low loading mist state and with gas
phase fully saturated, so that the overall channel flow can be treated as if it is a
single-phase gas flow.

Furthermore, there are a few other assumptions that pertain to certain transport
phenomena. They will be illustrated in the context of specific transport processes.

3.2 Transport of Gas Species

3.2.1 Conservation of Mass and Momentum

First of all, the transport of any individual phase has to satisfy the conservation of
mass and momentum. For the gas phase, that entails [110]

∂

∂t

(
εeffρg

)
+∇ · (ρg~ug) = Sm (3.1)

∂

∂t

(
1

εeff
ρg~ug

)
+∇ ·

(
1

(εeff)2ρg~ug~ug

)
= −∇Pg +∇ ·

(
τ
)

+ Su (3.2)
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where εeff is the effective porosity for gas phase transport, which is related to the
bulk porosity of the material, ε, and liquid saturation, s, as

εeff = ε(1− s), (3.3)

ρg, ~ug, and Pg are the superficial values of the density, velocity, and the pressure of
the gas phase, respectively; τ is the stress tensor; Sm and Su are the source terms
which have different values depending on the cell region.

On the other hand, the gas phase consists of several gas species. The transport
of each species can be described with a general form of the convection-diffusion
equation:

∂

∂t

(
εeffCi

)
+∇ ·

(
−Deff

i,m∇Ci

)
+∇ · (~ugCi) = Si (3.4)

where Ci and Si are the concentration and gain/loss of the ith species, respec-
tively, and Deff

i,m represents the effective mass diffusion coefficient for species i in
the mixture.

One extra relation is required to close the equation set (Equation (3.1)-(3.4))
for the gas phase transport, that is, the sum of all species molar fractions should
equal to 1

N∑
i=1

Xi = 1, (3.5)

where N denotes the number of species in the fuel cell, and Xi denotes the species
molar fraction which is evaluated as

Xi =
Ci∑N
i=1 Ci

. (3.6)

With the assumption that the cell is fed with pure hydrogen at the anode side
and air at the cathode side, there are mainly four species to be considered in this
study, namely, hydrogen, oxygen, water vapor, and nitrogen. Only the first three
of the four species need to be numerically resolved, leaving the fourth one to be
determined through Equation (3.5).

Furthermore, the continuity equation and the species transport equation are
correlated through the following relations

Sm =
N∑

i=1

Si, (3.7)

ρg =
N∑

i=1

MiCi, (3.8)

where Mi denotes the molecular weight of the ith species.

It should be noted that the thermal (Soret) and pressure diffusion effects are
neglected in the diffusion flux, which is the second term on the left hand side (LHS)
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of Equation (3.4), since their gradients are relatively insignificant compared to the
concentration gradient in PEM fuel cells. Finally, the diffusion flux is approximated
using Fick’s law. It can serve as an acceptable approximation for a multi-component
system as well, provided that a corrected diffusivity (Deff

i,m) is used [97]

Deff
i,m =

1−Xi∑
j,j 6=i

(Xj/Deff
ij )

, (3.9)

where Deff
ij is the effective binary mass diffusion coefficient of component i in com-

ponent j. It is determined by

Deff
ij = Dij

T

T ref

P ref

P

εeff

τ
, (3.10)

whereDi,j is the bulk binary diffusivity at the reference temperature ( T ref = 20 oC),
and pressure (P ref = 1 atm); and τ is the tortuosity of the porous material.

3.2.2 Reaction Kinetics

The species source term (Si) on the right hand side (RHS) of Equation (3.4) ac-
counts for the consumption or production of species due to electrochemical reactions
or phase changes. Among the three gas species of interest (hydrogen, oxygen, and
water vapor), the phase change occurs only in the transport of water vapor and
it will be elucidated in more detail in Section 3.3.2. The objective for this section
is to establish the relation between the rate of hydrogen and oxygen consumption,
and the electrochemical reaction kinetics.

For a generalized electrochemical reaction [3], it has

N∑
i=1

ν
′

iMi︸ ︷︷ ︸
Reactant

kf



kb

N∑
i=1

ν
′′

i Mi︸ ︷︷ ︸
Product

, (3.11)

where Mi is the chemical formula for reactant species i; ν
′
i and ν

′′
i are the number

of moles for species i in the reactant and product mixture, respectively; kf and kb

are the reaction rate constant for the forward and backward reaction, respectively;
and N is the total number of species in the chemically reacting system.

According to the law of mass fraction, the net rate of reaction for species i can
be expressed as

ω
′′

i = ω
′′

i,f + ω
′′
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′′
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′
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)[
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[Mi]
ν
′′
i

]
, (3.12)
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where ω
′′

represents the rate of production, and [Mi] represents the molar concen-
tration for the chemical species i which is equivalent to Ci.

Then, Faradays law relates the rate of electrochemical reaction in the reaction
zone layers to the current density as

J = Jf − Jb = −nFω
′′

i ,

= kfCR − kbCP (3.13)

where Jf and Jb are the current produced in association with the forward and
backward reactions, respectively; n is the number of electrons transferred during
the electrochemical reaction, F is Faraday’s constant (96487 C/mol); and CR and
CP are the concentration of reactant and product, respectively.

According to the transition state theory, the reaction rate constant may be
expressed in the form

kf = BfT exp

(
−4gf

RT

)
(3.14)

kb = BbT exp

(
−4gb

RT

)
(3.15)

where R is the universal gas constant (8.314 J/mol ·K), B are the pre-exponential
factors, and 4g are the actual molar Gibbs functions of activation for the oxida-
tion (forward) or reduction (backward) reactions. The actual Gibbs functions of
activation can be further related to their values at the equilibrium state as

4gf = 4gf,r − αnFη (3.16)

4gb = 4gb,r − (1− α)nFη (3.17)

Here, the parameter α is called the transfer coefficient (or symmetry factor), whose
values lies between zero and one. Experimentally it is often found to be in the vicin-
ity of 0.5 [3]; η is the overpotential, the difference between the electrode potential,
φ, and its equilibrium value, φr

η = φ− φr. (3.18)

Substituting Equation (3.14)-(3.17) into Equation (3.13) results in

J = Jf − Jb

= J0

{
exp

(
αnFη

RT

)
− exp

(
−(1− α)nFη

RT

)}
, (3.19)

where

J0 = BfCRT exp

(
−4gf,r

RT

)
= BbCP T exp

(
−4gb,r

RT

)
(3.20)

is the exchange current density (A/cm2). It is a measure of the amount of electron
transfer activity at the equilibrium electrode potential, φr, and also represents how
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easy an electrochemical reaction can take place. In a real reaction, the reaction
steps involved are often a summary of several or many elementary reactions. For
such a scenario, the exchange current density is revised as

J0 = J ref
0

(
CR

Cref
R

)β

, (3.21)

where β is the reaction order with respect to the reactant R.

Finally, the volumetric current density, R, can be expressed as

Ri = AvJ

= AvJ
ref
0

(
CR

Cref
R

)β {
exp

(
αnFη

RT

)
− exp

(
−(1− α)nFη

RT

)}
(3.22)

which is known as the Butler-Volmer equation. Here, Av is the reactive surface area
density, defined by

Av =
Actual reactive surface area

Volume of electrode
(3.23)

Therefore, the volumetric current density in the anode catalyst layer, Ra, can
be written as

Ra = aJ ref
a,0

(
Ch2

Cref
h2,0

)βa {
exp

(
αnFηa

RT

)
− exp

(
−(1− α)nFηa

RT

)}
. (3.24)

Similarly, the volumetric current density in the cathode catalyst layer, Rc, is

Rc = aJ ref
c,0

(
Co2

Cref
o2,0

)βc
{

exp

(
αnFηc

RT

)
− exp

(
−(1− α)nFηc

RT

)}
. (3.25)

From Reactions (1.1)-(1.3), it is known that for each mole of electron draw from
the electrochemical reaction, 1/2 mole of hydrogen and 1/4 mole of oxygen are
consumed. Therefore, once the volumetric current flow is known, the reaction rate
of hydrogen and oxygen can be easily determined as

Sh2 = − 1

2F
Ra, (3.26)

So2 = − 1

4F
Rc, (3.27)

or in a compact form

Si = − νi

nF
Ri, (3.28)

where n is the number of electrons participating in the half-cell reaction, hence
n = 2, and νi is the stoichiometric coefficient of the species involved in the reaction,
which equals 1 for hydrogen, and 1/2 for oxygen. Equation (3.28) is valid in the
catalyst layer since the electrochemical reaction occurs in the catalyst layer only.
In all other regions, the source/sink of the hydrogen and oxygen are simply zero.
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3.3 Transport of Multi-Water Phases

Water transport behavior probably is the most active research area in the previous
experimental or numerical studies of PEM fuel cells, and this trend seems to con-
tinue as long as PEM fuel cell research proceeds. The main challenges involved in
the intricate multi-phase water transport are: firstly, the cell performance is signif-
icantly affected by the liquid water removal process. However, it is very difficult to
quantify the liquid water flow behavior in the porous backing layer, and in the gas
flow channels as well. Secondly, the mechanism of water transport in the electrolyte
membrane is poorly understood. This is mainly due to the phase in which water
molecules exist in the electrolyte and this is still not very clear. Some researchers
simply treated it the same as liquid water, while others consider the water in a dis-
solved phase where several water molecules are closely bonded with a proton and
appear as a clustered block. Water molecules may also exist in three phases within
the electrolyte: those close to the sulfonic group are present in a dissolved phase;
those far away from the solid site are in the liquid phase; those in between are in a
transitional phase. In this study, the water in the membrane electrolyte is assumed
to be of the dissolved phase. Consequently, there are three water phases in the
fuel cell. They are the water vapor, liquid water and dissolved water, respectively.
The co-existence of three water phases in the catalyst layer results in various phase
transfer processes between different phases. This is an another challenging part for
the water transport modeling.

To fully appreciate the multi-water phase transport characteristics of the current
model, water transport within three different phases will be described in this section,
keeping the above challenges in mind.

3.3.1 Water Formation Mechanism

Before any of the water transport processes are presented, it is worthwhile to clarify
a misconception on how the water is produced and what the state of the produced
water is during the electrochemical reaction, more specifically, the ORR. A very
common assumption that has repeatedly appeared in the literature is whether the
produced water is in vapor or liquid form. Is this true?

To answer this question, it is necessary to examine the reaction process from
a microscopic perspective. Figure 3.1 illustrates a schematic of the ORR in the
cathode catalyst layer (CCL). As indicated in Section 1.2, one condition needs to
be met for the ORR to occur spontaneously in the CCL, i.e. the co-existence of
platinum catalyst, oxygen molecule, proton, and electron. That means the reaction
can only occur at the so-called triple-phase zone (TPZ), where the protons and
dissolved oxygen molecules reach the reaction site through the electrolyte (Nafion),
and electrons reach the TPZ through the solid matrix of the carbon support. Con-
sequently, water can only be produced at the TPZ, which is obviously part of the
electrolyte.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of oxygen reduction reaction in the cathode catalyst layer
(reproduced from Berg et al. [111]).

On the other hand, unless the electrolyte is heated to a very high temperature
so that the protons are no longer hydrated (at this point the ionic polymer is very
likely to start degrading), the ionic group (SO−

3 H+) in Nafion will retain at least
one water molecule per proton. Under typical fuel cell operation, the number of
water molecules per proton is rarely below 3. With at least three water molecules
closely bound to a proton, these water molecules cannot be considered to be in
a gaseous state since their corresponding mean free path is much less than gas.
Hence, when a water molecule is generated at the solid catalyst surface, it joins a
group of water molecules already present at the ionic group which are already in a
condensed state. Therefore, in a PEM fuel cell water is generated at the catalyst
surface in the form of dissolved water!

How these water molecules leave the electrolyte at the electrolyte/gas phase
interface, whether as a gas or liquid, will depend on the gas phase. If the gas phase
is not saturated and sufficient energy is available, water can evaporate and leave
as vapor. If the gas phase is saturated, water will leave this interface as a liquid
which is then transported away by capillary diffusion or other forced mechanisms.

When liquid water is present in the gas pore, protons could in principle migrate
through liquid water [112] and the electrochemical reaction could occur in the liquid
phase. Consequently, water may be produced in the liquid phase directly. However,
the amount of protons diffused into the liquid water is significantly smaller than
that in the electrolyte. Therefore, it can be assumed that the amount of liquid
water production is insignificant compared to that of dissolved water production.

Later in this thesis research, a comparison will be made between the mechanism
of water production in the electrolyte and that of water production in the vapor or
liquid phase, assessing their implications for the numerical results.
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3.3.2 Transport of Water Vapor

For better cell performance, the gaseous reactants are usually humidified before
entering the gas flow channel. The transport of water vapor is governed by the
same convection-diffusion equation as the transport of hydrogen and oxygen

∂

∂t

(
εeffCv

)
+∇ · (−Dv∇Cv) +∇ · (~ugCv) = Sv, (3.29)

where Cv is the water vapor concentration, Dv is the water vapor diffusivity, and
Sv is the water vapor source term, which arises from the multi-water phase change
processes.

As one of the main assumptions listed in Section 3.1, liquid water is assumed
in a mist state which is virtually the same as water vapor. Therefore, there is no
phase change occurring in the gas flow channel.

In the porous gas diffusion layer (GDL), phase change occurs between the water
vapor and liquid water in terms of condensation/evaporation processes, and the
source term has the form

Sv = − Svl

Mw

, (3.30)

where Mw is the molecular weight of water, and Svl is the amount of vapor gain or
loss during the evaporation/condensation. It will be formulated in the section of
liquid water transport (Section 3.3.4).

In the catalyst layer, both water vapor, liquid water and dissolved water are
present. Consequently, the vapor source consists of two parts: the phase change
between water vapor and liquid water in terms of the evaporation/condensation
process, and the phase change between water vapor and dissolved water in terms
of the sorption/desorption process

Sv = − Svl

Mw

− Svd. (3.31)

For comparison purposes, the assumption that water produced during the ORR
is in a vapor phase has been investigated in this study. In such a case, the source
term in the cathode catalyst layer needs to be revised to

Sv = − Svl

Mw

− Svd +
Rc

2F
. (3.32)

Here, the last term represents the water production from the electrochemical reac-
tion.

3.3.3 Transport of Dissolved Water

The pore sizes of the polymer electrolyte are of the order of only ten nanometers.
Clusters of water molecules tend to be localized and less connected in such small
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pores. Therefore, water is usually assumed to be in a “dissolved” phase in the
electrolyte region rather than in a liquid state. At the anode catalyst layer, water
vapor is absorbed into the electrolyte and the water molecules tend to move with
the protons towards the cathode catalyst by means of the electro-osmotic drag.
At the cathode catalyst, water is generated at the solid catalyst surface and the
enhanced local water concentration tends to counteract the water movement from
the anode side. If the concentration gradient is large enough, water will diffuse
back to the anode side.

Followed the diffusive approach proposed by Springer et al. [30], the above
process is described by

∂

∂t
(εmCd) +∇ · (−Dd∇Cd) +∇ ·

(nd

F
~Jm

)
= Sd, (3.33)

where Cd is the dissolved membrane water concentration, εm is the volume fraction
of the polymer membrane (εm < 1 in the catalyst layer), Dd is the dissolved water

diffusivity in the electrolyte, nd is the electro-osmotic drag coefficient, ~Jm is the
membrane phase current density which will be determined later in the section of
electric charge transport, and Sd is the source term of the dissolved phase.

The diffusivity of dissolved water in the electrolyte is usually determined based
on the curve fit of experiment data. Many independent studies have been conducted
in the literature and the one proposed by Kulikovsky [40] is used in this study

Dd = εm4.1× 10−10

(
λ

25

)0.15 [
1 + tanh

(
λ− 2.5

1.4

)]
. (3.34)

It can be seen that, Dd is a unique function of the membrane water content, λ,
defined as the number of water molecules per sulfonic acid group within the polymer
electrolyte. It relates to the dissolved water concentration as

λ =
EW

ρm

Cd, (3.35)

where ρm denotes the dry membrane density, and EW is the equivalent molecular
weight (e.g., 1.1 kg/mol for Nafion) of the dry membrane.

The electro-osmotic drag coefficient, nd, is also an empirical formula that has
to be experimentally determined. In this study, a linear function developed by
Springer et al. [30] is employed

nd =
2.5λ

22
(3.36)

From Equations (3.34)-(3.36) it can be seen that the coefficients in the dissolved
water transport equation (Equation 3.33) are functions of the dissolved water con-
centration itself, indicating the nonlinearity of the equation. In the literature, the
numerical implementation of the Equation (3.33) has been conducted in two differ-
ent approaches with potential pitfalls, and they are described below:
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Approach 1: Equilibrium Membrane Water Sorption

The equilibrium water sorption approach can be traced back to the very beginning
of PEM fuel cell research with the pioneering work of Springer et al. [30], and it
is still overwhelmingly adopted by today’s models. The main assumption of this
approach is that membrane water uptake occurs instantaneously and the dissolved
water is always in equilibrium with other water phases in the catalyst layer, i.e.
vapor and liquid. As such, the dissolved water concentration (Cd) can be simply
evaluated by its counterpart, the water vapor concentration (Cv) in terms of the
so-called sorption isotherm relation

Cd = f ′(Cv). (3.37)

For convenience, the dissolved water concentration (Cd) is converted to the mem-
brane water content (λ) through Equation (3.35), and the water vapor concentration
(Cv) is converted to the water activity a, defined as

a =
RT

P sat
Cv, (3.38)

where the water saturation pressure, P sat, is determined through [30]

P sat = 10−2.1794+0.02953(T−273)−9.1837×10−5(T−273)2+1.445×10−7(T−273)3 . (3.39)

Furthermore, it can be seen that the water activity (a) is equivalent to the relative
humidity. Hence, a is in the range of zero to 1.

Finally, the sorption isotherm becomes

λ = f ′′(a), (3.40)

where f ′ in Equation (3.37) and f ′′ in Equation (3.40) are both algebraic functions.

Several correlations for the function f ′′ have been developed in the literature
based on the isotherm water uptake measurement. Among them, the formula devel-
oped by Springer et al. [30] has been extensively used in previous modeling studies
without justifying the temperature effect. In fact, the experimental data presented
by Springer et al. was measured at 30 oC, which has non-negligible differences from
the data at 80 oC measured by Hinasu et al. [41]. This can be easily seen in Figure
3.2.

In this thesis research, all the simulations are carried out at the optimum tem-
perature of the PEM fuel cell (around 80 oC). Hence, an expression that was
developed by Kulikovsky [40] is employed, which is based on the water uptake data
at 80 oC [41]

λ = 0.3 + 6a [1− tanh (a− 0.5)] + 3.9
√

a

[
1 + tanh

(
a− 0.89

0.23

)]
. (3.41)
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Figure 3.2: Water uptake of Nafion membrane at equilibrium with water vapor.

It should be noted that Equation (3.41) is only valid for a < 1 since the relative
humidity can by no means exceed 1. However, it has been extrapolated to the
region 1 < a < 3 in many studies to account for the supersaturation conditions
which commonly appear in single-phase models, such as in [33, 34, 40, 44, 90].

In the practical operation of a PEM fuel cell, over-saturated water vapor will
condense at the solid surface and the electrolyte may be in contact with liquid water
directly. Water sorption studies have shown that the polymer membrane exhibits
much higher water uptake ability when it contacts with liquid water than with
water vapor, a phenomenon usually referred to as Schroeder’s paradox. To account
for the liquid water uptake effect appearing in the multi-phase model, Equation
(3.41) has been revised based on the suggestion of Weber and Newmann [51]

λ =

0.3 + 6a [1− tanh (a− 0.5)] + 3.9
√

a

[
1 + tanh

(
a− 0.89

0.23

)]
, if s ≤ 0,

16.8s + λ
∣∣
(a=1)

(
1− s), if s > 0,

(3.42)
where s denotes the liquid water saturation which will be the main topic of next
section.

The mechanism of equilibrium water sorption is schematically illustrated in
Figure 3.3(a). It shows that the water content in the dissolved phase, λ (or Cd), is
always at its equilibrium value, λe, determined by the vapor phase (Cv and T ) and
described by the sorption isotherm

f1(Cd) = λ = λe = f2(Cv, T ). (3.43)
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where the function f1 is in the form of Equation (3.35), and f2 is a combined
function of Equations (3.38) and (3.41).

The problem arises when one needs to define the boundary conditions of the
system at points 2 and 3 (refer to Figure 3.3a). For lack of better knowledge,
it seems appropriate to set both the dissolved water flux, which enters the GDL
(point 3), and the water vapor flux, which enters the bulk membrane (point 2), to
zero, represented by zero gradients and assuming diffusion dominates. However, at
constant temperature and given Equation (3.43) which implies

df1

dCd

dCd

dy
=

dλ

dy
=

df2

dCv

dCv

dy
, (3.44)

it is seen immediately that this would also imply zero gradients at points 1 and 4,
and hence zero fluxes also. This leads to an ill-posed (steady-state) model since
water is produced in the catalyst layer but it is prevented from leaving the domain.

Figure 3.3: Schematic of equilibrium water sorption model (a) ill-posed; (b) well-
posed.

In the model of Springer et al. [30] and some other earlier 1D/2D models, the
catalyst layer is treated as an interface and the dissolved water transport in the
catalyst layer is entirely neglected. Therefore, the ill-posed issue is simply bypassed
in these models.

For subsequently developed 2D/3D models, however, the catalyst layer is usually
explicitly accounted for with finite thickness and, thus, this issue becomes unavoid-
able. To tackle this problem, Kulikovsky [40] proposed an approach which solves
the dissolved water transport only in the bulk membrane region with its boundary
values being determined by the local water activities at the adjacent catalyst layer,
an approach similar to Springer et al.’s [30]. In the catalyst layer, the dissolved
water concentration is converted mathematically into water vapor concentration by
use of the empirical sorption isotherm relation

dCd

dCv

=
ρm

EW

P sat

RT

dλ

da
(3.45)
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Correspondingly, the governing equation of water vapor transport, Equation
(3.29), is revised to account for the dissolved water transport in the catalyst layers
and takes the shape of an effective water transport, including both dissolved water
and vapor

∂

∂t

(
εeff
v Cv

)
+∇ ·

(
−Deff

v ∇Cv

)
+∇ · (~ugCv) = Sv, (3.46)

where the effective porosity (εeff
v ) and effective diffusivity (Deff

v ) are determined as

εeff
v = εeff + εm

(
dCd

dCv

)
, (3.47)

Deff
v = Dv + Dd

(
dCd

dCv

)
. (3.48)

With such a treatment, the equilibrium model now becomes well-posed and the
implementation is schematically illustrated in Figure 3.3(b). Since the dissolved
water transport in the catalyst layer, which is rolled into an effective total water
transport, would be decoupled from that of the membrane using this formulation,
an explicit coupling between these two regions is necessary. This is usually done
by specifying boundary conditions at the membrane-CL interface. Two boundary
conditions are required here: a Dirichlet boundary condition for the dissolved wa-
ter transport equation, Equation (3.33), and a mass flux condition for the vapor
transport equation, Equation (3.46), which accounts for the water gain or loss from
back diffusion.

In some commercial CFD software packages, such as the package FLUENT used
in this study, it is hard to implement internal flux boundary conditions. In such
cases, the mass fluxes are usually converted to source/sink terms and applied only
to the first layer cells adjacent to the interface. As an example, the implementation
of the water source term in the ACL is illustrated in Figure 3.4. In the first layer
grids of the ACL, both drag force and back diffusion are present, and the back
diffusion is determined by the conditions of the first layer grids at the membrane
side via

Sdiff = (−Dd∇Cd + nd
~Jm)

4A

4V
. (3.49)

The first term on the right hand side represents the water back diffusion from the
membrane region, the second term represents the electro-osmotic drag force in the
membrane, 4A is the interfacial surface area of the unit cell, and 4V is the volume
of the unit cell. In the other layer grids of the ACL, the water source includes the
electro-osmotic drag only, as shown in Figure 3.4.

On the other hand, the same mathematical conversion technique can be applied
to the dissolved water in the bulk membrane region as well. As such, the dissolved
water in all regions is converted mathematically to water vapor and the dissolved
water transport equation, Equation (3.33), can be eliminated entirely [33, 44]. In
such models, the back diffusion process is self-consistent. Hence, no extra boundary
conditions or source terms are required.
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Figure 3.4: Numerical implementation of the water source owing to back diffusion

It should be noted that even though the equilibrium model is well-posed when
following this mathematical treatment, each water phase is not modeled explicitly
and its boundary conditions are not addressed explicitly. Therefore, the effective
water flux within the catalyst layer and across the boundaries really consists of two
fluxes: water in the ionomer and water vapor in the gas pores. However, since only
a combination of the two is modeled, we have no explicit control over the fluxes of
each phase at the membrane-CL and CL-GDL interfaces. Physically speaking, this
is a big disadvantage of this combined model.

A more important drawback of the equilibrium model is that the last term (dλ
da

)
in the mathematical conversion equation, Equation (3.45), is not strictly valid for
multi-phase modeling since the membrane water content, λ, now becomes a function
of both water activity, a, and liquid saturation, s, as indicated in Equation (3.42).
However, Equation (3.45) has so far been adopted in all the previous multi-phase
equilibrium models as an approximation.

Approach 2: Non-equilibrium Membrane Water Sorption

A non-equilibrium water sorption model circumvents all drawbacks of the equilib-
rium model, and it is not only mathematically better posed but also physically
more meaningful.
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It has been shown that the time scale for membrane to reach its sorption equi-
librium state in humid air is on the order of 100-1000 s [100, 101]. In the recent
work of Onishi et al. [113] the membrane water uptake takes even longer. They
reveal that the water content of a membrane (with an appropriate thermal history)
which is in contact with saturated vapor, is actually the same as one in contact with
liquid water as the membrane relaxes to its equilibrium state over several weeks or
months. Therefore, the so-called Schroeder’s paradox does not appear to exist. All
these studies indicate that the equilibrium sorption assumption made in most of
the previous studies is inaccurate or invalid for PEM fuel cell catalyst layers, given
the timescales of key water transport and production mechanisms [47].

Rather than making an equilibrium assumption for the water content, Berg et al.
[47] proposed an approach in which the flux of water into and out of the electrolyte
is assumed to be proportional to the difference between the local ionomer water
content and its equilibrium sorption value. A similar approach was later adopted
in [102, 103, 114] but, in general, the study of non-equilibrium water sorption is still
relatively new and many characteristics of this approach remain poorly understood.

Even though the underlying physical phenomena of non-equilibrium sorption
are much more complicated than that of an equilibrium system, the numerical
implementation of the non-equilibrium approach is much easier. The dissolved
water transport equation, Equation (3.33), is solved in the entire computational
domain with two source terms imposed in the catalyst layer

Sd =

Svd = γa
ρm

EW
(λe − λ) (ACL)

Sd,reac + Sld =
Rc

2F
+ γd

ρm

EW
(λe − λ) (CCL)

(3.50)

where Sd,reac is the dissolved water production from the electrochemical reaction;
λ is the actual membrane water content which is evaluated by Equation (3.35);
λe is the equilibrium membrane water content which is evaluated by Equation
(3.42); γa and γd are the rate coefficients of membrane absorption and desorption,
respectively, and their numerical values at the anode and cathode catalyst layers
need to be established.

It is challenging to determine sorption/desorption rates (γa, γd) in an actual
PEM fuel cell and somewhat arbitrary values, ranging from 0.1 to 100 1/s, have
been generally used in the literature. However, the study of Ge et al. [115] shows
that sorption/desorption rates are in fact dependent on the local membrane hydra-
tion level and they vary with time. The recent study of Satterfield and Benziger
[101] also confirmed such behavior. They found that the physical mechanism of
membrane absorption is different from that of desorption which is mainly limited
by the interfacial mass transport. Water absorption presents a two-step behavior:
uptake for the initial 35% of water absorption is described by the same interfacial
transport rate coefficient as that of desorption, while for the value above 35%, water
absorption is controlled by the dynamics of membrane swelling and relaxation. It
is found that the absorption process is 10 times slower than that of desorption in
the second stage.
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In order to precisely describe the sorption/desorption dynamics, two empirical
expressions of sorption/desorption rates that were developed by Ge et al. [115], are
employed in the present study

γa =
1.14× 10−5fV

δcl

exp

[
2416

(
1

303
− 1

T

)]
, (3.51)

γc =
4.59× 10−5fV

δcl

exp

[
2416

(
1

303
− 1

T

)]
. (3.52)

It should be noted that a slight modification has been made by incorporating the
finite thickness of the catalyst layer, δcl, into the original form of Ge et al.’s expres-
sion. A similar treatment has been used by Berg et al. [111] in a mathematical
model concerning the catalyst layer only. Here, fV is the volume fraction of water
in the electrolyte membrane and it is calculated as

fV =
λVw

Vm + λVw

, (3.53)

where Vw and Vm are the molar volumes of water and dry membrane, respectively.

3.3.4 Transport of Liquid Water

Derivation of The Governing Equation

In multi-phase flow, the general continuity equation for each phase is

∂ρk

∂t
+∇ · (ρk~uk) = Sk, (3.54)

where the density ρk is the superficial phase density of phase k in the whole volume,
which is variable.

After a volume averaging procedure, the above equation becomes

∂ (εk 〈ρk〉)
∂t

+∇ · (εk 〈ρk〉 〈~uk〉) = ΓM,k. (3.55)

Here, 〈〉 is the volume averaged property, εk is the volume fraction of phase k within
the total volume. In PEM fuel cell modeling, it is assumed

εk = εs, (3.56)

where ε is the porosity, defined as the volume fraction of void space within the total
volume. s is the liquid saturation, which is the ratio between liquid volume and
void space volume, i.e.

s =
volume of liquid

volume of void
. (3.57)
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There is no interfacial source term for the superficial mass conservation. There-
fore, Sk in Equation (3.54) only represents the source terms due to chemical re-
actions or add-in sources from outside. On the other hand, the source term in
Equation (3.55) accounted for the interfacial mass transfer among different phases,
i.e.

ΓM,k = Sk +
∑

Γs,k, (3.58)

where Γs,k represents gain or loss of phase k from adjacent phase s.

Now, applying the mass conservation Equation (3.55) to the liquid phase, it
gives

∂ (εs 〈ρl〉)
∂t

+∇ · (εs 〈ρl〉 〈~ul〉) = Sl. (3.59)

The volume averaged density 〈ρl〉 is constant (〈ρl〉 = 970 kg/m3), and Sl is the
source term of the liquid phase. For convenience, the bracket of the volume aver-
aged density is omitted and the constant ρl = 970 kg/m3 will be used exclusively
hereafter.

In porous media, the liquid velocity 〈~ul〉 can be approximated using Darcy’s
Law, as

εs 〈~ul〉 = ~ul = −KrlK

µl

∇Pl, (3.60)

where ~ul is the superficial velocity of the liquid water, K is the intrinsic permeability
of the porous media which is determined by Kozeny-Carman equation [116]

K(s) =
ε3(1− s)3

150 (1− ε(1− s))2 d̄2, (3.61)

where d̄ is the characteristic length of the porous material; Krl is the relative
permeability of the liquid phase, µl and Pl are the dynamic viscosity and pressure
of the liquid phase, respectively.

Substitute Equation (3.60) into Equation (3.59), the continuity equation now
becomes

∂ (εsρl)

∂t
+∇ · (ρl~ul) = Sl (3.62)

On the other hand, the liquid phase pressure Pl is related to the capillary
pressure by

Pc = Pnw − Pw = Pl − Pg (3.63)

Here, Pc denotes the capillary pressure, Pnw and Pw denote the pressure of the non-
wetting phase and wetting phase, respectively. In the scenario of PEM fuel cells
where hydrophobic material is usually used to remove the water, the non-wetting
phase is the liquid phase, and the wetting phase is the gas phase.

If substitute Equation (3.63) into Equation (3.60), it becomes

~ul = −KrlK

µl

∇Pg −
KrlK

µl

∇Pc. (3.64)
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Next, applying Darcy’s law to the gas phase, it gives

∇Pg = − µg

KrgK
~ug, (3.65)

where µg and Krg are the dynamic viscosity and relative permeability of the gas
phase, respectively.

Now, combining Equation (3.64), (3.65) and (3.62) gives

∂ (εsρl)

∂t
+∇ ·

(
−ρlKrlK

µl

∇Pc +
ρlµgKrl

µlKrg

~ug

)
= Sl. (3.66)

The capillary pressure can be further expressed as a function of the liquid sat-
uration

Pc = f(s) =⇒ ∇Pc =
dPc

ds
∇s. (3.67)

More details regarding the empirical capillary function will be given shortly.

Finally, the governing equation for the liquid water transport is generated in
terms of the liquid saturation

∂ (ερls)

∂t
+∇ ·

[(
−ρlKrlK

µl

dPc

ds

)
∇s +

ρlµgKrl

µlKrg

~ug

]
= Sl. (3.68)

Determination of The Source Term

From Equation (3.58), it is known that the source of liquid water may come from the
electrochemical reactions or from other water phases. The electrochemical reaction
and membrane desorption occur in the cathode side catalyst layer. Hence, the
source term in CCL has the form

Sl =
Rc

2F
−MwSld + Svl (3.69)

The first source term on the right hand side represents the water production from
the electrochemical reaction assuming a liquid water production mechanism; the
second term is the water source from membrane desorption and it is determined by
Equation (3.50); the last term is the interfacial mass transfer between liquid and
vapor phases during evaporation and condensation.

In other regions, phase change occurs between the liquid and vapor phase only,
thus

Sl = Svl. (3.70)

From kinetic theory [117, 118], assuming an ideal gas and neglecting interac-
tions between individual molecules, the net mass transfer of the evaporation and
condensation can be estimated using the Hertz-Knudsen-Langmuir equation

Svl = A

√
Mw

2πR

(
ζc

Pv√
Tv

− ζe
Pl√
Tl

)
. (3.71)
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Here, A is the liquid/vapor specific interfacial area which depends on the saturation,
ζc and ζe are the condensation and evaporation rate coefficient, respectively; Pv and
Pl are the vapor and liquid pressure, respectively, and Tv and Tl are the vapor and
liquid temperature, respectively.

A comprehensive investigation of the condensation and evaporation process is
rather sophisticated and needs to be performed in the surrounding region of the
liquid/vapor interface at the molecular level. For PEM fuel cell modeling, it is
impractical to incorporate such processes and a revised form of the above equation
is usually used [57, 95]

Svl = Aζ
′

ce

(
Pv

RT
− P sat

RT

)
= Aζce

(
ρw − ρsat

)
, (3.72)

where ζce (or ζ
′
ce) is the analogous condensation/evaporation rate and it reads

ζce = Γm

√
RT

2πMw

. (3.73)

Here, Γm is an uptake coefficient that accounts for the combined effects of heat and
mass transport limitations in the vicinity of the liquid/vapor interface. From the
analysis of [66], this coefficient is about 0.006.

The specific liquid/vapor interfacial area is calculated as

A = ΓsApore, (3.74)

where Apore is the pore surface area per unit volume which varies from 13 to 30
m2/cm3 for different GDL materials [63] and a value of 20 m2/cm3 is used in the
current study; Γs is an accommodation coefficient similar to Γm. The study of [119]
shows that Γs rarely exceeds 20% for spherical particles with small water saturation.
In this study, the mass transfer uptake coefficient Γm is varied in the range of
0.001 − 0.006 and the interfacial area accommodation coefficient Γs is varied in
the range of 1%-20% to roughly estimate a range for the condensation/evaporation
rate.

Similar to the membrane water absorption/desorption processes, the water con-
densation/evaporation dynamics are limited by the mass transport in the vicinity
of the liquid/vapor interface. Then Equation (3.72) can be further revised to

Svl = Apore
ShceDw

d̄
(ρw − ρsat), (3.75)

where d̄ is the characteristic length for water diffusion, Dw is the mass diffusivity
of water vapor, and Shce is a dimensionless number accounting for mass transport
capability during condensation/evaporation. This is analogous to the Sherwood
number for mass transfer, and it is calculated as

Shce = ΓsΓm

√
RT

2πMw

d̄

Dw

. (3.76)
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The values of Dw and d̄ are not important here since they will cancel out in Equation
(3.75). The diffusivity of water vapor and the pore size from a network model are
used here:

d̄ = 4d0 (3.77)

where d0 is the fiber diameter of the carbon material.

Furthermore, to differentiate the condensation and evaporation processes, a
Langumir-type correction is incorporated and the resulting condensation/evapora-
tion source term is related to the local liquid saturation in the form of

Svl =


Apore

ShcDw

d̄
(1− s)(ρw − ρsat) if ρv ≥ ρsat, (condensation)

Apore
SheDw

d̄
s(ρw − ρsat) if ρv < ρsat, (evaporation)

(3.78)

where Shc and She are the phase transfer rate coefficients of condensation and
evaporation, respectively. It should be noted that the saturated water vapor density,
ρsat, depends exponentially on temperature and, hence, even a small variation of
temperature can have a large impact on the saturation.

Determination of The Capillary Pressure

As indicated earlier in Equation (3.67), a functional relationship between the cap-
illary pressure and liquid saturation is required in order to solve the liquid water
transport equation (Equation (3.68)). Owing to the lack of experimental data the
determination of the capillary pressure in the porous backing layer of PEM fuel
cells has been traditionally performed in terms of the Leverett function [120]

Pc(s) = σcos(θc)

√
ε

K
(1.417s− 2.120s2 + 1.263s3), (3.79)

where σ is the surface tension between the liquid water and gas phase, and θc is
the assumed uniform contact angle of the porous materials.

The Leverett approach was derived based on experimental data of homogeneous
soil or a sand bed with uniform wettability. In the backing layer of the PEM fuel
cell, however, the pore size ranges from nanometer to micrometer, and its wettabil-
ity is strongly affected by both the hydrophilic carbon substrate and the level of the
hydrophobic polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) coating. Therefore, the Leverett ap-
proach is incapable of precisely predicting the capillary pressure in PEM fuel cells.
Many experiments [60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65] have been carried out recently, trying to
assess the real situation in PEM fuel cells. However, due to the differences in their
measurement approaches, facilities, experimental conditions, and the materials be-
ing investigated, their results do not agree with each other very well. To date, there
exist no correlations which can quantify the capillary pressure for all materials used
in PEM fuel cells under all possible conditions. In this study, therefore, no intention
has been made to propose a general capillary pressure modeling approach. Instead,
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two of the newly developed capillary pressure correlations that are specific to PEM
fuel cells are examined and the resulting saturation characteristics are compared
with the standard Leverett function approach.

The first new correlation is proposed by Kumbur et al. [63, 64, 65], based on
their drainage capillary pressure-saturation measurements of the SGL 24 serials
composite carbon paper and E-TEK Elat 1200W carbon cloth materials. It has
the following form

Pc = σ

(
293

T

)6

20.4C

√
ε

K
κ(s), (3.80)

κ(s) = (wt %)[0.0469− 0.00152(wt %)− 0.0406s2 + 0.143s3] + 0.0561 ln(s).

In the above correlation, the effects of temperature, T , compression pressure, C,
and mixed wettability, wt %, representing the amount of PTFE in the GDL, have
been incorporated into a modified form of the standard Leverett function. Since
no micro-porous layer (MPL) is considered in the current study, the κ(s) function
has been extended from its original range, 0 < s < 0.5, to 0 < s < 1 to eliminate
the effect of the MPL, as suggested by the authors.

In the current model, the temperature is coupled through the energy equation;
the compression pressure is assumed to be 1 MPa; for the mixed wettability, it is
found that it is not really accounted for by the above expression. This is mainly
because the derivative of the capillary pressure (dPc/ds) is the actual form (refer
to Equation (3.68)) that is being used in the model. In Kumbur’s expression, it
results in

dPc

ds
= σ

(
293

T

)6

20.4C

√
ε

K

[
(wt %)(−0.0812s + 0.429s2) +

0.0561

s

]
. (3.81)

It is easily seen that for small saturations as in PEM fuel cells, Equation (3.81) is
essentially dominated by the second term (1/s) while the effect of PTFE loading
that is described by the first term is greatly subdued.

The second correlation used in this study was derived from a fit by Ye and
Nguyen [114] based on the experimental data of Nguyen et al. [60]. Both drainage
and imbibition processes have been investigated in this experiment. The capillary
pressure within a Toray TGP-H-060 GDL with 10% PTFE loading has been mea-
sured, using a volume displacement technique, while the capillary pressure within a
thickened catalyst layer (55 µm) that is composed of the same material is obtained
through neutron imaging techniques. Accordingly, two separate correlations for
GDL and CL are developed [114]

Pc,gdl = 2.09
(
e22.2(0.321−s) − e44.9(0.321−s)

)
+ 35.6, (3.82)

Pc,cl = 2431
(
e0.0088(0.567−s) − e92.36(0.567−s)

)
− 2395. (3.83)

It should be noted that the experimental method used in [60] is naturally limited
by break-through and break-off liquid pressures of the GDL materials. Conse-
quently, the capillary pressure they measured lies in a relatively small range (one
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to two orders smaller than that of Gostick et al.’s [61], Fairweather et al.’s [62], and
Kumbur et al.’s [63, 64, 65]). Physically, smaller capillary pressure means higher
water retention ability, thus a higher level of saturation would be expected by this
expression.

Determination of the Relative Permeability

In addition to the capillary pressure, two other parameters need to be determined in
the liquid saturation equation, Equation (3.68). They are the relative permeability
for the liquid and gas phase, Krl and Krg, respectively. Similar to the capillary
pressure, various forms of relative permeability correlations have been employed in
previous PEM fuel cells modeling efforts due to the lack of experimental support.
Predictive models for the relative permeability were developed from conceptual
models of flow in capillary tubes combined with models of pore-size distribution.
The common predictive models are the power law function [121], Burdine and
Mualem functions [122], Van Genuchten function [123] and the Brooks-Corey func-
tion [124]. Among them, the power law function is the most widely used in fuel cell
modeling. The general form of the power law function is

Krl = (seff
w )n, (3.84)

Krg = (seff
nw)n, (3.85)

where the subscript w denotes the wetting phase, and nw denotes the non-wetting
phase. The effective saturation, seff

w , is defined as

seff
w =

sw − Sw,irr

1− Snw,irr − Sw,irr

, (3.86)

where Sw,irr and Snw,irr are the irreducible saturation for the wetting and non-
wetting phase, respectively. The exponent n in Equation (3.84)&(3.85) is usually
determined through a curve fit of experimental data. In PEM fuel cell modeling,
a factor of 3, the so-called Wyllie’s cubic power law [125], is commonly adopted in
the literature and it is used as the base case in this study.

On the other hand, based on the analysis of [61, 126], several recent studies
[114, 126] have used an exponent of n = 4.5 for the GDL while keeping the exponent
at 3.0 in the CL. As a comparison to the cubic power law, this approach is examined
in this study to investigate the effect of relative permeability on the distribution of
the liquid saturation.

3.4 Transport of Electric Charge

As illustrated in Section 1.2, hydrogen molecules are stripped of their electrons
and become positively charged hydrogen ions (protons) during the HOR. Protons
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migrate through the ion-selective membrane directly and reach the cathode side
catalyst layer, while electrons are expelled by the membrane and have to travel
through the solid part of the backing layer and external circuit to reach the cathode
catalyst, where they recombine with protons to form water following the ORR.

3.4.1 Conservation of Electronic Charge

The governing equation for the electron transport can be written as

∇ ·
(

~Js

)
= Sφ, (3.87)

where Sφ is the source term denoting the generation or consumption of electrons,

and ~Js denotes the electronic current density through the solid phase. Notice that
the current density is a vector quantity, and only the transverse component (normal
to the GDL surface) is useful and contributes to the power output of the cell; the
lateral component only decreases the cell output. Therefore, the lateral component
should be minimized through appropriate designs.

The electronic current density is related to the electric potential in terms of
Ohm’s law

~Js = −σs∇φs. (3.88)

Here, φs is the electric potential in the solid phase, and σs is the electric conductivity
of the solid material.

Therefore, Equation (3.87) can be further extended to

∇ · (−σs∇φs) = Sφ. (3.89)

In the ACL, electrons are generated. The source term is

Sφ = Ra. (3.90)

In the CCL, electrons are consumed, thus

Sφ = −Rc. (3.91)

In other regions, no electrochemical reaction occurs and hence

Sφ = 0. (3.92)

3.4.2 Conservation of Protonic Charge

In a similar manner, the governing equation for proton transport can be written as

∇ ·
(

~Jm

)
= Sφ, (3.93)
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where Sφ is the source of proton generation or depletion, and ~Jm is the protonic
current density which lies within the electrolyte membrane only.

According to Ohm’s law, the protonic current density is calculated as

~Jm = σm∇φm. (3.94)

Here, φm is the electric potential in the electrolyte membrane, and σm is the elec-
tric conductivity of the membrane which is affected by the local membrane water
content through an empirical correlation [30]

σm = εm(0.005139λ− 0.00326) exp

[
1268

(
1

303
− 1

T

)]
. (3.95)

Consequently, Equation (3.93) is converted to

∇ · (σm∇φm) = Sφ. (3.96)

Corresponding to the electron transport, the amount of proton gain or loss
must equal that of the electron. Therefore, in the ACL, the source term for proton
transport is

Sφ = Ra (3.97)

and in the CCL it is
Sφ = −Rc. (3.98)

In all other regions, no electrochemical reaction occurs. Therefore, it has

Sφ = 0 (3.99)

3.5 Transport of Energy

The temperature variation is generally not very large in PEM fuel cells but can be
important nevertheless due to the sensitivity of two-phase flow towards tempera-
ture. Therefore, heat transfer processes are usually simplified to some extent to
reduce the model complexity. Based on the analysis of Wang [127], two main sim-
plifications have been made in this study: (i) the heat transfer through the liquid
phase is neglected since the liquid saturation is relatively small (< 0.1) and, (ii) it
is assumed that the gas phase and solid phase are always in a thermal equilibrium
state.

As such, the energy equation that accounts for the effect of multi-species, multi-
phase flow in porous media can be stated as [110]

∂

∂t

(∑
k=g,s

(ερE)k

)
+∇·(~ug (ρgEg + Pg)) = ∇·

[
keff∇T −

(∑
i

hi
~Ni

)
+ (τ · ~ug)

]
+ST ,

(3.100)
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where keff is the effective conductivity, and ~Ni is the diffusion flux of species i.
The first three terms on the right-hand side of Equation (3.100) represent energy
transfer due to conduction, species diffusion, and viscous dissipation, respectively.
ST includes the heat of chemical reaction, phase change, and any other volumetric
heat sources.

In Equation (3.100), E denotes the total energy in the respective phase and it
is calculated as

E = h− p

ρ
+

v2

2
(3.101)

where the sensible enthalpy h is defined for ideal gases as

h =
∑

i

Yihi (3.102)

with Yi the mass fraction of species i

Yi = Xi

 Mi∑
i

XiMi

 (3.103)

and

hi =

∫ T

T ref

cp,i dT, (3.104)

where T ref is 298.15 K and cp,i is the specific heat of the ith species.

Similarly, the sensible enthalpy for the solid phase is determined by

h =

∫ T

T ref

cp dT, (3.105)

where cp is the specific heat of the solid material.

The effective thermal conductivity, keff , is evaluated based on the volume frac-
tion of each phase as

keff = εkg + (1− ε)ks. (3.106)

The thermal conductivity of the solid phase can be specified directly, while the
thermal conductivity of the gas mixture is calculated based on kinetic theory

kg =
∑

i

Xiki∑
j Xjφij

, (3.107)

where

φij =

[
1 +

(
µi

µj

)1/2 (
Mj

Mi

)1/4
]2

[
8
(
1 + Mi

Mj

)]1/2
. (3.108)
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Moreover, the diffusion flux of species in Equation (3.100) is estimated using
Fick’s law as mentioned earlier in Section 3.2

~Ni = −Deff
i,m∇Ci. (3.109)

The last term in Equation (3.100) represents the heat source. Five kinds of heat
sources were considered in the current model. They are the reversible heat release
during the electrochemical reaction, irreversible (activation) heat generation, ohmic
heating, latent heat during condensation/evaporation, and the latent heat during
membrane water sorption/desorption, respectively. Thus,

ST = ST,rev + ST,act + ST,ohm + ST,con/eva + ST,sor/des (3.110)

In the CCL, all five types of heat generation are present and the heat source
has the form

ST =

∣∣∣∣ Rc

4F

∣∣∣∣ (T4S)︸ ︷︷ ︸
rev

+ |ηcRc|︸ ︷︷ ︸
act

+
J2

s

σs

+
J2

m

σm︸ ︷︷ ︸
ohm

+ Svlhfg︸ ︷︷ ︸
con/eva

+ MwSld(hm,fg − hfg)︸ ︷︷ ︸
des

, (3.111)

where 4S represents the entropy change of the ORR, hfg represents the latent heat
of water vapor condensation, and hm,fg represents the latent heat of water vapor
sorption.

Similarly, the heat source in the ACL is

ST = |ηaRa|+
J2

s

σs

+
J2

m

σm

+ Svlhfg + MwSvdhm,fg︸ ︷︷ ︸
sor

. (3.112)

The reaction heat during the HOR is very small and has been neglected from the
above equation. Furthermore, water sorption from water vapor to dissolved water
in the ACL, and desorption from dissolved water to liquid water in the CCL, have
been assumed here.

Water vapor sorption into a membrane is a process similar to a vapor condensa-
tion process and involves a release of heat (exothermic). Similarly, water molecules
leaving a membrane as vapor is similar to a liquid evaporation process and requires
heat (endothermic). Ostrovskii and Gostev [128] show that the differential heat of
sorption decreases with the hydration level from 68 kJ/mol at a water content λ ' 0
to about 45 kJ/mol at λ ' 5 but not below the latent heat of water condensation,
40.7 kJ/mol, in any case. In this study, a constant value (1.5× 40.7 ' 60 kJ/mol)
that is deemed to be larger than the real case is used and serves as an upper bound.
It is found that the inclusion of this overestimated heat source does not affect the
temperature field significantly (4Tmax < 0.2 K). In fact, the source of reaction
heat from the ORR is on the order of 108 W/m3 which is much more significant
than the heat source from the membrane sorption, 106 ∼ 107 W/m3. Furthermore,
the swelling of the membrane due to water sorption is an endothermic process and
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the endothermic “swelling energy” must be smaller than the exothermic solvation
energy for water sorption to occur [101]. Therefore, this energy term would be
negligibly small as well.

In the GDL, both ohmic heating and condensation/evaporation are present.
Therefore, the heat source is

ST =
J2

s

σs

+ Svlhfg. (3.113)

In the membrane layer, the heat source only includes the ohmic heating caused
by protonic current flow

ST =
J2

m

σm

. (3.114)

In the gas flow channels, the heat sources are simply zero.

3.6 Boundary and Initial Conditions

3.6.1 Boundary Conditions

In order to complete the model formulation, boundary conditions at different lo-
cations of the cell domain are required. A single computational domain approach
is employed in this study and, thus, boundary conditions are only needed to be
specified on the outer surfaces of the domain.

It has been shown in [129] that for bipolar plate made of graphite, its effect
on unit cell performance is negligible because of its high electrical and thermal
conductivity. Furthermore, the effects of the cooling channel can also be minimized
by appropriate specifications of temperature boundary conditions. Thus, both the
bipolar plate and the cooling channel have been excluded from the current study.

The boundary conditions, for a computational domain with a single pair of gas
flow channels, are illustrated in Figure 3.5. The same boundary condition scheme
can be simply extended to multi-channel domains without any modification.

Basically, these boundary conditions represent the real operating conditions of
a PEM fuel cell. When testing a PEM fuel cell, several operating conditions can
be varied, such as:

� the flow rate of the reactants;

� the purity (concentration) of the reactants;

� the relative humidity of the reactants flow;

� the operating temperature;
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Figure 3.5: Illustration of boundary condition specifications on a computational
domain with a single pair of gas flow channels: (a) front view, (b) side view.

� the operating pressure and

� the electrical load.

The boundary conditions present in Figure 3.5 can be classified into four types:
the inlet, outlet, wall, and zero flux boundary conditions, and they are represented
as Bin, Bout, Bw, Bf , respectively.

At the gas flow channel inlets (Ba
in and Bc

in), the gas composition, mass flux,
and temperature of the incoming gas flow are specified. Additionally, the fluxes of
all other variables are set to zero, as indicated by the last condition in Equation
(3.115). Here, Θ can be any variables not explicitly specified.

ṁ′′ · ~n = Specified

Ci = Specified

T = Specified
∂Θ

∂~n
= 0


at Ba

in, B
c
in (3.115)

The mass fluxes of gas species are given by their respective stoichiometric ratios,
ξa and ξc, defined at a reference current density, J ref = 1 A/cm2, as

ṁ′′
a =

ρgξaJ
refA

2FCh2

, (3.116)

ṁ′′
c =

ρgξcJ
refA

4FCo2

, (3.117)
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where A is the active reaction area.

The inlet concentrations of hydrogen, Ch2 , and oxygen, Co2 , can be obtained
through the following relations

Ch2 =
(Pa −RHaP

sat)

RT0

, (3.118)

Co2 =
0.21(Pc −RHcP

sat)

RT0

, (3.119)

where T0 is the inlet gas temperature, Pa and Pc are the inlet gas pressure at anode
and cathode, respectively, RHa and RHc are the inlet relative humidities of anode
and cathode, respectively. The coefficient 0.21 represents the molar fraction of O2
in air.

At the gas flow channel outlets (Ba
out and Bc

out), the flow is assumed to be fully
developed. Thus, the fluxes of all variables do not vary in the normal direction.
Moreover, the gas pressure is specified. P = Specified

∂Θ

∂~n
= 0

 at Ba
out, B

c
out (3.120)

At the channel walls (Ba
w,ch and Bc

w,ch), a constant operating temperature is
prescribed. In addition, no-slip boundary conditions apply, along with zero flux
conditions for other variables.

~ug = 0

T = Specified
∂Θ

∂~n
= 0

 at Ba
w,ch, B

c
w,ch (3.121)

Similarly, the operating temperature and electronic potential are directly defined
at the GDL surfaces that are exposed to the bipolar plate (Ba

w,gdl and Bc
w,gdl).

~ug = 0

T = Specified

φs = Specified
∂Θ

∂~n
= 0


at Ba

w,gdl, B
c
w,gdl (3.122)

For the remaining boundaries not specifically mentioned here, a no-flux condi-
tion or symmetry condition applies{

∂Θ

∂~n
= 0

}
at Bf (3.123)
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3.6.2 Initial Conditions

The initial conditions required by the transient modeling are usually the flow so-
lutions from a steady-state run. Furthermore, the transient simulation can also
start from an initialized flow field to simulate cell start-up processes for which the
concentration of gas species and dissolved water are specified, all other variables
are set to zero.

3.7 Model Input Parameters

In addition to boundary conditions, the mathematical model is also constrained
by various parameters. The input parameters of the current model can be roughly
grouped into four kinds: the structural parameters, the electrochemical kinetic
parameters, the physical and thermal parameters, and the operating parameters.

The structural parameters of the current model are listed in Table 3.1. The
anode and cathode layers are identical; hence, the same parameters apply to the
gas flow channels, GDL and catalyst layers on the anode and cathode sides. The
geometric parameters of the gas channel are design parameters and, thus, they
represent the real experimental conditions, while the parameters in the porous
region are highly dependent on the chosen types of porous material (e.g., carbon
paper, carbon cloth), the fabrication processes (loading of PTFE, Nafion, Pt, etc.),
and the assembling processes (e.g, compression pressure). It is extremely hard,
if not impossible, to measure the material properties in an assembled fuel cell.
Therefore, these parameters are usually estimated, based on empirical expressions.
The dependence of the cell performance on these estimated parameters can be
evaluated through parametric studies.

The electrochemical kinetic parameters are experimentally determined at ref-
erence conditions. In this study, the values measured by Springer et al. [30] and
Bernadi et al. [23] are used. They are listed in Table 3.2.

In Table 3.3, the physical and thermal properties that are encountered in the
mathematical model are summarized. These parameters can be easily found in
common thermodynamic books and/or come with the commercialized materials in
the specification sheets.

In addition, there are some variable parameters that are relevant to the cell
operating condition, such as the operating pressure, temperature, gas flow rate,
and relative humidity, etc. They are pertaining to a specific case study and, hence,
will be provided in Chapter 5 along with the modeling results.
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Table 3.1: Structural parameters.

Parameter Value

Gas channel width, (mm) 1.0
Gas channel height, (mm) 1.0
Gas channel length, (mm) 50.0
Land width between two adjacent channels, (mm) 1.0
Thickness of CL, δcl, (µm) 10.0
Thickness of GDL, δgdl, (µm) 200.0
Thickness of membrane (Nafion112), δmem, (µm) 50.0
Porosity of CL, εcl 0.3
Porosity of GDL, εgdl 0.6
Volume fraction of Nafion membrane in CL, εm [130] 30 %
Fiber diameter of carbon paper (AvCarb GDL), d0, (µm) [131] 7.5
Characteristic length of the void pore, d̄, (µm) [66] 30.0
Pore surface area per unit volume, Apore, (m2/cm3) [63] 20.0
Contact angle of the porous materials, θc, (o) [57] 110.0
PTFE loading in GDL [63] 5-20 wt %

Table 3.2: Electrochemical kinetic parameters [23, 30]

Parameter Value

Reference anodic exchange current, ajref
a,0 (A/m3) 5.0E8

Reference cathodic exchange current, ajref
c,0 (A/m3) 1.2E2

Reference hydrogen concentration, cref
h2,0 (mol/m3) 56.4

Reference oxygen concentration, cref
o2,0 (mol/m3) 3.39

Anodic transfer coefficient, αa 0.5
Cathodic transfer coefficient, αc 0.5
Anodic reaction order, βa 0.5
Cathodic reaction order, βc 1.0

3.8 Summary

The mathematical model developed in this thesis research accounts for all typical
transport phenomena occurring within a PEM fuel cell. The complete set of gov-
erning equations consists of the conservation of mass, momentum and species for
the gas phase, the conservation of species for dissolved water and liquid water, the
conservation of electric charge, and the conservation of energy for all phases and
species.

∂

∂t

(
εeffρg

)
+∇ · (ρg~ug) = Sm (3.124)

∂

∂t

(
1

εeff
ρg~ug

)
+∇ ·

(
1

(εeff)2ρg~ug~ug

)
= −∇Pg +∇ ·

(
τ
)

+ Su (3.125)
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Table 3.3: Physical and thermal parameters.

Parameter Value

Hydrogen diffusivity in water vapor, Dh2−h2o(g) (m2/s) [28] 9.15E-5
Oxygen diffusivity in water vapor, Do2−h2o(g) (m2/s) [28] 2.82E-5
Oxygen diffusivity in nitrogen, Do2−n2 (m2/s) [28] 2.2E-5
Water vapor diffusivity in nitrogen, Dh2o(g)−n2

(m2/s) [28] 2.56E-5
Oxygen diffusivity in liquid water, Do2−h2o(l) (m2/s) [28] 2.4E-9
Electrode conductivity, σs (S/m) 7.5E2
Density of liquid water, ρl (kg/m3) [132] 9.72E2
Liquid water dynamic viscosity, µl (Pa s) [132] 3.517E-4
Surface tension, σ (N/m) [57] 6.25E-2
Henry’s constant for oxygen, Ho (Pa m3/mol) [47] 2.0E4
Density of electrode, ρgdl,cl (kg/m3) [133] 2.2E3
Density of membrane (Nafion), ρm (kg/m3) [133] 1.98E3
Density of hydrogen, ρh2 (kg/m3) [132] 6.9E-2
Density of air, ρair (kg/m3) [132] 0.995
Density of water vapor, ρv (kg/m3) [132] 0.632
Specific heat of electrode, cp,gdl (J/kg ·K) [133] 1.05E3
Specific heat of hydrogen, cp,h2 (J/kg ·K) [132] 1.44E4
Specific heat of air, cp,air (J/kg ·K) [132] 1.01E3
Specific heat of water vapor, cp,v (J/kg ·K) [132] 1.96E3
Specific heat of liquid, cp,l (J/kg ·K) [132] 4.197E3
Thermal conductivity of GDL, kgdl (W/m ·K) [44] kxx = kzz = 10, kyy = 1.3
Thermal conductivity of CL, kcl (W/m ·K) [44] 0.8725
Thermal conductivity of membrane, km (W/m ·K) [44] 0.445
Thermal conductivity of hydrogen, kh2 (W/m ·K) [132] 0.204
Thermal conductivity of air, kair (W/m ·K) [132] 0.03
Thermal conductivity of water vapor, kv (W/m ·K) [132] 0.023
Thermal conductivity of liquid water, kl (W/m ·K) [132] 0.67
Condensation/evaporation latent heat, hfg (J/kg) [132] ±2.308E6

Liquid water Water vapor

Standard Entropy change, 4Sref (J/mol ·K) [3] -163.25 -44.42
Entropy change at working conditions, 4S (J/mol ·K) [3] -149.142 -43.207
Standard Gibbs free energy change, 4Gref (J/mol) [3] 2.37E5 2.29E5
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∂

∂t
(εeffCi) +∇ ·

(
−Deff

i,m∇Ci

)
+∇ · (~ugCi) = Si (3.126)

∂

∂t
(εmCd) +∇ · (−Dd∇Cd) +∇ ·

(nd

F
~Jm

)
= Sd (3.127)

∂

∂t
(ερls) +∇ ·

[(
−ρlKrlK

µl

dPc

ds

)
∇s +

ρlµgKrl

µlKrg

~ug

]
= Sl (3.128)

∇ · (−σs∇φs) = Sφ (3.129)

∇ · (σm∇φm) = Sφ (3.130)

∂

∂t

(∑
k=g,s

(ερE)k

)
+∇·(~ug (ρgEg + Pg)) = ∇·

[
keff∇T −

(∑
i

hi
~Ni

)
+ (τ · ~ug)

]
+ST

(3.131)

In total, 12 variables need to be determined. These equations are closely coupled
through the RHS source terms, which either stem from the electrochemical reactions
or from the interfacial mass transfer among different phases. The expressions for
these source terms have been summarized in Tables 3.4.

A comprehensive inclusion of various transient transport phenomena and phase
transfer processes has been achieved in this model including: the non-equilibrium
phase transfer between the liquid water and water vapor (condensation/evapora-
tion); the non-equilibrium membrane water sorption/desorption; water transport
within the bulk membrane (membrane hydration/dehydration); liquid water trans-
port in the porous backing layer; heat transfer; gas diffusion towards the reaction
sites; and the convective gas flow in the gas channel.

The water production mechanism is clarified and it is shown that the water
production during the ORR is in the dissolved phase. Another two commonly used
water production assumptions (liquid water production and water vapor produc-
tion) are also integrated into the current model formulation. Later in Chapter 6,
comparisons will be made between these assumptions to show the potential error
they may induce.

The non-equilibrium condensation/evaporation processes and membrane water
sorption/desorption processes have been generally neglected in most of the previous
modeling studies, owing to a lack of experimental data and understanding of the
phase transfer mechanism. However, these phase transfer processes are crucial
in evaluating the dynamic performance of PEM fuel cells and, hence, have been
incorporated into the current model with two newly developed submodels.

In addition, the boundary and initial conditions, along with the modeling pa-
rameters are stated.
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Chapter 4

Numerical Implementation

As shown in the previous chapter, some coefficients of the governing equations in
PEM fuel cell systems are functions of variables, and the source terms of these equa-
tions originate from electrochemical reactions and/or phase changes. The electro-
chemical reaction is mathematically described by a so-called Butler-Volmer equa-
tion which is an exponential function of the reaction overpotential, while the phase
changes are depending highly on the local temperature and water transport in all
three phases (vapor, liquid and dissolved). Consequently, a comprehensive PEM
fuel cell model is highly nonlinear and very stiff, and effective numerical techniques
are usually required to solve such a system. In this chapter, the numerical imple-
mentation and some techniques developed in this thesis research for a general PEM
fuel cell model will be illustrated.

4.1 Numerical Procedure

A structured non-uniform grid scheme (more details will be given in Section 4.3)
is employed in this study which is built with a pre-processing software, GAMBIT
2.3. Then, the grid is imported into a finite volume based commercial software,
FLUENT 6.3, where the complete equation set (Equation (3.124)-(3.131)) is dis-
cretized and solved. However, FLUENT does not have built-in modules for the
non-standard governing equations for charge, dissolved water and liquid water.
Thus, four user-defined scalar (UDS) equations have been defined for the electronic
potential, protonic potential, dissolved water concentration and liquid water satu-
ration, respectively. Moreover, various source terms, model parameters, empirical
correlations, material properties, and boundary conditions were coded using the
programming language C in terms of the user defined functions (UDF). In addi-
tion, some controlling strategies and under-relaxation schemes were also developed
with UDFs. A complete list of the UDFs used in this study have been summarized
in Appendix A.

The pressure-based segregated solver of FLUENT has been tested to be the
best solver choice in terms of convergency and computational speed for the current
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model and, hence, has been exclusively used for all studies presented in this thesis.
By using the segregated solver, the individual governing equations for the variables
(e.g., u, v, w, p, Ch2 , Co2 , Ch2o, Cd, s, φs, φm, T , etc.) are solved sequentially. Each
governing equation, while being solved, is “decoupled” or “segregated” from other
equations. The constraint of mass conservation on the velocity field is achieved by
solving a pressure correction equation. The pressure equation is derived from the
continuity and the momentum equations in such a way that the velocity field, cor-
rected by the pressure, satisfies the continuity. Specifically, the SIMPLE algorithms
is used for steady state simulations and the PISO algorithm is used for transient
simulations in this thesis. The PISO algorithm uses a little more CPU time per
iteration than the SIMPLE/SIMPLEC algorithms since two additional corrections
are performed, but it dramatically decreases the number of iterations required for
convergence and the total computational time can be greatly reduced for transient
problems.

Since the governing equations are nonlinear and coupled to one another, the so-
lution loop must be carried out iteratively in order to obtain a converged numerical
solution. This loop is usually referred to as the outer loop. Solution of individual
equations also involves iterations and it is usually referred to as the inner loop.

4.1.1 Outer Loop

The steps of the outer loop are illustrated in Figure 4.1 and outlined below:

1. Initialize the flow field.
2. Update fluid properties (e.g, density, diffusivity, conductivity, specific heat),

based on the current solution.
3. Solve the momentum equations, one after another, using the recently updated

values of pressure and face mass fluxes.
4. Solve the pressure correction equation, using the recently obtained velocity

field and the mass-flux.
5. Correct face mass fluxes, pressure, and the velocity field, using the pressure

correction obtained from Step 4.
6. Solve the equations for additional scalars, such as energy, species, charge,

dissolved water, and liquid saturation, using the current values of the solution
variables.

7. Update the source terms arising from the interactions among different phases.
8. Check for the convergence of the equations.

The loop continues until the convergence criteria are met.

4.1.2 Inner Loop

In the inner loop, the individual governing equations are discretized and solved.
Discretization of the governing equations can be illustrated most easily by con-
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the solution procedure of the segregated solver.
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sidering the unsteady conservation equation for the transport of a scalar quantity
Θ. This is demonstrated by the following equation written in integral form for an
arbitrary control volume V∫

V

∂ρΘ

∂t
dV +

∮
ρΘ~v · d ~A =

∮
ΓΘ∇Θ · d ~A +

∫
V

SΘ dV, (4.1)

where ρ denotes the density, ~v the velocity vector, ~A the surface area vector, Γ the
diffusion coefficient, and SΘ the source of Θ per unit volume.

Discretization of Equation (4.1) on a given cell yields

∂ρΘ

∂t
V +

Nfaces∑
f

ρf~vf · ~Af =

Nfaces∑
f

ΓΘ∇Θf · ~Af + SΘ V. (4.2)

The above discretized transport equation contains the unknown variable Θ at the
cell center as well as the unknown values in surrounding neighbor cells. This equa-
tion will, in general, be non-linear with respect to these variables.

Next, an appropriate discretization scheme is chosen to convert the above equa-
tion into a linearized form

aP Θ =
∑
nb

anbΘnb + b, (4.3)

where nb denotes the neighboring nodes, p denotes the central nodes at which
variables are being evaluated, a is the linearized coefficient, and b is a general
source term.

Similar equations can be written for each cell in the computational grid. Finally,
the linearized algebraic equations result in a sparse coefficient matrix and it is
solved using an implicit Gauss-Seidel linear equation solver in conjunction with an
algebraic multigrid (AMG) method [110].

Discretization Schemes

For the continuity equation (Equation (3.124)), a second-order upwind scheme is
used for the discretization of density; while for the face pressure which appears
in the linearized momentum equation (Equation (3.125)), it is evaluated based on
a standard linear interpolation of the adjacent node values. For other convection-
diffusion alike equations (Equation (3.126)-(3.131)), the diffusion term is discretized
with a central difference approach which is naturally of second-order accuracy. Since
the flow in the porous backing layer is not aligned with the grids, a second-order
upwind scheme is chosen for the convective terms to reduce numerically induced
diffusion errors. The time derivative is discretized using a backward difference
scheme which is first-order accurate. Furthermore, the whole equation is evaluated
in an implicit manner at each time step. Hence, it is unconditionally stable with
respect to time step size.
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4.1.3 Under-relaxation Schemes

The above specifications are still not enough to handle the stiffness of the PEM fuel
cell system, especially when the multi-phase water transport is taken into consider-
ation. In fact, the diffusivity of the liquid saturation equation is a highly nonlinear
function of the saturation itself (refer to Equation (3.128)). The liquid saturation
is very close to zero in most of the regions, which makes the saturation equation
extremely stiff. A similar issue arises for the dissolved water equation (Equation
(3.127)), but it is a less severe matter compared to the saturation equation. In this
thesis research, two kinds of under-relaxation techniques have been developed to
tackle such stiffness difficulties.

In the first kind of under-relaxation, the source terms and intermediate variables
that are evaluated by other equations are under-relaxed in an explicit manner

Sn
Θ = Sn−1

Θ + α
(
Snew

Θ − Sn−1
Θ

)
, (4.4)

Ψn = Ψn−1 + α
(
Ψnew −Ψn−1

)
. (4.5)

Here, α is the under-relaxation factor which ranges from 0 to 1, ()n−1 is the solution
from the previous iteration, and ()new is the solution from the current iteration. As
such, the new solution is stabilized based on a Gauss-Seidel type successive under-
relaxation (SUR). This kind of under-relaxation technique has been deployed for
the inner loop which solves individual linearized algebraic equations.

The second type of under-relaxation, known as the implicit relaxation of the
equation, is performed on the outer loop which couples all equations together, as
follows

apΘ
n

α
=
∑
nb

anbΘ
n
nb + b +

1− α

α
apΘ

n−1. (4.6)

This kind of under-relaxation was proposed by Patankar [134]. The main idea of
this technique is to limit the change in each variable from one outer iteration to
the next, because a change in one variable changes the coefficients in the other
equations, which may slow or prevent convergence.

It is found that the second kind of under-relaxation is more crucial for the
present model, especially for the highly nonlinear saturation equation where an
extremely small under-relaxation factor (α = 0.0001) has to be used at an early
stage of iterations so as to avoid divergence. As the solution reaches a certain level
of stabilization, this factor can then be increased to a more aggressive value to speed
up the convergence. The same procedure is repeated many times until a converged
solution is achieved. Typically, an increase in the under-relaxation factors entails a
slight increase in the residuals, but these increases usually disappear as the solution
progresses, as shown in Figure 4.2.

It may be worthwhile to mention that the above illustrated under-relaxation
techniques can also be applied to PEM fuel cell models that have additional trans-
port considerations or geometric domains. For example, a cold start model based
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Figure 4.2: Convergence history of a typical steady state run.

on these techniques has been recently built in our group by adding extra equations
regarding ice and non-frozen water; a 3D model includes CO poisoning effects is
another ongoing effort. Moreover, these numerical techniques should be applicable
to other finite volume based software or in-house codes as well.

4.2 Convergence Criteria

At the end of each outer iteration, the residuals for each of the conserved vari-
ables are computed and the computation stops when all residuals are below the
convergence criteria. For the segregated solver of FLUENT, the residual is defined
as

RΨ =

∑
cells |

∑
nb anbΨnb + b− aP ΨP |∑

cells |aP ΨP |
(4.7)

It represents the summation of imbalance in Equation (4.3) scaled by a factor
representative of the flow rate of Ψ through the domain.

The convergence history of a typical steady state run of the current model
has been demonstrated in Figure 4.2. As can be seen, a fully converged solution is
achieved after about 2300 iterations with the residuals all dropping below 1×10−12.
In fact, residuals of 1 × 10−8 are sufficiently accurate, including solution errors of
all variables are less than 0.1%. This has been defined as the convergence criteria
in this study.
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4.3 Grid-Independent Solution

The dominating source of error involved in the numerical simulation resides in
the discretization process during which the continuous conservation equations are
casted onto discrete grid points. Theoretically, an exact solution can be achieved
when the grid size is infinitely small. In practice, however, for the consideration of
computational expense it is always desirable to limit the number of grid points to
as few as possible. This is usually achieved through a grid independent study.

Stringent numerical tests were performed in this study to ensure that the solu-
tions are independent of grid size. The final mesh is illustrated in Figure 4.3. To
simplify the testing process, the same number of grid points in the y direction and
the same grid size in the x and z directions are used for all layers of the fuel cell.
Notice that the width (x-direction) of the gas channel is half that of other layers

Nx
mem = Nx

cl = Nx
gdl = 2Nx

ch, (4.8)

Ny
mem = Ny

cl = Ny
gdl = Ny

ch, (4.9)

N z
mem = N z

cl = N z
gdl = N z

ch, (4.10)

where mem, cl, gdl, and ch denote the membrane, catalyst layer, gas diffusion layer,
and gas channel, respectively; and Nx, Ny, and N z denote the number of grid points
in the x, y, and z directions, respectively. The total number of computational cells,
Ntotal, is calculated as

Ntotal =
∑

layers

NxNyN z = 6NxNyN z (4.11)

Determination of the number of grid points in each direction (Nx, Ny, and N z)
was conducted in three steps. During each step, the number of grid points is only
varied in one direction while the number along the other two directions were fixed.
For the first step, the number of grid points in the x and z directions were fixed
(Nx = 20 and N z = 50), while the number of grid points in the y direction (Ny)
was varied in a series as shown in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Grid independent study in the y-direction with Nx = 20 and N z = 50.

Case: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Ny: 5 6 8 10 15 20 25 40 (uniform)

The solution variables change significantly in the through plane direction (y-
direction) since the length scales in that direction are much smaller than the other
two directions for most of the cell regions. For such scenarios, non-uniform grid
schemes are usually used as far as the grid economy and efficiency are concerned.
In this study, a double sided non-uniform grid scheme with an increasing factor of
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Figure 4.3: Demonstration of the grid scheme for the single-channel cell model: (a)
x-y plane, (b) scaled x-z plane, and (c) scaled y-z plane.
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1.4 was deployed in the y-direction (refer to Figure 4.3) for Case 1 to Case 7. In
addition, a uniform grid scheme is investigated in Case 8 for comparison purposes.

It is found that the model quickly diverges when Ny is below or equal to 5 since
the discretization error becomes too large and the solution is very likely oscillating
and diverging. On the other hand, it also fails to achieve a converged solution when
the non-uniform grid number is beyond 25. This is probably due to the increasingly
high grid aspect ratio which tends to impair the stability of the system. Therefore,
Ny = 25 has been referred to as the “exact solution” and the relative errors induced
in other cases are defined accordingly as

Erry =

∣∣∣∣ΘN25 −ΘNy

ΘN25

∣∣∣∣× 100%, (4.12)

where Θ represents the variables to be compared.

In Figure 4.4, the effect of Ny on the error of average current density is demon-
strated. It is seen that as long as the non-uniform grid scheme is used, the precision
of the solution increases with the grid number. The error is approximately 1.88%
for Ny = 15, which is even more accurate than the uniform grid scheme (with
Ny = 40) which has an error of 2.57%.
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Figure 4.4: Effect of Ny on the error of average current density.

The effects of Ny on the computational expenses are also investigated and the re-
sults are shown in Figure 4.5 & 4.6. Figure 4.5 shows that the time required per 100
iterations almost linearly increases with Ny, regardless of uniform or non-uniform
grid scheme; while Figure 4.6 indicates that the number of iterations required for
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a converged state-state simulation is more significantly affected by Ny. This is
probably also due to the increased grid aspect ratios.
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Figure 4.5: Effect of Ny on the computational time.
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Taking into account all three figures (Figure 4.4-4.6) regarding the grid inde-
pendent study, it is seen that Case 5 (Ny = 15) presents the best performance in
terms of system stability and computational expenses, while its solution precision
(1.88%) is reasonably ensured. For example, it saves as much as 8 times compu-
tational time when compared to Case 7. This can be considered as a tremendous
advantage, especially for transient simulations.

In the second and third steps, the values of Nx and N z for a grid independent
solution are determined in a similar manner as in the first step, thus the procedures
are not repeated here. Generally speaking, the model is much less sensitive to the
grid numbers on the x and z directions and relatively coarse uniform grid schemes
with Nx = 20 and N z = 50 are found to be sufficient in these directions. The
corresponding solution errors in the x and z directions are Errx = 0.49% and
Errz = 0.009%, respectively. Consequently, the total error for the final mesh is
roughly estimated as

Err ≤
√
|Errx|2 + |Erry|2 + |Errz|2 = 1.94%. (4.13)

Now, the total number of control volumes for a single channel geometry can be
calculated using Equation (4.3)

Ntotal = 6× 15× 20× 50 = 90, 000 (4.14)

For the multi-channel model, the meshes at the end of the gas channel and
those underneath the MEA are further refined in order to resolve the complex flow
behavior around the corner. Therefore, the total number of control volumes for
each single channel-related geometry is actually larger than the value estimated
above. Two sample meshes around the channel bend of the multi-channel model
are demonstrated in Figure 4.7.

4.4 Time Step Independent Solution

Apart from the determination of the grid points, selection of the time step is also
essential for transient simulations. If the time step is too small, the computational
expense may be too high; if the time step is too large, the solution accuracy may
not be acceptable. In this study, an adaptive time stepping algorithm is adopted,
which is based on the estimation of the truncation error associated with the time
integration scheme [110], and it is able to automatically determine the time step
as the calculation proceeds. Consequently, solution accuracy is ensured along with
the optimum computational expense.

The shortest time scale in the current model is associated with the gas species
transport, which is on the order of 10−2 to a few seconds depending on the flooding
status of the GDL [94]. Numerical tests with respect to various time step choices
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Figure 4.7: Locally refined mesh around the corner of the gas flow channel (a)
interdigitated channel, (b) serpentine channel.
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were performed and the results show that a minimum time step of 10−4 s is able to
deliver sufficient resolution on all transient transport processes. Thus, 10−4 s has
been defined as the lower limit of the adaptive time step range. Furthermore, a
maximum time step size of 1 s is set as the upper limit.

4.5 Summary

In this chapter, an in-depth explanation of the numerical implementation and some
techniques developed in this thesis research for a general PEM fuel cell model have
been presented. This numerical scheme has demonstrated superior performance
when handling the stiffness of the PEM fuel cell system.

Stringent numerical tests were performed to ensure that the solutions were inde-
pendent of grid size. It is found that the number of grid points in the through plane
direction (y-direction) dominates the solution precision and model stability as com-
pared to these of the in-plane direction (x-direction) and along-channel direction
(z-direction). Moreover, it is found that coarsening or refining of the mesh may
both lead to divergence. The former is mainly due to the increased discretization
error, while the latter is more likely due to the increased cell aspect ratio.
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Chapter 5

Results and Discussion – Part I:
Single-Channel Model

With the mathematic model and the computational mesh scheme presented in
the previous chapters, extensive numerical simulations have been conducted to
investigate the dynamic response characteristics of the PEM fuel cells and the
transient transport phenomena within the cells. Two kinds of model geometries, a
single-channel model and a multi-channel model, have been studied. The transient
simulation is very time consuming and, hence, has been carried out only with the
singe-channel model; while the multi-channel model is mainly investigated with
steady-state simulations to show the effects of different flow field designs on the gas
and liquid flow behavior, and on the overall cell performance.

In this chapter, the results from the single-channel model are presented. Firstly,
the computation domain of the single-channel model is given. Then, several ap-
proaches that are widely used in the literature are examined and the pros and cons
associated with them are addressed. With the optimized model, the dynamic re-
sponses of a PEM fuel cell with respect to some typical operating condition changes
are demonstrated, and the transient transport phenomena within the PEM fuel cell
are presented. The results from the multi-channel model will be presented in the
next chapter.

5.1 Computational Domain

For the single-channel model, only half of the cell domain needs to be modeled since
the cell is symmetric with respect to the y−z plane. However, a slight modification
of the boundary conditions is required for the symmetry plane, where a symmetric
B.C. in place of the interior should be used. All other boundary conditions remain
the same as illustrated in Section 3.6.1. The final computational domain of the
single-channel model is schematically shown in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of the computational domain of the single-channel model.

In the present model, there are eight input parameters that can be varied to
study different working conditions. They are the stoichiometric ratios ξa, ξc, inlet
gas relative humidities RHa, RHc, inlet gas pressures Pa, Pc, cell temperature T0,
and cell output voltage, φcell. High stoichiometric flow ratios and gas pressures
tend to increase the concentration gradient between the gas flow channel and the
reaction site, resulting in enhanced reactants diffusion and cell performance. How-
ever, high stoichiometric ratios and pressures also lead to larger parasitic losses as
one needs to pressurize the incoming gas even further. Therefore, the moderate
stoichiometric ratios (ξa = 1.2, ξc = 2) and gas pressures (Pa = Pc = 2 atm),
which are commonly used in the real experimental conditions, were used as the
base case conditions in this study. In addition, many studies have shown that the
optimum operating temperature for PEM fuel cells is around 80 oC (353 K). There-
fore, the cell temperature is fixed at 353 K for all cases in this study. The operating
conditions used in the base case study are summarized in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Operating conditions used in the base case study.

Parameter Value

Cell output voltage, φcell (V) 0.65
Operating temperature, T0 (K) 353.0
Gaseous pressure at the anode flow channel outlet, Pa (atm) 2.0
Gaseous pressure at the cathode flow channel outlet, Pc (atm) 2.0
Relative humidity of the anode side incoming gas flow, RHa 100%
Relative humidity of the cathode side incoming gas flow, RHc 100%
Stoichiometric ratio of the anode side incoming gas flow, ξa 1.2
Stoichiometric ratio of the cathode side incoming gas flow, ξc 2.0

In addition, there are two parameters being used to investigate the non-equilibrium
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liquid/vapor phase transfer characteristics, namely the dimensionless condensa-
tion/evaporation rate coefficients Shc and She, and two parameters to study the
non-equilibrium water sorption/desorption process, i.e. the sorption/desorption
rate coefficients γa and γd. Using Equation (3.76) and the parameters listed in Table
3.1, the condensation/evaporation rates are evaluated to be in the range of 2.04E-3
to 2.45E-1. On the other hand, the sorption/desorption rates are dependent on the
local membrane water content and temperature, as described in Equation (3.51)-
(3.52). In Section 5.3, however, some commonly used constant sorption/desorption
values are employed for comparison purposes. The phase transfer parameters are
summarized in Table 5.2 with their values used in the base case highlighted.

Table 5.2: Range of phase change parameters used in the thesis.

Parameter Value

Dimensionless condensation and evaporation rates, SHce 2.04E-3 – 2.45E-1
Membrane sorption/desorption rates, γad (1/s) 1.0/10.0/100.0

Equation (3.51)-(3.52)

5.2 Model Validation

Firstly, the mathematical model is validated by means of the most popular criterion,
the polarization curve. The polarization curves from two experimental voltamme-
try sweep studies along with the curve from the current model are show in Figure
5.2. In the study of Hamelin et al. [135], a Ballard fuel cell stack system Mark
5-E is investigated and a ramp sweep of the current output is conducted with a
rate of current change of 4 A per 0.15 seconds; hydrogen is fully humidified and
pressurized to 3 bar at the anode side, while the cathode side gas conditions are
not explicitly mentioned. In the study of Yu et al. [136], the dynamic responses
of a PEM fuel cell under partially dry operating conditions and a voltage sweep
rate of 10 mV/s are investigated using a cell with a single meander-shaped channel
and with 1 cm2 active area. Same as Yu et al., the numerical study is also carried
out at partially humidified conditions with a voltage sweep rate of 10 mV/s. It
can be easily seen that a hysteresis effect exists in both these experimental and nu-
merical studies. Without any parameter fittings, the numerical model predicts the
dynamic polarization curve and the hysteresis effect reasonably well as compared
to the experimental data of Yu et al. Compared to the data of Hamelin et al., a
qualitatively good agreement on the hysteresis phenomena is also achieved, even
two studies were operated with different conditions.

The current model is also validated against experimental data measured with an
in-house developed PEM fuel cell. The material for the bipolar plate in experiments
is a graphite plate grooved with a single serpentine channel with 52 branch channels.
The MEA used is a three-layer combination of a PEM (Nafion-112) and catalyst
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Figure 5.2: Model validation: hysteresis effect of the dynamic polarization curves
during voltammetry sweep studies.

layers with a platinum content of 0.4 mg Pt/cm2. The size of the MEA is 10×10 cm,
that is, an effective reaction area of 100 cm2. The anode side GDL is a SolviCoreTM

GDL with a micro-porous layer, and the cathode side GDL is a SpectraCarbTM 2050
GDL with customized 25% PTFE coating on the surface that facing the membrane.
Both GDLs are 200 µm in thickness. In addition, a silicon seal is used between the
bipolar plate and MEA to avoid of gas leakage, and a carbon paper is sandwiched
between the bipolar plate and the copper collector plate to reduce the contact
resistance.

The experiments were carried out under partially humidified conditions (50%
relative humidity for both hydrogen and air streams), the back pressure is main-
tained at 2.0 atm, the stoichiometric ratios are set as 1.2 at the anode side and 2.0 at
the cathode side, and the operating temperature is fixed at 80 oC. The cell dynamic
responses with respect to two step changes on cell voltage were investigated and
the results are shown in Figure 5.3. To validate the mathematical model, a specific
case has been implemented with available operating and physical parameters that
identical to the in-house made fuel cell prototype. However, it is found that the cur-
rent density predicted by the current model is higher than that of the experimental
data. A possible reason for this overestimation might because there are still some
factors, such as thermal and electrical contact resistances, anisotropic structure of
the real materials, compression effects, and some man-made factors, were not taken
into account in the mathematical model. Therefore, in order to obtain the same
current density as the experimental data, certain kind of parameter fitting is re-
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quired. Follow the fitting procedure as illustrated by Baschuk [109], two parameters
were fitted through a test and error shooting process. Specifically, the reference ex-
change current density is reduced from (ajref

a,0 = 5.0E8 A/cm3, ajref
c,0 = 1.2E2 A/cm3)

to (ajref
a,0 = 1.0E7 A/cm3, ajref

c,0 = 1.3E1 A/cm3), and the electric conductivity of the
carbon paper is reduced from 750 S/m to 620 S/m. With these new parameters, it
is seen that the model agrees very well with the experimental results, as shown in
Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3: Model validation: cell dynamic response with respect to voltage changes
(0.6 → 0.65 →0.6 V) and under partially humidified conditions (RHa,c = 50%).

Figure 5.3 demonstrates that the present model is capable of predicting practical
fuel cell operations with certain level of parameter fittings. In the rest of this thesis,
however, no further parameter fittings were attempted. All parameters were kept
the same as the data set that validated through the experimental data of Yu et al.
[136].

5.3 Analysis of Several Traditional Modeling Ap-

proaches

The transport phenomena inside a PEM fuel cell are complex and many uncer-
tainties related to electrochemical dynamics and transport behavior in micro-scale
porous domains are still not fully understood and are undergoing active investiga-
tion. Accompanying this process, various modeling assumptions and approaches
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have been proposed in the literature, some of which requires further investigation
to confirm its validity, and this is the main focus of this section.

5.3.1 Boundary Conditions for Solid Potential

As indicated in Equation (3.122), boundary conditions (B.C.) for the electronic
(solid phase) potential are specified at the surfaces of the anode and cathode that
are exposed to the bipolar plate. In practice, there are two approaches to accomplish
this and they are schematically shown in Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4: Schematic of two different methods in the specifications of boundary
conditions for solid potential.

In the first approach (Method 1), the electronic potential at the upper surface
of the anode is set at φs,a = 0 for convenience, then the electronic potential at the
cathode bottom surface equals the cell output voltage, i.e. φs,c = φcell. The over-
potential in the ACL is simply the difference between the solid phase and membrane
phase potentials, ηa = φs − φm, while the over-potential at the CCL is calculated
as ηc = φs − φm − φrev, where φrev is the theoretical reversible cell potential. It
is calculated from the modified form of the Nernst equation by assuming that the
overall cell reaction is at thermodynamic equilibrium [137]

φrev =
4Gref

2F
+
4Sref

2F

(
T − T ref

)
+

RT

2F
ln

[(
Ph2

P ref

)(
Po2

P ref

)1/2
]

. (5.1)
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Here, 4Gref is the Gibbs free energy change and 4Sref the entropy change for the
overall reaction at reference temperature, T ref , and pressure P ref . Ph2 and Po2 are
the partial pressure of hydrogen and oxygen, respectively.

In the second approach (Method 2), a zero electronic potential is set at the
bottom surface of the cathode, i.e. φs,c = 0, while at the top surface of the anode,
the total cell potential loss ηtotal is imposed. It relates to the cell output voltage and
reversible cell potential via ηtotal = φrev − φcell. In comparison, the second method
of boundary condition specification is rarely used in the literature.

Both methods have been implemented in this study and it is found that there
are no observable differences in the results between these two approaches, except
for a constant off-set for the distribution of phase (solid & electrolyte) potential
(φs, φm). Figure 5.5 shows the potential distribution on a line that crosses the
membrane electrode assembly (MEA). Generally speaking, the potential distribu-
tion from Method 1 is more physically meaningful since it demonstrates the real
potential distributions within the cell. In contrast, the potential distribution from
Method 2 is more intuitive since it reveals in a straightforward manner the potential
loss from each component of the cell.

Since both approaches are applicable, the issue of computational expense is of
concern. Comparisons of the computational time by using two different B.C. spec-
ifications are performed for three cases and the results are summarized in Table
5.3. To ensure that the final conclusion is geometry and solver independent, the
comparison is firstly made for a simplified 2D model (for more details, please see
[129]) in Case-1, using a finite element based commercial software, COMSOL Multi-
physics. Case-2 is simply the base case, a 3D domain with a single straight channel
and it is solved in Fluent. In Case-3, parallel processing is conducted on a Beowulf
cluster system with 8 CPUs, using Fluent. A full-size cell (25 cm2) with 25 parallel
channels is studied and the resulting mesh possesses about 2.2 million nodes. The
results from all three cases indicate that the implementation of Method 1, the most
popular B.C. specification in literature, is less efficient. For instance, assuming a
typical parallel case that requires about 1000 iterations, using the Method 1 will
waste about 3× 8 CPU hours of computational time compared to Method 2.

Table 5.3: Comparison of computational time by implementing the two different
methods in the specification of boundary conditions for the electronic potential.

2D, Comsol Base case Parallel
(sec/case) (min/100 iter) (min/100 iter)

Method 1 808 5.12 131.7
Method 2 733 4.48 114.3

The reason for the accelerated computation of Method 2 may lie in the initial-
ization of the flow field. As shown in Figure 5.5, the potential varies in a relatively
narrow range when using Method 2, thus the initial guess is comparatively more
close to the final solution than that of Method 1. Moreover, it is found that Method
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1 is more dependent on the initialization of the phase potential. It easily causes
divergence if the initial guess is too far off from the final solution. In contrast,
Method 2 is more tolerant towards the initialization process. Actually, no special
care is required for the initialization of the solid phase potential. This may be
treated as another advantage of Method 2.

5.3.2 Equilibrium vs. Non-equilibrium Water Sorption and
Desorption Processes

Both equilibrium and non-equilibrium water sorption modeling has been conducted,
using the approaches described in Section 3.3.3. For equilibrium sorption modeling,
the flux of back diffusion is converted to source terms in both ACL and CCL as
illustrated in Figure 3.4. Since the equilibrium model does not explicitly solve
the dissolved water transport in the catalyst layer, all previous equilibrium models
have assumed that the water production is either in the liquid or in the vapor
phase. Therefore, to make the comparison more meaningful the water production
of the non-equilibrium model is also assumed to be in the liquid phase in this
subsection. Moreover, constant sorption/desorption rates that are commonly used
in the literature are used in this subsection.

Figure 5.6 demonstrates the variation of membrane water content on a line
that crosses the CCL-membrane-ACL. The difference in water content between the
actual value (λ) and the equilibrium value (λe) in the CCL and ACL represents
the driving force for membrane water desorption and absorption, respectively. For
the equilibrium model, these values coincide. However, absorption and desorption
still occurs, only it is instantaneously balanced. For zero sorption rate coefficients,
however, absorption and desorption no longer takes place and the water dynamics
decouple. In Figure 5.6(a), the absorption and desorption rate are assumed to be
equal. It shows that the difference between λe and λ decreases with increasing
water absorption/desorption rate. Finally, as the system reaches equilibrium at
around γad = 100 1/s the water content distribution of the non-equilibrium model
almost coincides with that of the equilibrium model. In Figure 5.6(b), two cases
(line 2 & 4) with their absorption rate reduced to 1/10 of their desorption rate are
investigated to simulate the second stage of the two-step dynamics of membrane
sorption [101], as mentioned in Section 3.3.3. It is seen that for both cases (line
2 & 4) the water content difference between the actual and the equilibrium value
decreases in the CCL but increases in the ACL compared to the cases corresponding
to an equal rate for the sorption and desorption processes (line 1 & 3). This means
that the water desorption in the CCL is accelerated but the water absorption in
the ACL is slowed down in the second sorption stage, which agrees well with the
experimental observations in [101].

As shown in Figure 5.6, the water content in the catalyst layer differs between
the equilibrium and non-equilibrium approaches at the final equilibrium state. This
is probably due to the mathematical conversion approximation of the equilibrium
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model, as discussed in Section 3.3.3. To better demonstrate the water content evo-
lution with increasing sorption rate and to show the differences between the two
approaches, 2D contour plots along the x-z cross section of the ACL are shown in
Figure 5.7. It is seen that the actual water content (λ) increases along the flow
direction at low sorption rates because the sorption resistance is relatively high at
this stage and water tends more to back-diffuse from the cathode side. At high
sorption rates or in the equilibrium model, however, the water content presents a
parabolic-type distribution. It decreases first, owing to the electro-osmotic drag
effect, then increases towards the outlet due to back diffusion. Comparing Figures
5.7(c) and (d), it clearly shows that once the sorption equilibrium is approached, the
water content distribution in both models are quantitatively and qualitatively sim-
ilar. Therefore, Figures 5.6 and 5.7 can be regarded as good numerical validations
for both equilibrium and non-equilibrium models.

Figure 5.8 shows the transient variation of the cell current output during a step
change in relative humidity from RH = 1 to RH = 0.5. The response time for the
cell to reach 99% of its steady state value is about 20.9, 23.8, 25.4, and 42.2 seconds
for the equilibrium model and for the non-equilibrium model with sorption rates of
γad = 100, 10, and 1 s−1, respectively. Not surprisingly, the equilibrium model has
the fastest response because one of the slowest transient processes, the membrane
water sorption, is simply neglected when the equilibrium assumption is adopted.
Therefore, Figure 5.8 underlines another large advantage of the non-equilibrium
water sorption model, namely, the transient process of water sorption is accounted
for explicitly.

5.3.3 Comparison of Water Production Mechanisms

As elucidated in Section 3.3.1, water is produced in the dissolved phase during
the electrochemical reaction and, in principle, a small amount of water can be
produced in the liquid phase. Nevertheless, water production can not be in the
vapor phase for PEM fuel cells during normal operation. Regardless, we are going
to compare three different water production mechanisms, namely, vapor, liquid and
dissolved water production, and examine what potential error the vapor and liquid
production assumptions may induce.

Basically, there are four main factors that have been considered in the current
model to differentiate between different water production mechanisms. The first
and most important factor comes from the water source terms as shown in Table
3.4. Secondly, since the entropy changes for vapor and liquid water production are
different (refer to Table 3.3), the heat generation from the reversible electrochemical
reaction, T4S

4F
(the first energy source term in the cathode catalyst layer as shown

in Table 3.4), should be revised accordingly. The third difference among these
assumptions has been implicitly accounted for by the latent heat generation or
absorption during phase change, as shown in the energy source terms in Table
3.4. The last important factor comes from the determination of the reversible cell
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Figure 5.7: Distribution of the actual and the equilibrium membrane water content
along the middle x-z cross section of the anode catalyst layer (ACL): (a) γa,d =
0.01 1/s; (b) γa,d = 1.0 1/s; (c) γa,d = 100 1/s; (d) equilibrium model.
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potential, Equation (5.1). As shown in Table 3.3, the value of 4Gref and 4Sref

are different for different water products [3]. 4Gref and 4Sref for dissolved water
production are not available in the open literature, the values for liquid production
are thus used temporarily in this study.

The vapor and liquid water production mechanisms are related and differenti-
ated by condensation/evaporation processes, which are determined by the phase
transfer rate coefficient, Shce. The dissolved and liquid water production mod-
els are related and differentiated by water absorption/desorption processes, and
thus the absorption/desorption rate coefficient, γad, is of significance. Therefore,
the comparison among three water production assumptions is best conducted for
two separate phase transfer mechanisms, which are characterized by Shce and γad,
respectively.

Liquid Water Production vs. Water Vapor Production

Figure 5.9 demonstrates the variation of average cell current density versus the
phase transfer rate coefficient, Shce, for the liquid and vapor production assump-
tions. It shows that the liquid production model is almost independent of the phase
transfer rate coefficient throughout the whole range. This is sensible since the sys-
tem is already fully saturated and evaporation is not likely to occur even at high
phase transfer rates. The slight fluctuation of the current density with increasing
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rate coefficient might be caused by local under-saturation due to thermal effects.
The vapor production model, on the other hand, is significantly affected by the
phase transfer rate coefficient. It shows that the current density increases as the
rate coefficient Shce is reduced because more and more vapor product tends to re-
main in its original gas phase, thus alleviating the flooding level. Finally, as Shce

reaches zero no condensation occurs and the model returns to a single-phase model.
In contrast, if the rate coefficients are increased towards infinity, water vapor will
condense to liquid water. When the system reaches equilibrium, it is found that the
current density of the vapor production model reaches its minimum value which is
almost identical to the liquid production model. This is expected since both models
should converge towards identical solutions in the limit of infinite evaporation/con-
densation rate coefficients. The range of the estimated phase transfer rate from
this study is also marked in Figure 5.9. It shows that the estimated range is very
close to the equilibrium state but more likely corresponding to a quasi-equilibrium
region. Therefore, the assumption of phase equilibrium used in the mixture model
[52] should work reasonably well. From this point of view, although the liquid
and vapor production assumptions are not physically correct, they can serve as a
tool to identify the phase equilibrium state and help understand the phase transfer
processes.
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Dissolved Water Production vs. Liquid Water Production

Figure 5.10 demonstrates the variation of the average cell current density versus
the water absorption/desorption rate coefficient, γad, for the dissolved and liquid
production assumptions. It is seen that the general trends are similar for both as-
sumptions, the cell current density increases with decreasing sorption rate because
the membrane tends to be better hydrated when the sorption rate is low and, thus,
the absorption/desorption resistance is high. For the same reason, the dissolved
water production model exhibits better cell performance than the liquid production
model throughout the whole range because more water is present in the membrane
when water is produced in the dissolved phase. On the other hand, as the ab-
sorption/desorption rate increases towards equilibrium, the difference between the
liquid and dissolved water production models gradually diminishes and the current
density approaches the value at the sorption equilibrium state. At γad = 100 s
−1 which is deemed to be very close to the sorption equilibrium, the current den-
sity of the liquid and dissolved production models are 8063.2 and 8164.14 A/m2,
respectively, and it seems that the difference between the two models does not
vary further with increasing sorption rate. This final distinction between the liquid
and dissolved production models may arise from the estimate of the changes in
standard entropy and Gibbs free energy, as well as the reaction heat T4S

4F
for the

dissolved production model, where the values of liquid production have been used
as an approximation. Moreover, the current density predicted from the equilibrium
model is 8104.85 A/m2 and it is also identified in the figure. Again, the differ-
ence between the equilibrium model and non-equilibrium liquid production model
is probably due to the mathematical conversion approximation (refer to Equation
(3.45)) of the equilibrium model. In addition, Figure 5.10 indicates that using the
traditional equilibrium model slightly overestimates the current density at the equi-
librium state but significantly underestimates the actual current density if the real
scenario takes place at non-equilibrium.

Sample Results

In Figure 5.11, the pressure and velocity distribution of the gas phase have been
displayed on a x−y cross section of the cathode GDL and CCL close to the channel
outlet. In the vapor production model (Figure 5.11(a)), the amount of water vapor
production surmounts the oxygen consumption; and it turns out that the gas pres-
sure increases from the gas channel towards the catalyst layer. Consequently, the
convective flow is from the catalyst layer to the gas channel, which means the oxy-
gen can only arrive at the reaction site by diffusion processes. Similar flow behavior
has also been presented in many previous single-phase studies, since produced water
can only be assumed in a vapor phase in single-phase models.

In the liquid and dissolved water production model, however, since only oxygen
is consumed in the gas phase, it shows that the gas phase pressure decreases from
the channel towards the catalyst layer and it reaches its minimum at the corner
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Figure 5.10: Variation of average current density with absorption/desorption rates,
γ, corresponding to liquid and dissolved water production assumptions.

of the land region, as shown in Figure 5.11(b)&(c). Accordingly, the convective
flow is from the gas channel towards CCL which tends to enhance the oxygen
diffusion process. This figure indicates that the flow fields predicted by the liquid
water production model are reasonably close to the real mechanism (dissolved water
production), while the results from the water vapor production model are rather
unrealistic.

Figures 5.9-5.11 demonstrate the significance of an appropriate (dissolved) water
production assumption because non-negligible differences exist among three water
production assumptions under non-equilibrium phase transfer situations. Starting
from the next section till the end of this thesis, the dissolved water production
model will be adopted exclusively.

5.3.4 Empirical Expressions for Capillary Pressure

In most of the previous modeling studies, the Leverett J -function is usually used to
evaluate the capillary pressure in PEM fuel cells. The Leverett function was orig-
inally derived for geological materials with homogeneous wettability and hence, it
may not be applicable to PEM fuel cells which are considered highly heterogenous.
In this study, therefore, two of the newly developed capillary pressure correla-
tions that are specific to PEM fuel cells are examined and the resulting saturation
characteristics are compared with the standard Leverett function approach. Two
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Figure 5.11: Contour plot of gas pressure and vector plot of gas velocity on a x− y
cross section of the CCL and cathode GDL close to the channel outlet: (a) water
vapor production; (b) liquid water production; (c) dissolved water production.
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correlations chosen here were developed by Kumbur et al. [63, 64, 65] and Ye at
al. [114], respectively. More details have been given previously in Section 3.3.4.

The saturation distribution resulting from Kumbur’s and Ye’s capillary correla-
tions are compared with the standard Leverett function and the results are shown in
Figure 5.12. The standard Leverett function and Kumbur’s expression are applied
in both GDL and catalyst layer. Consequently, the figures exhibit a smooth satura-
tion decrease from the catalyst layer to the gas flow channel (Figure 5.12(a)&(b)).
In contrast, the GDL and catalyst layer are differentiated by two separate capil-
lary expressions in Ye’s approach and two plots are presented for the catalyst layer
(Figure 5.12(c)-1) and GDL (Figure 5.12(c)-2). It is found that Ye’s approach re-
sults in a very high level of liquid flooding in the catalyst layer but the saturation
decreases steeply towards the GDL. For the main part of the GDL domain, the
saturation from Ye’s approach is even smaller than Kumbur’s and the standard
Leverett function approach. Comparing Figure 5.12(b)&(c) to Figure 5.12(a), it
is seen that the saturation distribution predicted by the Leverett function is more
uniform. This can be observed more easily in the vicinity of the gas flow channel.
This uniformity may be looked at as counter-evidence of the applicability of the
Leverett function in PEM fuel cells, since it implicitly treats the backing layer as
homogenous materials (soil or sand) with uniform wetting properties.

5.3.5 Empirical Expressions for Relative Permeability

Similar to the capillary pressure, various forms of relative permeability correlations
(as functions of saturation) have been employed in previous PEM fuel cell modeling
efforts due to a lack of experimental support. Among them, the power law function
(Equation (3.84)) with an exponential factor of 3, the so-called Wyllie’s cubic power
law [125], is commonly adopted in the literature and it is used as the base case in
the current study. The saturation distribution with this cubic power law has been
used for the results shown in Figure 5.12. On the other hand, based on the analysis
of [61, 90], several recent studies [90, 99, 114] have used an exponent of n = 4.5 for
the GDL while keeping the exponent at 3.0 in the catalyst layer. As a comparison
to the cubic power law, this approach is implemented in this study to investigate
the effect of relative permeability on the distribution of the liquid saturation.

Three different capillary pressure correlations are investigated again for compar-
ison purposes and the results are presented in Figure 5.13. A significant increase of
the liquid saturation is observed for all three capillary pressure correlations when
compared to Figure 5.12. This is because the saturation is always smaller than 1,
hence an increase in the exponent in Equation (3.84) tends to reduce the relative
permeability exponentially, which in turn results in a much reduced water removal
ability for the porous backing layer.

Figure 5.13 clearly demonstrates the importance of the determination of relative
permeability. It indicates that the relative permeability has an even more significant
impact on the modeling results than the capillary pressure. Therefore, apart from
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Figure 5.12: Saturation distribution in cathode catalyst layer (CCL) and cath-
ode gas diffusion layer (GDL) with respect to the empirical function of capillary
pressure used: (a) standard Leverett function; (b) Kumbur’s expression; (c)-1 Ye’s
expression, CCL; (c)-2 Ye’s expression, GDL.
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the measurements of capillary pressure the relative permeability for PEM fuel cells
should also be measured, which is a relatively rare focus of attention to-date.

Figure 5.13: Saturation distribution in cathode catalyst layer (CCL) and cathode
gas diffusion layer (GDL), with a power of 4.5 for the relative permeability in GDL
with the capillary pressure given by: (a) standard Leverett function; (b) Kumbur’s
expression; (c)-1 Ye’s expression, CCL; (c)-2 Ye’s expression, GDL.
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5.4 Dynamic Responses of PEM Fuel Cells with

Respect to Operating Condition Changes

Dynamic performance is one of the most important considerations for the design of
PEM fuel cells. This is particularly true for the applications of PEM fuel cells in
mobile environments such as automobiles. In this section, the dynamic responses
of PEM fuel cells with respect to some typical operating condition changes will be
presented. Based on the analysis in the previous section, the dynamic response case
studies were accomplished with the following model implementations: (i) the non-
equilibrium sorption/desorption submodel with the sorption/desorption rates de-
termined by Equation (3.51)&(3.52); (ii) the dissolved water production submodel;
(iii) Kumbur’s expression for the capillary pressure; and, (iv) Wyllie’s cubic power
law for the same expression of relative permeability in both GDL and CL. Further-
more, the condensation/evaporation rates are assumed to be Shce = 2.0 × 10−3,
unless otherwise specified.

5.4.1 Hysteresis Effects During Voltage Sweep Test

As mentioned earlier in the section of model validation, a hysteresis phenomenon
exists on the polarization curves. The polarization curves from the current model
at partially humidified conditions (RHa,c = 0.5) are shown in Figure 5.14 for three
dynamic voltammetry sweep cycles with sweep rates of 10 mV/s, 25 mV/s, and 50
mV/s, respectively. Note that, since the liquid saturation increases quickly in the
mass transport limitation region as indicated in [138], the present model becomes
extremely sensitive to the voltage change and subtle under-relaxation schemes and
much prolonged computation time are required to obtain a fully converged solution
in this region. To ensure a rapidly converged solution at each voltage step, this mass
transport limitation region has been excluded from the present study. Consequently,
it is seen that the hysteresis effect is not very strong in these low to moderate current
regions. Further, it is found that the hysteresis of polarization curves decreases
when voltage sweep rate is increased.

The polarization hysteresis can be interpreted by examining the variation of
membrane water content during these sweep cycles. Figure 5.15 demonstrates the
average water content at the middle x − z cross section of the ACL and the bulk
membrane (Plane 1&2, refer to Figure 5.1). Strong hysteresis variation of the
water content is found for all three sweep cycles on both planes, indicating that
the hysteresis phenomenon can be much more pronounced in certain domains than
the polarization curve might suggest. This is because a large amount of dissolved
water is produced as the cell reaches its maximum current density at the end of the
forward sweep, but the accumulated water cannot be timely transferred to other
regions at the beginning of the backward sweep since both membrane desorption
and hydration are rate limiting processes. Furthermore, Figure 5.15 shows that
the hysteresis effects are attenuated as the sweep rate increases, explaining the
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Figure 5.14: Polarization curve under partially humidified conditions (RHa,c = 0.5)
and with the voltage sweep rate of: (a) 10 mV/s; (b) 25 mV/s; (c) 50 mV/s.
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corresponding trends in the polarization curves in Figure 5.14. This is because the
membrane has plenty of time to absorb accumulated water when the sweep rate is
low, but its water retention ability is greatly weakened if the sweep rate is high. In
addition, Figure 5.15 also discloses some interesting transport phenomena related to
the membrane hydration/dehydration process. During the forward sweep, it shows
that the water content at the center of the membrane (Plane 2) always increases
for all three sweep rates because the water produced at the CCL can easily reach
this plane and elevate the local water content. Along the middle plane of the ACL
(Plane 1), however, it is found that the effect of electro-osmotic drag outweighs
that of back diffusion because the electro-osmotic drag increases instantaneously
with the current density but it takes some time for the produced water to diffuse
through the membrane and hydrate the ACL. Consequently, the water content in
the ACL gradually decreases as the current density is increased. This phenomena
has been verified by many experimental studies and is usually referred to as “anode
drying out”. The results from this study suggest that the anode dry out can be
alleviated if a low sweep rate is used or if the membrane thickness is reduced. In
both cases, the anode will benefit from an enhanced back diffusion effect.

Figure 5.16 demonstrates the variation of liquid saturation in the CCL at Point
1 (refer to Figure 5.1) during three sweep cycles. Similar to the water transport
within the membrane phase, the liquid water transport in the porous backing layer
also exhibits a strong hysteresis behavior. There is no liquid water present at the
beginning of the forward sweep process since the cell is operated with partially hu-
midified conditions. As more water is released from the dissolved phase at higher
current densities, liquid water starts to appear and increases almost linearly with
the current density with its slope depending on the voltage sweep rate. During the
backward sweep, liquid water is removed in a wholly nonlinear manner in all three
sweep cycles. The nonlinearity of the liquid saturation looks very similar to that
of the water content (Figure 5.15), whereas the underlying transport mechanisms
are entirely different. In fact, the accumulated dissolved water that is produced at
higher current densities will be removed via two separate paths during the down-
ward change of the current density. The first path is through the back diffusion
which directs water molecules from the cathode side towards to the anode; the other
way is through the membrane desorption process during which the dissolved water
is transferred into the liquid phase and removed from the porous backing layer in
terms of capillary diffusion. Therefore, the hysteresis behavior shown in Figure 5.16
is really including two transient mechanisms: the membrane desorption, and the
liquid flow in the backing layer.

5.4.2 Dynamic Response Corresponding to Nonlinear Impe-
dance Load Change

The experimental work of Ziegler et al. [138] shows that different dynamic trans-
port processes in a testing cell can be separated by the use of a low-frequency
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Figure 5.15: Hysteresis response of the average membrane water content at the
middle x− z cross section of the anode catalyst layer (ACL) and membrane (Plane
1&2, refer to Figure 5.1), with a voltage sweep rate of: (a) 10 mV/s; (b) 25 mV/s;
(c) 50 mV/s.
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Figure 5.16: Hysteresis response of the liquid saturation at Point 1 (refer to Figure
5.1) during the voltage sweep cycles.

impedance approach. A similar impedance study is performed in this numerical
study with fully humidified conditions, utilizing a sinusoidal functional change of
the cell operating voltage which serves as a boundary condition for the solid phase
potential (refer to Figure 5.4)

φcell = 0.7 + 0.1sin(2πft), (5.2)

where 0.7 is the base voltage, 0.1 is the amplitude of the voltage perturbation,
f is the frequency of the sine wave, and t is the operating time. Figure 5.17
demonstrates the dynamic responses of the cell average current density, temperature
(at Point 1, refer to Figure 5.1) and liquid saturation (at Point 1) during one
sinusoidal cycle under four different frequencies. As can be seen, there are obvious
phase shifts among the three variables at the frequency of 10 Hz (Figure 5.17(a)),
indicating their corresponding transports have different characteristic time scales.
These phase shifts are then reduced when the impedance frequency decreases since
local equilibrium can be reached more easily when the rate of change in the system
slows down. Finally, the characteristic time scales of heat transfer and liquid water
transport are identified to be 10 s and 100 s, respectively, as their phase shifts
vanish at about 0.1 Hz (Figure 5.17(c)) and 0.01 Hz (Figure 5.17(d)), respectively.
Applying classical diffusion theory, Ziegler et al. [138] estimated the time scale for
capillary diffusion of liquid water in the GDL to be only about 1 s which is far
less than 100 s. This means that the liquid water transport is dominated by the
membrane desorption process rather than by the capillary diffusion in the GDL.
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Consequently, it is deduced that the time scale for membrane desorption is on the
order of 100 s, which agrees with the experimental results shown in [100, 101].
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Figure 5.17: Dynamic responses of average current density, liquid saturation and
temperature, corresponding to different impedance frequencies under fully humidi-
fied conditions.

The same impedance simulation is extended for 20 seconds at a frequency of 1 Hz
and the results are shown in Figure 5.18. Since the membrane is well hydrated under
fully humidified conditions and the GDL is only slightly flooded in this simulation
(refer to Figure 5.18), it is found that the cell current density responds to the
voltage change very fast and there is no obvious phase shift between the voltage
and current density. On the other hand, the responses of the liquid saturation and
temperature are much slower and it is seen that there is a transition period before
the liquid saturation and temperature finally reach their dynamic equilibrium. The
oscillation amplitude of the liquid saturation quickly increases in the first 5 seconds,
then it gradually declines throughout the remaining time interval. The transition
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of temperature is relatively gentle and well within 10 seconds. Generally, Figure
5.18 reveals that the most important transient transport phenomena occur within
the first 5 seconds under fully humidified conditions.
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Figure 5.18: Time extended dynamic responses of average current density, liquid
saturation and temperature, corresponding to an impedance frequency of 1 Hz
under fully humidified conditions.

A similar impedance simulation has been conducted for partially humidified
conditions (RHa,c = 0.5) as well and the results are demonstrated in Figure 5.19.
It shows that the transition period of liquid saturation and membrane water con-
tent is greatly extended to about 50 seconds. Similar to the voltage sweep study,
this prolonged transition time is mainly due to the combined effect of various wa-
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ter transport processes, including the liquid evaporation in the porous backing
layer, membrane hydration/dehydration in the bulk membrane, and membrane
sorption/desorption in the catalyst layer.
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Figure 5.19: Time extended dynamic responses of liquid saturation and water con-
tent, corresponding to an impedance frequency of 1 Hz under partially humidified
conditions (RHa,c = 0.5).

5.4.3 Effect of Step Change in Relative Humidity

Figure 5.20 demonstrates the transient variation of the cell current during two step
changes in relative humidity (RHa,c : 1 → 0.5 → 1). It shows that the dynamic
cell response is not symmetric under symmetric changes in relative humidity. It
takes about 60 seconds for the cell to reach steady state during the step decrease,
which is much slower than the response during the step increase which is less than
30 seconds. This phenomenon is mainly due to the nonlinear multi-water phase
transport behavior. A similar trend has also been found in [44].

5.4.4 Effect of Step Change in Cell Voltage

In Figure 5.21, the transient variation of the cell current output during a serial
step change in cell voltage is demonstrated. An undershoot in current density
is observed during a voltage step increase from 0.65 V to 0.7. This is because
the oxygen concentration remains low as in the previous high current state; as
the oxygen consumption rate becomes smaller under lower operating current, the
oxygen concentration recovers gradually and the current reaches steady state. For
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Figure 5.20: Current response corresponding to step changes in relative humidity.

similar reasons, overshoots in current density are observed when the cell experiences
voltage step decreases (from 0.7 V to 0.65 V, and from 0.65 V to 0.6V). As exhibited
earlier, the most important transport phenomena occur in the first 5 seconds under
fully humidified conditions (refer to Figure 5.18). Correspondingly, it is seen that
the cell current reaches steady state within 5 to 10 seconds during all step changes.
In addition, the figure demonstrates that the overshoot is slightly larger when the
step change is performed at high current densities. A similar prediction is also seen
in [98].

The cell dynamic performance under low relative humidity (RHa,c = 0.5) work-
ing conditions is also studied and the results are demonstrated in Figure 5.22. It
clearly shows that the cell dynamic characteristics at lower relative humidity are to-
tally different from that at fully humidified operation (Figure 5.21). This is mainly
because the membrane can take up more water under lower relative humidity con-
ditions than at fully humidified conditions. When the cell voltage is switched from
0.65 to 0.7 V during the first step change, an undershoot occurs (refer to the en-
larged figure) at the initial stage due to the low species concentrations from the
previous high current state. With the recovery of reactant species and due to the
relatively higher temperature and, hence, better electrochemical performance at
the initial stage, the cell current density increases and an overshoot appears. On
the other hand, a large amount of water is accumulated in the membrane at the
initial high current density state. Therefore, the membrane dehydrates gradually
due to the reduced water production at lower current density. Accordingly, the cell
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Figure 5.21: Current response corresponding to step changes in cell voltage.

current density decreases gradually till it reaches an equilibrium state at around
50 seconds. For similar reasons, a reverse transient curve is exhibited when the
cell voltage decreases from 0.7 to 0.65 V. An undershoot follows an overshoot due
to the species transient, then the current density gradually increases during the
membrane hydration process and reaches steady state around 40 seconds.

5.4.5 Effect of Step Change in Operating Pressure

In Figure 5.23, the transient variation of the cell current output during a serial step
change in gas feed pressure is demonstrated. As with Figure 5.21, overshoots and
undershoots are clearly seen during all step changes which are also caused by the
transient species transport. Furthermore, the figure shows that the cell performance
has a substantial improvement (42.9%) when the gas feed pressure is switched from
1 to 2 atm. However, the performance change is only about 8.7% when the gas flow
pressure is raised from 3 atm to 4 atm. Meanwhile, the figure also exhibits that
the cell response time is reduced and the current overshoot is weakened when the
step change is made at higher pressure conditions.

In summary, the study of the pressure step changes underlines that the pressure
effects are more significant at low pressure conditions. Such behaviors have been
verified by experimental findings of Yan et al. [139].
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5.4.6 Effect of Step Change in Gas Flow Stoichiometric Ra-
tio

Finally, the transient variation of the cell current output during a serial step change
in flow stoichiometric ratio is shown in Figure 5.24. Compared to other operating
condition changes, it is found that an increase of the gas flow rate does not nec-
essarily influence the cell current in a significant way (less than 1%). Again, this
agrees well with the experimental study of Yan et al. [139]. The authors found
that the stoichiometric ratio is of significance only in the mass transport limitation
region.
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Figure 5.24: Current response corresponding to step changes in stoichiometric ratio.

5.5 Transient Transport Phenomena Within PEM

Fuel Cells

The length scales of a PEM fuel cell’s main components are ranging from the micro
over the meso to the macro level, and the time scales of various transport processes
range from milliseconds up to a few hours. This combination of various spatial and
temporal scales makes it extremely challenging to conduct in-situ measurements
or other observations through experimental means. Thereby, numerical simulation
sometimes becomes the unique tool to help understand the underlying electrochem-
ical reaction kinetics and transient transport phenomena inside the cell.
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The underlying transport phenomena predicted by the current model are pre-
sented in this section. All of the transient simulations presented below are achieved
with a step change in relative humidity, RHa,c : 1 → 0.5 (refer to the first step
change in Figure 5.20); while all the steady-state results presented in this section
are based on conditions shown in Table 5.1.

5.5.1 Transport of Gas Species

Transport of the reactant gas species is probably the most important transport
characteristic of PEM fuel cells, since it directly determines the electrochemical
reaction rates and the ensuing cell performance. In addition, most of the other
transport processes, such as the liquid and dissolved water transport and heat
transfer processes, are closely coupled to the gas flow behavior. Therefore, the
gas phase transport needs to be understood before going into any details of other
transport processes.

Bulk Gas Flow Field

Firstly, the bulk gas flow field at the steady state of the base case conditions is
examined. In Figure 5.25, the distribution of the gas phase gauge pressure and
the flow streamlines are demonstrated. Clearly, the gas flow is directed from the
gas flow channel towards to the catalyst layer at both the anode and the cathode
side. This trend corresponds to the pressure distribution which drops from the flow
channel towards catalyst layer due to the reactants consumption at the reaction
site (catalyst layer). As mentioned previously, this flow behavior contradicts the
single-phase model which predicts that the convective gas flow is from the catalyst
layer towards the gas flow channel at the cathode side and, thus, oxygen reaches
the reaction site by a diffusion process only.

Both hydrogen and water vapor are consumed in the ACL, whereas only oxygen
is consumed at the CCL. Consequently, the pressure drop through the porous GDL
and catalyst layer is more significant at the anode side, as shown in Figure 5.25(a).
On the other hand, the pressure drop along the flow channel (refer to Figure 5.25(b))
is mainly caused by friction loss which can be estimated by the Darcy-Weisbachs
correlation [140]

4P = Cf
ρV L

2dh

. (5.3)

Here, Cf is the friction coefficient; ρ and V are the average density and velocity of
the gas flow, respectively; L and dh are the length and hydraulic diameter of the
flow channel, respectively. For laminar flow in a straight square flow channel which
is the case in the present study, the friction coefficient is formulated as [140]

Cf =
56.9

Re
. (5.4)
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The Reynolds number, Re, is defined based on the hydraulic diameter of the flow
path

Re =
ρV dh

µ
, (5.5)

where µ represents the average dynamic viscosity of the flow.

Substituting Equations (5.4) and (5.5) into Equation (5.3), the pressure drop
along the gas flow channel can finally be calculated as

4P = 56.9
µL

2d2
h

V. (5.6)

The oxygen concentration at the cathode side is much lower than the hydrogen
concentration at the anode side since pure hydrogen and air are fed as reactants. To
match the reaction rate at the anode side, the cathode mass flow rate (and thus the
flow velocity) has to be several times that of the anode gas flow. Furthermore, the
dynamic viscosity of the air-vapor mixture is almost double that of the hydrogen-
vapor mixture. From Equation (5.6), the pressure drop in the cathode flow channel
should be much higher than in the anode flow channel, and this is verified in Figure
5.25(b).

The gas phase does not exist in the membrane layer; hence, no streamlines are
present in that region.

Transport of Hydrogen

The transport of hydrogen is interconnected with the transport of water vapor
at the anode side. In theory, there are two moles of protons produced for each
mole of hydrogen molecules being split. The protons are then transferred from
the ACL towards the CCL through the ion-selective membrane. The movement
of protons tends to move along some water molecules with them by means of the
electro-osmotic drag. On the other hand, the transfer of the water molecules is
counteracted by the back diffusion process and the rate-limited membrane sorption
process. The net water transfer between the anode and cathode side really depends
on the specific local conditions.

Figure 5.26 illustrates the transient variation of the hydrogen concentration
during a step change in relative humidity (RHa,c : 1 → 0.5). At t = 0.001 s, it
is found that the hydrogen concentration slightly increases along the flow channel
which violates intuition since hydrogen is consumed during the electrochemical
reaction. However, inspecting the water vapor transport can easily disclose the
reason. It is found that the cell is still fully humidified at this time instance resulting
in water vapor being consumed faster than hydrogen. Consequently, some of space
that was previously occupied by water vapor is taken over by hydrogen molecules.
Similar hydrogen transport characteristics are also reported by [109] in a steady-
state study.
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Figure 5.25: Flow streamline (vector plot) and pressure (P , Pa) distribution (con-
tour plot) at steady state: (a) plane 4, and (b) plane 5 (refer to Figure 5.1).
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At t = 1 s, the anode flow field is significantly disturbed by the relatively dry
incoming flow stream. It shows that the hydrogen concentration decreases from
the channel inlet all the way down to the outlet. The reasons for the decline are
two-fold. Firstly, the hydrogen concentration jumps from about 53 to 60 mol/m3 at
the channel inlet because more hydrogen is supplied when the relative humidity is
reduced by half; secondly, more water tends to be transferred from the CCL towards
the ACL by means of back diffusion and, thus, less water vapor is consumed at
the ACL during the vapor sorption process. As will be shown shortly in Section
5.5.2, the water vapor concentration actually increases along the anode gas flow
channel due to back diffusion. The latter is the main reason causing the hydrogen
concentration to decline.

In the remaining transient period, the hydrogen concentration varies in a similar
manner as at t = 1 s. It finally reaches steady state at around 50 seconds.

Transport of Oxygen

The transient variation of the oxygen concentration during the step change in rela-
tive humidity is illustrated in Figure 5.27. Only oxygen is consumed at the cathode
side, hence, its concentration decreases all the way from the channel inlet to outlet
during the whole period. In addition, it is seen that the oxygen concentration grad-
ually moves to a higher level since more air is available as the incoming flow becomes
dry. This is similar to the transient variation of the hydrogen concentration.

5.5.2 Transport of Multi-Water Phases

Transport of Water Vapor

The transient variation of the water vapor concentration within the anode flow
channel, GDL and catalyst layer is demonstrated in Figure 5.28. As explained
earlier, the cell is still fully humidified initially (t = 0.001 s) which results in the
water vapor absorption being faster than the hydrogen consumption. Consequently,
the hydrogen concentration slightly increases and the water vapor concentration
decreases along the channel, as shown in Figure 5.28(a). At other time instances
(t = 1, 10, 50 s), the partially humidified gas stream prevails the flow field. It is
seen that the water vapor concentration increases along the channel due to the
enhanced effect of back diffusion. Moreover, it should be noted that the maximum
water vapor concentration at the final steady state (t = 50 s) is about 14 mol/m3

which is less than that at the beginning (t = 0.001 s), indicating that the anode
side flow field is partially humidified throughout

The transient variation of the water vapor concentration within the cathode
side flow channel, GDL and catalyst layer is demonstrated in Figure 5.29. Unlike
the anode side, there is no water vapor being absorbed or produced at the cath-
ode side under fully humidified conditions. Hence, the water vapor concentration
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Figure 5.26: Transient variation of the hydrogen concentration, Ch2 (mol/m3),
within the anode side gas flow channel, GDL and catalyst layer (from top to bot-
tom): (a) t = 0.001 s, (b) t = 1.0 s, (c) t = 10.0 s, and (d) t = 50.0 s.
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Figure 5.27: Transient variation of the oxygen concentration, Co2 (mol/m3), within
the cathode side gas flow channel, GDL and catalyst layer (from bottom to top):
(a) t = 0.001 s, (b) t = 1.0 s, (c) t = 10.0 s, and (d) t = 50.0 s.
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Figure 5.28: Transient variation of the water vapor concentration, Ch2o (mol/m3),
within the anode flow channel, GDL and catalyst layer (from top to bottom): (a)
t = 0.001 s, (b) t = 1.0 s, (c) t = 10.0 s, and (d) t = 50.0 s.
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should remain constant. However, with the thermal effect being considered as in
the current study, some of the liquid water will evaporate to water vapor as the local
temperature increases due to various heat generation mechanisms. Therefore, the
water vapor concentration indeed slightly increases along the channel at fully hu-
midified conditions, as shown in Figure 5.29(a). As time elapses, more liquid water
starts to evaporate and it gradually reaches equilibrium with water vapor through
the finite rate evaporation/condensation process. Ultimately, Figure 5.29(d) shows
that the water vapor concentration drops significantly at the channel inlet region
but it increases along the channel as more evaporated vapor joins the flow stream.
Approaching the channel outlet, the air is almost kept fully humidified in the GDL
and catalyst layer region.

Transport of Dissolved Water

The dissolved water can only exist in the polymer electrolyte, hence, the transport
of dissolved water is confined to the ACL, membrane and CCL regions. In practice,
the dissolved water concentration is usually converted into a scaled membrane water
content, using Equation (3.35), so as to describe the coupling with the equilibrium
membrane water content which is determined by the water activity in the vapor
phase.

Figure 5.30 demonstrates the dynamic variation of the actual membrane water
content in the ACL, membrane and CCL during the relative humidity step decrease.
Corresponding to the water vapor transport at both the anode and cathode sides, it
is seen that the membrane water content decreases drastically with time, especially
at the inlet region where the membrane is more severely dehydrated by the incoming
dry gas streams.

In addition, Figure 5.30 also reveals that the anode side membrane dries out
more easily during relative humidity decreases. Therefore, a relative higher humid-
ity level for the anode side gas stream should be maintained in practical PEM fuel
cell operations so as to prevent the anode from drying out.

Transport of Liquid Water

As shown for the water vapor distribution, the anode side is always under-saturated
and, hence, no liquid water is found at the anode side in the current study. On
the other hand, water is produced at the CCL in the form of dissolved water.
Then, part of the produced water is transferred to the anode side by means of
back diffusion; and part of it is converted into liquid or vapor phases during the
membrane desorption process. The liquid water then passes through the porous
backing layer and is removed by the gas flow in the flow channel.

In Figure 5.31, the dynamic variation of the liquid saturation during the relative
humidity step change is displayed. First of all, it shows that the region under the
land is always more severely flooded than the region under the channel because
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Figure 5.29: Transient variation of the water vapor concentration, Ch2o (mol/m3),
within the cathode flow channel, GDL and catalyst layer (from bottom to top): (a)
t = 0.001 s, (b) t = 1.0 s, (c) t = 10.0 s, and (d) t = 50.0 s.
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Figure 5.30: Transient variation of the dissolved water (actual membrane water
content, λ) within the anode catalyst layer, membrane, and cathode catalyst layer
(from top to bottom): (a) t = 0.001 s, (b) t = 1.0 s, (c) t = 10.0 s, and (d) t = 50.0
s.
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liquid water can be more easily removed by the convective gas flow under the chan-
nel. Therefore, certain kinds of channel designs are required in order to enhance
the convective flow and thus the liquid water removal under the land region. This
will be the main focus in the next chapter. Moreover, Figure 5.31 vividly demon-
strates how the liquid water flooding is alleviated during the relative humidity step
decrease. As the relatively dry gas flows through the cell, liquid water evaporates
to water vapor at the liquid/gas front and the front gradually moves downward till
the phase equilibrium is reached at around 50 seconds. This figure may provide
some insights into future water management designs.

It should be noted that the cell temperature always fluctuates in the practical
operation of PEM fuel cells. If the cell temperature is lower than the gas feed
temperature, the fully humidified water vapor may condense at the relative cooler
surface of the gas channel and GDL. This could happen on both the cathode and
anode side. Therefore, it is also very common to see liquid water flooding at the
anode side in real operation. In this study, the inlet gas temperature is always
lower than the inside cell temperature. Hence, the above process is of no concern
and there is no liquid water present at the anode side.

5.5.3 Transport of Electric Charge

Transport of electric charge occurs almost instantaneously and the transient trans-
port behavior has been usually neglected in the literature, and in this study. The
results shown in this subsection are from the steady state simulation running at
the base case conditions.

Distribution of Electronic Potential

In Figure 5.32, the distribution of the electronic potential at the middle x − y
cross section (Plane 4) of the anode and cathode side GDL and catalyst layer is
depicted. As explained in Section 5.3.1, by using Method 2 for the solid potential
boundary condition, what the figure really shows here is the ohmic potential losses
rather than the real electronic potential within each components of the cell. A
macroscopic approach is used in this study and the electronic conductivity of the
porous backing layer is assumed to be isotropic. Therefore, the ohmic losses in the
backing layer are mainly determined by the electronic current that flows through
the solid material. The current density is higher under the land than under the
channel (more details will be presented shortly). Consequently, it is seen that the
potential varies more significantly under the land than under the channel.

Distribution of Protonic Potential

In Figure 5.33, the distribution of the protonic potential loss at the middle x − y
cross section (Plane 4) of the ACL, membrane and CCL is shown. The conductivity
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Figure 5.31: Transient variation of the liquid saturation, s, within the cathode side
GDL and catalyst layer (from bottom to top): (a) t = 0.001 s, (b) t = 1.0 s, (c)
t = 10.0 s, and (d) t = 50.0 s.
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Figure 5.32: Distribution of the electronic potential loss, φs (V), at the middle x−y
cross section (Plane 4) of the GDL and catalyst layer: (a) anode side, (b) cathode
side.
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of the polymer membrane is much smaller than that of the backing layer. Therefore,
it is seen that the maximum potential loss within the polymer membrane (around
0.1 V) is more than double that of the GDL&CL (less than 0.04 V), even though
the membrane is much thinner than the backing layer. This figure discloses that the
main ohmic loss of a PEM fuel cell is due to the proton transport in the electrolyte
polymer.

Figure 5.33: Distribution of the protonic potential, φm (V), at the middle x − y
cross section (Plane 4) of the ACL, membrane, and CCL.

Distribution of Current Density

The transport of electrons leads to electronic current in the solid matrix of the
backing layer. Similarly, the transport of protons causes protonic current in the
polymer electrolyte. In the catalyst layer, both the electronic and protonic currents
coexist.

The distribution of the electronic and protonic current density at the middle
x− y cross section (Plane 4) of the CCL is shown in Figure 5.34. Current density
is a vector quantity and only the transverse component (y-direction) contributes to
the power output. Hence, only the y-component is shown here. For the electronic
current density (Figure 5.34(a)), it decreases from the GDL towards the membrane
and it finally drops to zero at the membrane/CL interface because the electron is
not allowed to enter the membrane. In contrast, the distribution of the protonic
current density (Figure 5.34(b)) is just opposite to that of the electronic current
density. It decreases from the membrane towards the GDL and diminishes at the
GDL/CL interface because the proton can not penetrate the backing layer.

The total current density within the catalyst layer is simply the summation of
the electronic and protonic current density and it is shown in Figure 5.34(c). This
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figure clearly demonstrates the effect of bipolar plates on the electric charge transfer:
electrons under the land can be readily removed or supplied by the bipolar plate
while the electrons under the channel have to travel a longer path. Accordingly,
the current density under the land is higher than that under the channel.

Figure 5.34: Distribution of the transverse current density, Jy, at the middle x− y
cross section (Plane 4) of the cathode catalyst layer: (a) electronic current density,
Jy

s , (b) protonic current density, Jy
m, and (c) total current density, Jy = Jy

s + Jy
m.

The overall current output is also determined by the current density distribution
along the flow channel direction. In Figure 5.35, the distribution of the transverse
(y-direction) current density on Plane 2 (refer to Figure 5.1) is shown. Under
fully humidified conditions (Figure 5.35(a)), the membrane is well hydrated and
the current density is mainly dominated by the oxygen availability. The oxygen
concentration decreases from the channel inlet towards the outlet. Hence, the cur-
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rent density also varies in a similar pattern. Under partially humidified conditions,
however, the cell performance is more dominated by the membrane water content,
which increases from inlet to outlet. Consequently, it is seen that the current den-
sity increases along the channel. In both figures, the current density is higher under
the land region than that under the channel, which is the same as Figure 5.34.

Figure 5.35: Distribution of the transverse current density, Jy (A/cm2), at the
middle x−z cross section (Plane 2) of the membrane: (a) RHa,c = 1.0, (b) RHa,c =
0.5.

In Figure 5.36, the current distribution across the cell (x-y plane) gained from an
experimental work [141] is demonstrated. The current distribution at various load
conditions were investigated and it shows that the current distribution is indeed load
dependant. At low loads, the measured distribution is very similar to the predicted
trends of the present model, which is higher under the rib (land) than under the
channel. Therefore, the current distribution is resistance-dominated at low loads
operating conditions. As the load reaches extremely high, oxygen transport under
the land is greatly impaired due to the increased oxygen consumption rate and
liquid water flooding level. Consequently, the current distribution is mass transport
dominated and it is seen that the current peak appears under the channel. The load
usually resides in the low to middle range in the practical operation of PEM fuel
cells. Thus, the present model could predict the current distribution reasonably
well.
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Figure 5.36: Current density distribution from experimental measurement [141].

Reaction Kinetics

Figure 5.37 illustrates the distribution of the activation overpotential within the
anode and cathode side catalyst layers. Obviously, the activation overpotential in
the CCL is much larger than that in the ACL. This is because the HOR can occur
easily in the ACL, and a very small overpotential is sufficient to drive the reaction.
However, this is not true at the CCL, where the ORR is more obstinate and a much
larger overpotential is required to drive the reaction.

The distribution of the volumetric reaction rates corresponding to the HOR and
ORR, is shown in Figure 5.38. It is surprising that the reaction rate is increasing
from the GDL to the membrane, although the reactants (hydrogen & oxygen) con-
centration is decreasing as shown in Figure 5.26 & 5.27. This might be explained
by the Butler-Volmer equation, Equation (3.22), where the activation overpoten-
tial appears in the exponential term and might therefore have a more significant
impact than the concentration term. Consequently, the reaction rate depends on
the distribution of the activation overpotential which increases from the GDL to
the membrane, and from the region next to the channel to the region adjacent the
land.

5.5.4 Transport of Energy

The transient variation of the cell temperature during the step change in relative
humidity is demonstrated in Figure 5.39. As elucidated in Section 3.5, various heat
generation mechanisms, ranging from the reaction heat, ohmic heat, to the latent
heat during various phase transfer processes, are considered in the current model.
Among those, the heat generated from the ORR is the most dominant one. Hence,
it is seen that the temperature in the CCL is usually higher than in other regions
most of the time. However, this situation is changed after about 1 second into
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Figure 5.37: Distribution of the activation overpotential, η (V), within the: (a)
anode catalyst layer, (b) cathode catalyst layer.
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Figure 5.38: Distribution of the volumetric reaction rate, Ri (mol/m3s), at: (a)
anode catalyst layer, (b) cathode catalyst layer.
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the step change at which a “cold” spot appears at the CCL and GDL close to the
cell inlet. The local temperature drops drastically from about 354.2 to 352.4 K, as
shown in Figure 5.39(b). In fact, the liquid water will start to evaporate once it
met the incoming dry gas and the evaporation will continue unless all liquid water
is evaporated or, locally, a fully humidified condition is reached. Accompanying
the evaporation process, a significant amount of heat is absorbed, thereby cooling
down the cell. The temperature at the “cold” spot recovers once all the liquid is
evaporated, as can be seen in Figure 5.39(c).

Furthermore, it can be seen that the temperature increases along the channel
before the step change (Figure 5.39(a)), but it decreases along the channel once
the new steady state is reached after the step change (Figure 5.39(d)). This trend
resembles the variation of the current density shown in Figure 5.35(a) & (b), indi-
cating that the temperature distribution along the cell (z-direction) is dominated
by the current density distribution in terms of the ohmic heating effect. On the
other hand, the temperature distribution across the cell (x− y plane) is more dom-
inated by the reaction heat effect, thus the temperature decreases from the CCL
towards both the anode and cathode flow channels.

5.6 Summary

In this chapter, the results from the single-channel model are presented. Firstly,
several approaches traditionally used in modeling studies have been examined. It is
found that the most widely used methods for the specification of the boundary con-
dition for the solid phase potential is numerically not the most efficient and most
stable. Moreover, the equilibrium model for the membrane sorption/desorption
processes tends to underestimate the cell current output, even under steady condi-
tions, and the cell response time if transient phenomena are of concern for which
a non-equilibrium model with finite sorption/desorption rates should be used. The
effect of the water production mechanism during the half cell reaction (ORR) on
the cell performance has also been investigated; the assumption of vapor or liq-
uid water production mechanisms may cause non-negligible discrepancies in the
cell performance. Water produced in the membrane should be considered as the
proper mechanism of water formation in practical PEM fuel cells. Capillary pres-
sure and relative permeability have a significant effect on water transport, and
relative permeability has an even greater impact on the liquid water transport than
the capillary pressure.

The model is measured against experimental results by means of a voltage
sweeping study and qualitative agreement is achieved. It shows that the hys-
teresis effects are caused by the sluggish membrane hydration/dehydration and
sorption/desorption processes. A sinusoidal impedance approach is employed to
identify the time scales for different dynamic transport processes and it is found
that the time scale for heat transfer is about 10 seconds, while the time scale for
various water transport processes are closely correlated and the slowest is on the
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Figure 5.39: Transient variation of the cell temperature, T (K): (a) t = 0.001 s, (b)
t = 1.0 s, (c) t = 10.0 s, and (d) t = 50.0 s.
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order of 100 seconds. The study of step changes in operating conditions demon-
strates that the current overshoot is slightly larger when a voltage step change is
performed at high current densities; the pressure effects are more significant at low
pressure conditions; the current overshoot decreases with the increasing of gas flow
pressure; and the increase of the gas flow rate does not influence the cell current
significantly, except in the mass transport limitation region.

Finally, using the step change in relative humidity as an example, various tran-
sient transport phenomena within the PEM fuel cells, specifically, the transport
of gas species, multi-water phases, electric charge, and energy are disclosed and
analyzed. It is found that the distribution of hydrogen and oxygen greatly depends
on the water vapor transport which, in turn, is coupled with the transport of liquid
and dissolved water. The electric charge transfer behavior is mainly determined
by the electrochemical reactions which is more drastic under the land than un-
der the channel. The temperature distribution is a compromise of various heat
generation/absorption mechanisms. In general, the temperature across the cell is
dominated by the reaction heat, while the temperature along the channel is more
dominated by the ohmic heat effect.
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Chapter 6

Results and Discussion – Part II:
Multi-Channel Model

The performance of PEM fuel cells greatly relies on the gas transport processes.
Therefore, an optimum flow channel layout which is capable of feeding the reactants
more uniformly to the reaction site is highly desirable. Furthermore, the bipolar
plates, into which the gas flow channels are grooved, make up for about 80% of
the total weight of PEM fuel cells. Hence, a careful design of the flow-field may
reduce the cell weight and the overall cost significantly. A variety of flow channel
configurations and layouts have been proposed in different designs, including pins,
straight parallel channels, interdigitated channels, serpentine channels, integrated
channels and channels formed from sheet metals. These different flow field designs
have pros and cons associated with them which in turn make them suitable for
different applications. A comprehensive review of up-to-date flow-field designs can
be found in [142].

In this Chapter, the three most common channel layouts, namely, the straight
parallel channel, interdigitated channel, and serpentine channel, are investigated to
show the effects of flow field layout on cell performance. Due to the significantly
increased computational expense compared to the single-channel model, only four
representative channel branches are considered in the current multi-channel models
and the simulations are confined to steady-state only. Nonetheless, the dynamic
behavior and the underlying transient transport phenomena of the multi-channel
model can be deduced from the single-channel modeling results presented in the
previous chapter.

6.1 Computational Domain

Figure 6.1 shows the channel layouts of the three kinds of flow-field design. The
straight parallel channel layout simply has four separate parallel channels that share
the same inlet and exhaust headers. The interdigitated channel layout is configured
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with two incoming and two outgoing flow channels, and each of them has a dead
end. Therefore, the incoming gas has to flow through the porous backing layer to
reach the outgoing channels, resulting in an enhanced convective mass transport in
the porous backing layer. The serpentine channel layout essentially has only one
continuous flow channel that has an inlet at one end and an outlet at the other.
Since the channel is relatively long, a substantial pressure drop and a significant
concentration gradient from inlet to outlet are expected with this layout.

Figure 6.1: Gas flow channel layouts: (a) straight parallel channel, (b) interdigi-
tated channel, (c) serpentine channel.

The PEM fuel cell is simply a membrane electrode assembly (MEA) sandwiched
with a certain channel layout at its two sides. In theory and reality, there are many
possible combinations of the channel layout for the anode and cathode flow-field.
The situation can be more complex if the orientation of the channel inlets and
outlets is considered since the location of the inlets and outlets can differ (co-flow,
intersect-flow and counter-flow, etc.) between the two sides, even if the same pair
of channel layout is chosen. In this study, only the simplest case, i.e. same pair of
channel layout and co-flow, is investigated. The mesh of the current multi-channel
computational domain has been shown in Figure 4.7 and are not repeated here.

The same set of parameters, as used in the single-channel model (Table 3.1-3.3),
are maintained in the multi-channel model, except for the stoichiometric ratio for
which the serpentine channel layout has experienced convergence difficulties with
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stoichiometric ratios of 1.2 for the fuel and 2 for the air stream, implying that the
serpentine channel design is more likely to cause mass concentration limitations
compared to the other two designs. Finally, two increased stoichiometric ratios (2
at the anode side and 4 at the cathode side) are used for all three channel layouts.

A detailed description of various transport phenomena and electrochemical ki-
netics have been made in the previous chapter. Hence, to avoid unnecessary details
the results and discussion presented below will mainly focus on the mass transport
effects caused by the flow-field configurations.

6.2 Flow Field

In Figure 6.2, the gauge pressure distribution at the cathode side flow channel,
GDL and catalyst layer is demonstrated. The plots at the top of each figure show
the pressure distribution at the middle x− z cross-section of the gas flow channel.
The plots at the bottom of each figure show the pressure distribution at 5 slices
located at z/Lch =1/10, 3/10, 5/10, 7/10 and 9/10, respectively. The pressure
difference between the channel inlet and outlet represents the pressure drop through
the cell. For the straight parallel channel, each channel is short and connects
directly to the flow manifolds. Therefore, the pressure drop is very small, only
about 63 Pa. In contrary, there are no direct flow paths in the interdigitated
channel layout and the gas flow has to pass through the gas diffusion layer to reach
the adjacent outgoing flow channels. Therefore, the flow resistance is quite large in
the interdigitated channel layout, resulting in a substantial pressure drop between
adjacent flow channels. The pressure drop in the serpentine channel layout is also
very large. This is because the length of the serpentine channel is more than four
times that of the straight parallel channel, thus the friction loss along the channel
is significantly increased. Moreover, minor pressure losses arise from the channel
bend and the secondary flows around the channel U-turn region.

Figure 6.3 demonstrates the velocity profiles on the same slices as in the previous
figure for three flow channel layouts. Corresponding to the pressure distributions,
the velocity profile in the flow channel and porous backing layers are totally dif-
ferent among three layouts. In Figure 6.3(a), the maximum channel flow appears
in the bottom (4th) channel next to the manifold outlet, and the velocity in the
channel decreases as closer to the manifold inlet. In Figure 6.3(b), the optimum
flow field appears in the two center (2nd and 3rd) channels. At the dead end of each
channel, the flow is almost stagnant and the gas is thus forced to pass through the
porous gas diffusion layer underneath. For the serpentine channel layout (Figure
6.3(c)), the maximum flow velocity resides in the first and last straight branch of
the channel. The velocity in the two center channels is weakened by the cross flow
between adjacent channels due to the pressure drop. Furthermore, checking the lo-
cal Reynolds number shows that the maximum Reynolds number is less than 200 for
the current four-channel modeling domains, justifying the laminar flow assumption
made in Chapter 3.
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Figure 6.2: Distribution of the gas pressure: (a) straight parallel channel, (b)
interdigitated channel, (c) serpentine channel.

In addition, due to the centrifugal effect of the flow stream, a secondary flow
forms around the sharp corner of the channel. Figure 6.4 shows the enlarged view
of the secondary flow at the channel joint of the interdigitated layout and at the
U-turn region of the serpentine layout. These vortices result in enhanced mixing
and lead to flow unsteadiness and pressure drops.

The pressure and velocity distribution at the anode side flow channel, GDL and
catalyst layer are very similar to the cathode side but with much lower numerical
values. The details are not given here. Generally speaking, Figure 6.2-6.4 exhibited
the advantage and disadvantage of the three channel designs. Design and fabrica-
tion of the straight parallel channel is simple. However, the pressure drop within
each flow channel is low. Hence the liquid droplets, once they form in the channel,
are difficult to be removed from the cell. Eventually, some of the flow channels may
be entirely clogged with liquid water and stagnant areas tend to form at various
locations, resulting in poor gas flow distributions. The interdigitated and serpen-
tine flow-field designs are more effective in terms of liquid water removal. However,
significant pressure losses arise from such designs, prohibiting their application in
large scale cell stacks.
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Figure 6.3: Velocity profiles: (a) straight parallel channel, (b) interdigitated chan-
nel, (c) serpentine channel.

Figure 6.4: Vortex around the sharp corner: (a) interdigitated channel, (b) serpen-
tine channel.
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6.3 Oxygen Distribution

The distribution of the oxygen molar concentration in the cathode flow channel,
GDL, and catalyst layer is illustrated in Figure 6.5. It can be seen that the oxygen
concentration decreases along the flow path from the channel inlet towards the
outlet in all three channel layouts. Especially in the interdigitated and serpentine
channel layouts, the oxygen concentration at the downstream land region is very
low. For the former, this is because the convective mass transfer is weak close to
the interdigitated cell boundary where the oxygen is mainly supplied by a diffusion
process; for the latter, it is mainly due to the oxygen consumption along the long
serpentine flow path. Comparatively speaking, the straight parallel channel layout
provides the most uniform oxygen supply. To take advantage of the water removal
ability of the serpentine channel and the uniform gas supply of the straight parallel
channel, a hybrid design that combines the straight and serpentine channel layouts
by using multiple parallel serpentine channels is usually adopted. As such, the
length of each serpentine channel is shortened and the pressure drop through each
channel is also reduced. Such a patented design is schematically shown in Figure
6.6.

6.4 Liquid Water Distribution

Water management as a whole, and liquid water removal in particular, is probably
the most challenging issue that PEM fuel cell technology is facing. At certain
operating conditions such as high current densities or low operating temperature
(e.g. cold start), electrode pores are prone to be filled with liquid water, impeding
reactant transport to catalyst sites. This phenomenon, known as “flooding”, is an
important limiting factor of PEM fuel cell performance. To avoid liquid flooding,
various liquid water removal approaches have been explored in the literature and
they are generally categorized into three main groups. The first is through the
modification of materials. By coating the GDL and gas flow channel surface with
certain hydrophobic materials, or by introducing a micro-porous layer between the
GDL and the catalyst layer, liquid water can be more timely removed from the
catalyst layer, thus allowing the catalyst for effective reactions. Secondly, liquid
water removal can be achieved by adjusting the operating conditions, such as the
cell temperature, gas flow temperature, mass flow rate, or operating pressure, etc.
Finally, the liquid flooding can also be alleviated by optimum flow-field designs.
This is the main objective of the multi-channel model presented in this chapter.

It should be noted that due to the extremely complex two-phase flow behavior
in the gas channel, the current model assumes that the liquid water can be instan-
taneously removed once the liquid droplet emerges at the GDL/channel interface,
thus entailing a zero liquid saturation boundary condition at the GDL/channel in-
terface. This is a reasonable assumption for cells with a single straight parallel
channel operating with high gas flow rate conditions. In an industrial-sized PEM
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Figure 6.5: Distribution of oxygen concentration (mol/m3): (a) straight parallel
channel, (b) interdigitated channel, (c) serpentine channel.

Figure 6.6: Multiple serpentine flow channels [143].
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fuel cell that possesses multiple flow channels, however, it is common to see a large
amount of water droplets accumulated inside the flow channel, particularly around
the channel bend region. Such liquid water transport characteristics would require
a real two-phase channel flow model, which is beyond the scope of this study. In-
stead, the current multi-channel model is only trying to provide some insights into
how the flow-field design may affect the liquid saturation distribution in the porous
backing layer.

Figure 6.7 compares the liquid saturation distribution at the middle x−z cross-
section of the CCL for three different channel designs. For all these designs, the
maximum saturation lies under the land region close to the channel corners or cell
boundaries, where the convective flow is relatively weak and liquid water is mostly
removed by capillary diffusion. In the middle of the cell, the three channel layouts
exhibit different saturation distributions. This is mainly because of the cross-flow
effects. In fact, due to the pressure difference between adjacent flow channels in the
interdigitated and serpentine flow channels, some of the flow will pass through the
porous backing layer instead of through the channel. The resulting flow field is not
simply a superposition of laminar flow in the channel and Darcy flow in the GDL
but that of a non-linear coupling of the flow in the channel and GDL. Therefore,
with increasing distance from the bend or dead end, the liquid saturation presents a
non-uniform distribution. In contrast, the liquid saturation is rather uniform along
the land in the straight parallel channel layout, because the pressure difference
between adjacent parallel channels is small and, thus, no obvious cross flows exist
between them.

The cross flows within the interdigitated and serpentine flow channels can be
more easily observed from the cross-section plots shown in Figure 6.8 and Figure
6.9. The 1st, 3rd and 5th slices present in the velocity profiles (refer to Figure 6.3)
are shown here again along with the velocity vector plot. These slices correspond
to the upstream, middle and downstream of the flow channel, respectively.

In Figure 6.8, intense cross flow appears between adjacent interdigitated flow
channels in all three slices. Hence, the land region between two channels is less
flooded compared to the land next to the cell boundary. Meanwhile, it is seen
that the cross flow results in a distinct shift of the saturation distribution from the
incoming channel towards the exhaust channel.

The cross flow within the serpentine flow-field presents a different behavior. In
Figure 6.9(a), the cross flow is significant between the 1st & 2nd channel as well
as between the 3rd & 4th channel, but it is weak between the 2nd & 3rd channel.
This is simply because the plot-slices of the second and third channel are just
taken before and after a channel bend. Therefore, the pressure drop between two
channels is still relatively small at this location. Corresponding to the cross flows,
the liquid saturation is smaller between the 1st & 2nd and 3rd & 4th channels and it
shifts towards the downstream channel, but it is larger and more uniform between
the 2nd & 3rd channel. The situation in slice 5 is just opposite to that of slice
1. The cross flow between the 1st & 2nd and 3rd & 4th channels is insignificant
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Figure 6.7: Distribution of liquid saturation at the middle x−z cross-section of the
cathode catalyst layer: (a) straight parallel channel, (b) interdigitated channel, (c)
serpentine channel.
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but it is stronger between the 2nd & 3rd channel. Consequently, liquid flooding is
alleviated only between the two center channels, as shown in Figure 6.9(c). Slice
3 lies in the middle of the flow channels, hence, the pressure drop and cross flow
between adjacent channels is moderate and similar. Therefore, the magnitude and
distribution of the liquid saturation between any two adjacent channels is quite
similar, as shown in Figure 6.9(b).

More effective liquid water removal can be achieved through enhanced cross
flow effects. This can be done by increasing the gas flow rate, the porosity and
permeability of the backing layer, or by reducing the land width and the GDL
thickness, etc. As an illustration, the intrinsic permeability of the porous backing
layer is arbitrarily increased by an order of magnitude (from about 8.0 × 10−12

to 8.0 × 10−11 m2, refer to Equation (3.61)). The corresponding liquid saturation
distribution is shown in Figure 6.10. Clearly, the saturation is almost unchanged
in the straight parallel channel layout but it moderated in the interdigitated and
serpentine channels as compared to Figure 6.7, manifesting the effectiveness of the
cross flow on liquid water removal.

6.5 Current Density Distribution

Figure 6.11 shows the transverse current density (Jy) distribution at the middle
x − z plane of the membrane layer. As with the single-channel modeling results
shown in Figure 5.35, it is seen that the current density under the land is much
higher than under the channel in all three multi-channel layouts. In the straight
parallel channel model, the distribution of current density is very similar to that of
the oxygen concentration. The current density is higher where the oxygen supply
is more sufficient. In the interdigitated and serpentine models however, the current
density distribution is affected by both the oxygen distribution and the cross flow
effects. It is found that the current density is locally boosted where the cross flow
is strong.

One should note that the average cell current densities generated from three
multi-channel models differ from each other and are different from the single-channel
model. At the base case, the average current density of the single, straight, inter-
digitated, and the serpentine channel models are 8407.3, 8398.4, 8502.4, and 8711.4
A/m2, respectively. The discrepancies between these models can be even larger
if the liquid flow in the channel is accounted for. This raises a big difficulty re-
garding the validation of the numerical model of PEM fuel cells. In most of the
previous modeling studies, the validation is usually made by comparing 1D, 2D, or
3D single-channel modeling results to experimental data retrieved from testing an
industrial-sized fuel cell with intricate flow-field design in terms of the polarization
curve. However, the results from the current study indicate that such comparisons
may not be accurate or appropriate. In order to make the validation more mean-
ingful, the numerical models at least should have the same geometric layouts as the
testing cells.
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Figure 6.8: Effect of cross flow between interdigitated channels on the distribution
of liquid saturation: (a) slice 1 (z/Lch = 1/10), (b) slice 3 (z/Lch = 5/10), (c) slice
5 (z/Lch = 9/10).
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Figure 6.9: Effect of cross flow between serpentine channels on the distribution of
liquid saturation: (a) slice 1 (z/Lch = 1/10), (b) slice 3 (z/Lch = 5/10), (c) slice 5
(z/Lch = 9/10).
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Figure 6.10: Effect of intrinsic permeability on the distribution of liquid saturation:
(a) straight parallel channel, (b) interdigitated channel, (c) serpentine channel.
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Figure 6.11: Distribution of the transverse current density, Jy, at the middle x− z
cross-section of the membrane layer: (a) straight parallel channel, (b) interdigitated
channel, (c) serpentine channel.
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6.6 Summary

Flow field design is one of the most important considerations in the development
of PEM fuel cells. A good flow field design cannot only provide optimum reactant
gas supply but also reduce the overall cell weight and cost. In this chapter, the
three most common flow field designs (straight, interdigitated and serpentine) are
investigated, using the multi-channel model developed in this study. The results
show that owing to the pressure difference between adjacent flow channels, some of
the gas may bypass the flow channel and move through the porous backing layer to
the next channel directly, forming a cross flow between two neighboring channels.
This cross flow facilitates the reactant transport and liquid water removal within
the backing layer, leading to enhanced cell performance.
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Chapter 7

Summary and Future Work

A rigorous three dimensional transient mathematical model for PEM fuel cells has
been developed in this thesis research. The complete set of governing equations
consists of the conservation of mass, momentum, and species for the gas phase,
the conservation of dissolved water and liquid water, the conservation of electric
charge, and the conservation of energy for all phases and species. A comprehensive
inclusion of various transient transport phenomena and phase transfer processes
is achieved in this model, including the non-equilibrium phase transfer between
the liquid water and water vapor (condensation/evaporation); the non-equilibrium
membrane water sorption/desorption; water transport within the bulk membrane
(membrane hydration/dehydration); liquid water transport in the porous backing
layer; heat transfer; gas diffusion towards the reaction sites; and the convective
gas flow in the gas channels. Furthermore, some of the conventionally used mod-
eling assumptions and approaches have been incorporated into the current model.
Depending on the modeling purposes, the resulting model can be readily switched
between steady and unsteady, isothermal and non-isothermal, single- and multi-
phase, equilibrium and non-equilibrium membrane sorption/desorption, and three
water production assumptions.

The final equation set is discretized and solved with finite volume based commer-
cial software, Fluent, with user provided subroutines that describe various model
parameters, empirical correlations, material properties, boundary conditions, and
source terms. In addition, some control strategies and numerical under-relaxation
schemes were developed and implemented into this model, to handle the stiffness
inherent of a PEM fuel cell system. Superior convergence performance is achieved
with these schemes, even for multi-channel models with increased cell size. Strin-
gent numerical tests were performed to ensure that the solutions were independent
of grid size and time step. It is found that the number of grid points in the through
plane direction (y-direction) has a dominant effect on the solution precision and
model stability. Moreover, it is found that coarsening or refining of the mesh may
both lead to divergence. The former is mainly due to the increased discretization
error while the latter is due to the increased grid aspect ratio.
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Using a single-channel model, some of the commonly used assumptions and
modeling approaches were examined and analyzed. For the first time, the water
production mechanism is clarified and it is argued that the water production during
the ORR is in the dissolved phase. Two widely used water production assumptions
(liquid water production and water vapor production) were also investigated and
compared to the dissolved water production mechanism. It exhibits that all three
assumptions have identical results as the equilibrium state is finally reached. How-
ever, for more realistic non-equilibrium states, non-negligible discrepancies exist
among these three assumptions. Moreover, by varying the condensation/evapora-
tion rate coefficients that are developed as part of this thesis research, the relation-
ship between the present model, the single-phase model and the mixture model is
demonstrated. The results indicate that although the liquid and vapor production
assumptions are not physically correct, they can serve as a tool to identify the phase
equilibrium state and help understand the phase transfer processes.

The membrane sorption/desorption process has been widely treated as an in-
stantaneous process in the literature. In this study, a novel finite-rate membrane
sorption/desorption submodel is developed by adopting two new correlations for
the sorption/desorption rate coefficients that are derived based on the experimen-
tal work of Ge et al. The non-equilibrium and equilibrium submodels agree with
each other very well as the sorption/desorption rate coefficients increase towards
their upper limits. This can be regarded as a good numerical validation for the
current models. Under non-equilibrium conditions, the results manifest that the
equilibrium approach tends to underestimate the cell current output for steady
state modeling, and the cell response time if transient phenomena are of concern.

The effects of capillary pressure and relative permeability on the liquid satura-
tion distribution were inspected with several empirical expressions that are com-
monly adopted in the literature. The standard Leverett J-function for the capillary
pressure is compared with two newly developed expressions that pertain to PEM
fuel cell materials. The results demonstrate that the liquid saturation distribution
predicted by the standard Leverett function is more uniform than for the other two
expressions, indicating that the non-uniform wetting properties of the PEM fuel
cell materials cannot be correctly accounted for by the most widely used Leverett
function approach. A similar comparison is made for the relative permeability with
two empirical power law expressions. This part of the study shows that the rela-
tive permeability has an even more significant impact on the modeling results than
the capillary pressure, highlighting a research area that still lacks experimental
attention.

Furthermore, two methods for the specification of the boundary conditions for
the solid phase potential were examined. It is found that the solutions from two
different methods are exactly the same. However, the computational expense and
the model stability are slightly different. The comparison from this study suggests
that a rarely used method is indeed more efficient and stable.

With the optimal choices for the above mentioned assumptions and modeling
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approaches, extensive transient simulations were carried out to explore the dy-
namic responses of a PEM fuel cell and the transient transport phenomena within
it. Firstly, the cell responses with respect to various changes in operating condi-
tions were simulated. The voltage sweep study discloses a hysteresis effect for the
polarization curve, where the curve in the forward sweep does not coincide with the
backward sweep. A similar hysteresis effect has been confirmed by experimental
observations. Examination of the membrane water content variation indicates that
this hysteresis behavior is mainly caused by the sluggish membrane hydration/de-
hydration and sorption/desorption processes. A sinusoidal impedance approach is
employed to identify the time scales for different dynamic transport processes and
it is found that the time scale for heat transfer is about 10 seconds, while the
time scale for various water transport processes are closely correlated and are on
the order of 100 seconds. Further, the study of step changes in operating condi-
tions demonstrates that the current overshoot is slightly larger when a voltage step
change is performed at high current densities; the pressure effects are more signifi-
cant at low pressure conditions; the current overshoot decreases with the increasing
of gas flow pressure; and the increase of the gas flow rate does not influence the cell
current significantly, except in the mass transport limitation region.

Various transient transport phenomena exist in PEM fuel cells which, because
of in-situ measurement difficulties, can only be probed through numerical simula-
tions. However, most of the previous transient studies have only focused on the cell
dynamic responses, using models with reduced dimensions (1D/2D) or neglected
transient processes. A comprehensive 3D analysis of the main transient transport
processes in PEM fuel cells is still rarely seen in the literature. This gap is now
filled by the current study which forms one of the major contributions of this thesis
research.

The transient transport processes, including the transport of gas species (hy-
drogen, oxygen), multi-water phases (vapor, dissolved and liquid), electric charges
(electrons and protons), and energy, during a step change in relative humidity were
demonstrated. It is found that since both water vapor and hydrogen are consumed
at the anode side catalyst layer, the hydrogen concentration increases along the flow
channel at the initial fully humidified conditions. As the incoming gas becomes dry,
consumption of the hydrogen surmounts that of the water vapor and the hydrogen
concentration starts to decrease along the channel after about 1 second and this
trend remains for the rest of the time period. On the other hand, only oxygen is
consumed at the cathode side. It is seen that the oxygen concentration decreases
along the channel during the whole transition period.

The transient variations of three water phases are interrelated and very similar.
Significant variations in the water vapor concentration, membrane water content
and liquid saturation were observed, especially around the cell inlet. Moreover,
it shows that the anode side membrane is more easily drying out during the step
change process, suggesting that higher relative humidity conditions should be main-
tained for the anode side gas stream. A liquid/gas front and its evolution during
the relative humidity change is successfully captured. This part of the results may
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provide some insight into how the liquid water flooding can be alleviated through
appropriate variations of operating conditions.

The transport of electrons forms an electronic current in the solid backbone of
the porous backing layer. Similarly, the transport of protons creates a protonic cur-
rent in the polymer electrolyte membrane. These two currents are interconnected
through the electrochemical reactions at the ACL and CCL. It is found that the
electrochemical reaction rates increase from the GDL/CL boundary towards the
membrane/CL boundary for both the ORR and HOR reactions, indicating that
the reaction rate is more dominated by the electric overpotential rather than by
the reactants’ concentration. Furthermore, it is seen that the electrochemical reac-
tions are more pronounced under the land than under the channel because under
the land electrons can be supplied more easily to the electrochemical reaction sites.

The temperature distribution is a compromise of various heat generation/ab-
sorption mechanisms. A temporal local temperature drop is observed at the cell
inlet, where significant liquid evaporation occurs and a fair amount of heat is ab-
sorbed. Further, it is found that the temperature distribution across the cell is
dominated by reaction heat while the temperature along the channel is more dom-
inated by ohmic heating.

Finally, using the multi-channel model, the three most common flow field designs
(straight, interdigitated and serpentine) were investigated. The distributions of the
bulk flow field, reactant concentration, liquid saturation and current density were
demonstrated for all three designs. The results indicate that the cross flows, which
form between adjacent flow channel branches due to a pressure difference, tend to
facilitate the reactant transport and liquid water removal within the backing layer,
and can lead to enhanced cell performance.

In summary, several key conclusions can be drawn from this thesis research:

� the dissolved water production mechanism should be exclusively adopted in
future studies;

� the non-equilibrium phase transfer processes, particularly the non-equilibrium
membrane sorption/desorption process, are necessary for both steady-state
and transient simulations;

� prediction of the liquid saturation distribution is sensitive to the empirical
correlations for the capillary pressure and relative permeability. Therefore,
correlations that pertain to PEM fuel cell materials should be derived;

� the initial abrupt overshoot/undershoot of the cell dynamic response is mainly
caused by the limitation of gas reactant transport, whereas the remaining slow
response of the cell is more dominated by the sluggish water transport and
heat transfer processes;

� liquid flooding can be alleviated and the cell performance can be improved
through appropriate flow-field designs.
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Furthermore, the results of this thesis research also highlight a few areas for
future studies, as summarized below:

� the mechanism of proton transport in the polymer electrolyte is still not well
understood and requires more fundamental research efforts;

� simulation of the liquid flow in the porous backing layer could be done with
more realistic heterogenous pore structures;

� determination of the empirical correlations that pertain to PEM fuel cells
would demand more experimental work;

� for practical-size fuel cells, the liquid water transport in the gas flow channel
can be a dominating factor that limits the cell performance. Therefore, a
sophisticated two-phase channel flow model is highly desirable;

� industrial-size fuel cells and cell stacks should be modeled with more powerful
computing facilities in terms of parallel processing.
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Appendix A

List of User Defined Functions

A.1 User Subroutines

double Get sat (double T)

Calculate the saturation pressure based on the local temperature, T.

double Mass Frac Anode (int i)

Return the mass fraction of species i at the anode side.

double Mass Frac Cathode (int i)

Return the mass fraction of species i at the cathode side.

double Water Activity (double T, cell t c, Thread *t)

Calculate the water activity based on the local temperature; equilibrium ap-
proach.

double Water content cl (cell t c, Thread *t, double act)

Calculate the equilibrium membrane water content in the catalyst layer based
on the local water activity.

double Water content (cell t c, Thread *t)

Calculate the membrane water content; non-equilibrium approach.

double Osmotic Drag Coefficient (double lambda)

Calculate the osmotic drag coefficient based on the local membrane water con-
tent.

double Membrane Conductivity (double lambda, double T)

Calculate the membrane conductivity based on the local membrane water con-
tent and temperature.

double Water Membrane Diffusivity (double lambda)

Calculate the dissolved water diffusivity in the membrane.
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double Eta total ()

Calculate the total potential loss based on the reversible and the output cell
potential.

double RR a (cell t c, Thread *t)

Calculate the Butler-Volmer reaction rate at the anode side (HOR).

double RR c (cell t c, Thread *t)

Calculate the Butler-Volmer reaction rate at the cathode side (ORR).

double D Cwm Cw (double T, cell t c, Thread *t)

Conversion from the membrane water to water vapor; equilibrium approach.

double Get K GDL (cell t c, Thread *t)

Calculate the permeability of the porous backing layer.

double Get mu g (double T)

Calculate the temperature dependent gas phase viscosity.

double Get mu w (double T)

Calculate the temperature dependent water viscosity.

double Get Krl (cell t c, Thread *t)

Return the relative permeability of the liquid phase.

double Get Krg (cell t c, Thread *t)

Return the relative permeability of the gas phase.

double Get lambda l (cell t c, Thread *t)

Return the relative mobility of the liquid phase.

double Get lambda g (cell t c, Thread *t)

Return the relative mobility of the gas phase.

double Get niu (cell t c, Thread *t)

Calculate the kinetic viscosity.

double Get J s (cell t c, Thread *t)

The Leverett J-function.

double Get dJ ds (cell t c, Thread *t)

Return the derivative of the J-function with respect to liquid saturation, s.

double Get Pc (cell t c, Thread *t)

Return the local capillary pressure.

double Get Sw vl (cell t c, Thread *t)
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Source of phase change between the vapor and liquid phase.

double Gamma a (cell t c, Thread *t)

Return the membrane sorption-desorption rate coefficient, anode side;

double Gamma c (cell t c, Thread *t)

Return the membrane sorption-desorption rate coefficient, cathode side;

double Get Sw vd (cell t c, Thread *t)

Source of phase change between the vapor and dissolved phase.
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A.2 Fluent Standard UDFs

DEFINE PROFILE(char name, Thread *t, int i)

{
f a c e t f ;

b e g i n f l o o p ( f , t )
{

F PROFILE( f , t , i ) = . . . . . . ;
}
end f l o op ( f , t )

}

Usage: call user defined subroutines to specify various boundary conditions, e.g.,
overpotential, mass flux, mass fraction, pressure, temperature, and membrane water
content if equilibrium approach is used, etc.
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DEFINE ADJUST (char name, Domain *d)

{
Thread * t ;
c e l l t c ;

t h r e ad l oop c ( t , d )
{

Zone ID = THREAD ID( t ) ;

b e g i n c l o o p a l l ( c , t )
{

i f ( Zone ID = = Channel a ) . . . . . . ;
i f ( Zone ID = = Anode ) . . . . . . ;
i f ( Zone ID = = CL a) . . . . . . ;
i f ( Zone ID = = Membrane) . . . . . . ;
i f ( Zone ID = = CL a) . . . . . . ;
i f ( Zone ID = = Cathode ) . . . . . . ;
i f ( Zone ID = = Channel c ) . . . . . . ;

}
e n d c l o o p a l l ( c , t )

}

}

Usage: (i). update all physical properties and the source terms in each layer of
the fuel cell. (ii). implement the equilibrium membrane water transport approach
here. Convert the water flux at the membrane-CL boundary to source terms on
the first layer of the grid as explained in Section 3.3.3. (iii). apply inner and outer
under relaxations as illustrated in Section 4.1.3.
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DEFINE EXECUTE AT END(char name)

{
Domain *d ;
Thread * t ;
c e l l t c ;

d = Get Domain ( 1 ) ;

t h r e ad l oop c ( t , d )
{

Zone ID = THREAD ID( t ) ;

b e g i n c l o o p a l l ( c , t )
{

i f ( Zone ID = = Channel a ) . . . . . . ;
. . . . . .

}
e n d c l o o p a l l ( c , t )

}

}

Usage: calculate the phase current density vector, Js, Jm.
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DEFINE INIT(char name, Domain *d)

{
Thread * t ;
c e l l t c ;

t h r e ad l oop c ( t , d )
{

Zone ID = THREAD ID( t ) ;

b e g i n c l o o p a l l ( c , t )
{

i f ( Zone ID = = Channel a ) . . . . . . ;
. . . . . .

}
e n d c l o o p a l l ( c , t )

}

}

Usage: initialize the flow-field.
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DEFINE UDS UNSTEADY (char name, cell t c, Thread *t, int i, double
*apu, double *su)

{
i n t Zone ID = THREAD ID( t ) ;

i f ( i = = Dis so lved )
{

i f ( Zone ID = = CL a | | Zone ID = = CL c )
{

*apu = . . . . . . ;
* su = . . . . . . ;

}
e l s e
{

*apu = . . . . . . ;
* su = . . . . . . ;

}
}
i f ( i = = Liquid )
{

*apu = . . . . . . ;
* su = . . . . . . ;

}
}

Usage: customize unsteady terms in the user-defined scalar (UDS) transport
equations.
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DEFINE UDS FLUX (char name, face t f, Thread *t, int i)

{
i f (BOUNDARY FACE THREAD P( t ) )
{

. . . . . . ;
f l u x = . . . . . . ;

}
e l s e
{

. . . . . . ;
f l u x = . . . . . . ;

}
r e turn f l ux ;

}

Usage: customize convective terms in the user-defined scalar (UDS) transport
equations.
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DEFINE DIFFUSIVITY (char name, cell t c, Thread *t, int i)

{
i n t Zone ID = THREAD ID( t ) ;

i f ( i = = Hydrogen )
{

d i f f = . . . . . . ;
}
. . . . . . ;

r e turn d i f f ;
}

Usage: define diffusivity for gas species and UDS equations.
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DEFINE SOURCE (char name, cell t c, Thread *t, double dS, int eqn)

{
double Var ;
Var = . . . . . . ;
dS [ eqn ] = . . . . . . ;

r e turn Var ;
}

Usage: specify custom source terms for the different types of solved transport
equations, e.g, mass equation, multi-species equations, liquid and dissolved water
transport equations, electric charge equations, and energy equations.
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